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Introduction
Freedom of religion or belief (FoRB) is a universal human right guaranteed by Article 18 of
the UN Universal Declaration on Human Rights (Universal Declaration) and the UN
International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) which reads:
(1): Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right
shall include freedom [...] either individually or in community with others and in public or
private to manifest his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching.
(2): No one shall be subject to coercion which would impair his freedom to have or to adopt a
religion or belief of his choice.
(3): Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only to such limitations as
are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health or morals or the
fundamental rights and freedoms of others.’
According to the 1981 UN Declaration of the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and
of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief, Article 6, the right to freedom of thought,
conscience, religion, or belief includes, inter alia, the following freedoms:
(a)
To worship or assemble in connection with a religion or belief, and to establish and
maintain places for these purposes;
(b) To establish and maintain appropriate charitable or humanitarian institutions;
(c)
To make, acquire and use to an adequate extent the necessary articles and materials
related to the rites or customs of a religion or belief;
(d) To write, issue and disseminate relevant publications in these areas;
(e)

To teach a religion or belief in places suitable for these purposes;

(f) To solicit and receive voluntary financial and other contributions from individuals and
institutions;
(g) To train, appoint, elect or designate by succession appropriate leaders called for by the
requirements and standards of any religion or belief;
(h) To observe days of rest and to celebrate holidays and ceremonies in accordance with the
precepts of one's religion or belief;
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(i) To establish and maintain communications with individuals and communities in matters
of religion and belief at the national and international levels.

EU Guidelines on Freedom of Religion or Belief
In June 2013, the EU adopted Guidelines on Freedom of Religion or Belief, which signifies a
commitment by the EU to mainstream these principles and sends a strong message to all
countries that do not respect them.
By adopting the Guidelines, the EU acknowledges that religious freedom violations,
committed by state and non-state actors alike, are widespread and complex, affecting societies
and individuals everywhere, including in Europe. It also clarifies the EU’s own position
towards religion or belief, not aligning itself with any specific view or conviction but
upholding the right of the individual to choose, change, adopt, or abandon a conviction
according to one’s conscience.
The Guidelines are an important tool for EU officials in third countries to assist citizens who
have been victims of violations of their right to freedom of religion or belief and
discrimination.
Our Annual Report this year focuses on countries which imprison people for exercising their
right to freedom of religion or belief as defined by Article 18 of the ICCPR and Article 6 of
the 1981 UN Declaration of the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of
Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief. Each country report comprises several sections:







Introduction
Cases of prisoners per religious or belief minority
Laws used to criminalize religious activities
National standards for detention conditions
National and international reports on prison conditions in each country
Conclusions

The report is meant to provide a tool to the relevant EU actors who should
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contribute to the improvement of FoRB in countries of particular concern
prioritize the minorities which need to be protected and defended
try to get the release of believers and non-believers who were illegally arrested and
imprisoned, being aware of their detention conditions.
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State repression of legitimate activities of members of religious or belief
groups
Quite a number of UN Member States fail to abide by UN standards and even criminalize
individual and collective rights related to freedom of religion or belief (FoRB).
The state repression may include the death penalty, various forms of physical punishment,
prison terms and exorbitant fines, sometimes of up to one hundred times the minimum
monthly salary.
The death penalty is a violation of the right to life and usually concerns the change of
religion or (alleged) blasphemy cases in a number of Muslim majority countries:
Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Maldives, Mauritania, Morocco,
Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
Physical punishments, such as lashing, flogging, and caning, are unquestionably torture as
well as inhuman and degrading treatments. They are usually implemented in some Muslim
majority countries in cases of change of religion, blasphemy, or allegedly offensive
statements related to FoRB issues.
Imprisonment is another form of state repression that is often used on the basis of laws
criminalising








the mere affiliation to or identification with a specific religious or belief group that
may be banned or ostracised
the public expression of atheism and agnosticism
the questioning of official religious teachings
the conversion to a minority religion or denomination
proselytising by minority religious or belief groups
worship and religious meetings by peaceful groups that are not allowed to operate
because they are not state-sanctioned or have been arbitrarily denied state registration
conscientious objection to military service1.

Victims of imprisonment are usually

1

In its General Comment 22, par. 11, the United Nations Human Rights Committee said in 1993 that the right to
conscientious objection falls within the scope of Article 18:
‘(…) The Covenant does not explicitly refer to a right to conscientious objection, but the Committee believes
that such a right can be derived from article 18, inasmuch as the obligation to use lethal force may seriously
conflict with the freedom of conscience and the right to manifest one's religion or belief. When this right is
recognized by law or practice, there shall be no differentiation among conscientious objectors on the basis of the
nature of their particular beliefs; likewise, there shall be no discrimination against conscientious objectors
because they have failed to perform military service. (…) ‘
See the full text of General Comment 22 at http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/gencomm/hrcom22.htm.
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members and leaders of banned or unregistered religious or belief groups for any of
their activities;
members and leaders of registered religious or belief groups on the basis of laws
restricting the individual freedom to change religion or belief and to carry out
missionary activities as well as the collective freedoms of association, worship and
assembly;
people arrested and kept in detention without any charges or court decisions;
people exercising their freedom of thought and conscience and accused of blasphemy;
conscientious objectors to military service.

Prisoners sentenced to death for abuse and misuse of blasphemy laws are kept on death row
and their penalty is usually converted into life in prison.

Targeted religious or belief minorities
People who are in prison for exercising their right to freedom of religion or belief are
members of religious or belief minorities in the countries where they are imprisoned. This
report has identified a number of such minorities:
Ahmadis
Atheists
Baha’is
Buddhists
Catholics
Coptic Orthodox
Erfan-e Halghe followers
Falung Gong practitioners
Jehovah’s Witnesses
Protestants
Said Nursi followers (Muslims)
Shia Muslims
Sufis (Muslims)
Sunni Muslims
Tablighi Jamaat Muslims
Protestants of various denominations (mainly Evangelical & Pentecostal) were in prison in
thirteen countries: Algeria, China, Eritrea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Nepal, North
Korea, Pakistan, Sudan, Uzbekistan, and Vietnam.
Jehovah’s Witnesses were in prison in five countries: Azerbaijan, Eritrea, Singapore, South
Korea and Turkmenistan.
Catholics in three countries: China, Pakistan and Vietnam.
VI
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Ahmadis in three countries: Algeria, Indonesia and Pakistan
Muslims of various denominations were also in prison:


Sunnis in thirteen countries: Azerbaijan (including Said Nursi Followers), China,
Egypt, India, Iran, Kazakhstan (Tablighi Jamaat), Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Russia (Said
Nursi Followers), Saudi Arabia (Wahhabis), Tajikistan (including Tablighi Jamaat),
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan (including Said Nursi Followers)



Shias in six countries: Azerbaijan, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia

A number of religious and belief minority groups had prisoners in two countries:
Buddhists: China and in Vietnam
Coptic Orthodox: Egypt and Eritrea
Sufis: Iran and Uzbekistan
Baha’is: Iran and Yemen
Atheists: Egypt and Singapore
Some religious minorities were deprived of their freedom in only one country:
In Iran: Erfan-e Halghe and Zoroastrians.
In China: Falun Gong practitioners.
In Vietnam: Duong Van Minh Believer (Hmong)

Most dangerous countries for religious minorities: China, Iran, and North
Korea
Some countries imprison believers of a wide range of minority religions for the legitimate
exercise of their right to freedom of religion or belief.
In China, five religious denominations are particularly persecuted: (Tibetan) Buddhists,
Roman Catholics, Falun Gong practitioners, Evangelical and Pentecostal Protestants, and
Uyghur Sunnis. Falun Gong practitioners, whose movement was banned in 1999, are
massively imprisoned, while Evangelical and Pentecostal Protestants belonging to the
mushrooming network of underground house churches outside of state control also pay a
heavy toll. A dozen Roman Catholic priests and bishops who were arrested by police many
years ago for their faithfulness to the Pope and failure to swear allegiance to the Communist
Party remain missing. Uyghur Muslims and Tibetan Buddhists, systematically suspected of
separatism and/or terrorism, are also particular targets of the regime.
In Iran, seven denominations are victims of harsh repression: Baha’is, Erfan-e Halghe,
Protestants, Shias, Sufis, Sunnis, and Zoroastrians. The Baha'is, whose movement is
considered a heresy of Islam, account for the highest number of prisoners. They are followed
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by the Sufis, Sunnis, and indigenous Evangelical and Pentecostal Christians, who extensively
carry out missionary activities among their fellow citizens despite the risk of imprisonment,
torture, and execution. Shia dissidents, members of Erfan-e-Halghe, and Zoroastrians are
also repressed by the theocratic regime of Tehran.
In Azerbaijan, members of four religious denominations were behind bars. Two female
Jehovah’s Witnesses were in prison because of their missionary activities.
Five Said Nursi followers (Muslims) were imprisoned because they were reading the works of
Turkish theologian Said Nursi which have been banned for allegedly inciting religious hatred
and enmity.
Three Sunnis belonging to the Sunni Lezgin Mosque in Baku's Old City, including the imam,
were in prison because they were selling religious material without state authorization.
However, they think the real reason is that they do not want their Sunni mosque in Baku to
join the state-sanctioned and Shia-dominated Caucasian Muslim Board.
Two Shias recognizing Ayatollah Khomeiny as their spiritual leaders were accused of
espionage for Iran and jailed.
In Eritrea, three religious denominations have been repressed for many years. Abune
Antonios, Patriarch of the Eritrean Orthodox Church, has been under house arrest since
January 2006 for repeatedly resisting government interference in religious affairs. As of 31st
December, fifty-four Jehovah’s Witnesses (forty-six men and eight women) were imprisoned
in harsh conditions. They were held in detention for conscientious objection, religious
meetings in private houses or for undisclosed reasons. Some Pentecostals were arrested more
than ten years ago because of their proselytising activities. Their whereabouts remain
unknown.
In Egypt, three groups were victims of the misuse of the blasphemy legislation: five Coptic
Orthodox, two Sunnis, one Shia, and two perceived Atheists.
North Korea is also worth mentioning. This country remains a black spot on the map of
religious persecution, as access to information about North Korean prisoners of conscience is
impossible. According to the four hundred page report of the UN Commission of Inquiry into
human rights in the Democratic People's Republic of North Korea, ‘Countless numbers of
persons in North Korea who attempt to practice their religious beliefs have been severely
punished, even unto death.’

Groups most targeted for prison sentences: Falun Gong practitioners,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Baha’is, and Protestants
The religious denominations that account for the highest numbers of prisoners are Falun Gong
practitioners, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Baha’is, and Protestants.
VIII
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Innumerable Falun Gong practitioners are behind bars in China because of the ban on their
movement. China is the sole country where they are perceived as a security threat by the state
and persecuted. They are usually sentenced to three to seven years in prison, but some have
been sentenced for up to twelve and even seventeen years.
In 2016, 537 Jehovah’s Witnesses were in prison in South Korea for refusing to perform
military service. There were fifty-four in Eritrea, sixteen in Singapore (down from twenty in
2015) and two in Turkmenistan (down from fifteen in 2015) for the same and other reasons.
Baha’is in Iran were routinely arrested and sentenced to heavy prison terms because of the
ban on their movement.
The most targeted Christian groups are Evangelical and Pentecostal-minded Protestants,
mainly because of their proselytising activities in non-Christian cultures.
Members of banned or merely ‘tolerated’ Muslim groups (such as Said Nursi followers and
Tabligh Jamaat) were detained for long periods in several post-Soviet states because they are
perceived as a security threat.
Tibetan Buddhists and Uyghur Muslims in China were also arrested and sentenced to long
prison terms because their religious and ethnic affiliation, different from the majority, is
perceived as a threat to internal security.
Some Sunni or Shia Islamic clerics dissenting from the state-sanctioned theology were
victims of some form of inquisition and occasionally arrested and imprisoned.
Atheists and agnostics, or individuals perceived as such, were also targeted.
Last but not least, the juche civil religion of the North Korean regime excludes the existence
of any other competing religion, belief system, or ideology.
Noteworthy is the fact that there were no FoRB prisoners among Jewish communities
around the world and among some mainline Christian Churches, such as the Orthodox
Churches or the Anglican and Lutheran Churches.
In all the cases, the FoRB prisoners in 2016 belonged to a religious or belief minority in
countries with a differing dominant religion.

Identifying FoRB prisoners
This report deals with FoRB prisoners belonging to minority religious groups who were
victims of state repression for the legitimate exercise of their freedom of religion or belief
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(Article 18 of the ICCPR and Article 6 of the 1981 UN Declaration of the Elimination of All
Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief).
Believers and clerics may also be sent to prison for fighting for democracy, opposing
autocratic leaders, or challenging corruption. If they are detained for such laudable activities,
we consider them to be political prisoners, not FoRB prisoners.
Lawyers, journalists, and bloggers, among others, may also be FoRB defenders in some of
their activities. However, if they get in trouble with the authorities, it is in their capacity as
FoRB defenders, not as victims of Article 18 violations of the Universal Declaration.
About the charges
Another difficulty faced when trying to identify FoRB prisoners is related to the official
charges that are raised.
The reasons advanced by some states for various prison sentences can be divided into two
categories:




the breach of laws on religion unduly restricting the rights guaranteed by international
instruments such as Article 18 of the Universal Declaration and the 1981 UN
Declaration of the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination
Based on Religion or Belief; and
the misuse of other laws.

A number of official accusations clearly challenge the rights protected by Article 18: the
right to change one’s religion, the individual right to share one’s beliefs in private and in
public, the collective right to worship and assembly without state permission, and so on.
However, a wide range of other charges are motivated by the political will to stop the
activities of some leaders and activists of minority religious or belief groups, deter others,
and reduce or eliminate minority religious or belief communities.
In Iran, Evangelical and Pentecostal Protestants have for example been indicted for:
membership in organisations that aim to disrupt national security, assembly and collusion
against national security, undermining national security, propaganda against the system,
organising a group to overthrow the regime, enmity against God (Moharebeh), and other
crimes.
Dervishes have been accused of violations of public order, involvement in a skirmish causing
physical harm, carrying illegal weapons, participating in gatherings with the aim of
overthrowing the Islamic Republic, enmity against God, and corruption on earth.
Baha’is have been sentenced for: organising an illegal group with the goal of aiding the
Islamic Republic’s enemies, membership in an illegal and perverse sect with the goal of
X
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attracting Muslims and preaching against the Islamic Republic, organising assemblies with
the intention to disturb the national security, use, possession and distribution of illegal
compact discs containing appalling and offensive material, using falsely obtained degrees,
illegal counselling, running illegal classes, and defrauding the public.
In China, Evangelical and Pentecostal Protestants belonging to underground house churches
have been put in prison for: Fraud and disruption of public order, illegally occupying
farmland and disturbing transportation order, suspicion of inciting subversion of state power
and leaking state secrets, illegally operating business, and so on.
Catholic clerics have been arrested for refusing to join the state-sanctioned Chinese Catholic
Patriotic Association and swear allegiance to the Communist regime.
Tibetan Buddhists have been incarcerated for refusing to join the state-controlled Chinese
Buddhist Association and wear allegiance to the Communist regime, defending their ethnic
and cultural identity, allegedly posing security problems, and promoting secessionism.
Uyghur Muslims have been sentenced to life in prison or executed for alleged political and
terrorist activities, advocating separatism, masterminding a bomb attempt, and illegal
possession of firearms and ammunition.
The charges against Falun Gong practitioners usually concern membership in a forbidden
cult, spreading lies about organ harvesting, and trying to overthrow the regime. However,
most of the time the charges are not publicized.
About the access to information
The Database of FoRB Prisoners 2016 attached to this report2 faced the challenge of official
charges that were abused and misused for the purpose of repressing religious or ethnoreligious minorities: the Baha’is in Iran, the Tibetan Buddhists and Uyghur Muslims in China,
the Hmong Christians in Laos and Vietnam in addition to certain Muslim denominations in
Central Asia and Russia. Many names could not be included in the Database because of the
lack of accurate or reliable information.
Another challenge to this report has been the over-reporting by Western media and Christian
agencies on prisoners belonging to Christian minorities, even on minuscule religious groups,
in comparison to the under-reporting of FoRB prisoners belonging to non-Christian
minorities, which are often poorly represented in Western Europe and America.

2

See HRWF Int’l Database of Prisoners which comprises moe than 2000 documented individual cases
http://hrwf.eu/forb-intro/forb-and-blasphemy-prisoners-list/
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A final challenge has been the lack of access to information about individual cases due to the
secrecy of certain political regimes, such as in North Korea, and linguistic limitations,
especially in the case of some ethno-religious minorities.
HRWF Database of FoRB prisoners: Over 2200 documented cases
Year after year, Human Rights Without Frontiers has identified and documented more and
more cases of FoRB prisoners3 (six hundred in 2014, over 1500 in 2015 and 2175 in 2016).
See the statistics per country and denomination for 2016:
ALGERIA
Total number of prisoners: 1 Protestant
AZERBAIJAN
Total number of prisoners: 12
Said Nursi Followers: 5
Jehovah's Witnesses: 2
Sunni Muslims: 3
Shia Muslims: 2

CHINA
Total number of prisoners: 1075
Falun Gong: 998
Protestants: 35
Tibetan Buddhists: 20
Uyghur (Sunni) Muslims: 14
Catholics: 8
EGYPT
Total number of prisoners: 10
Coptic Orthodox : 5
Sunni Muslims: 2
Atheist: 2
Shia Muslims: 1

3

Collected data: Age or date of birth - Place of residence - Date and place of arrest - Charges - Statement of
defendant - Article of the criminal/ civil/ administrative code - First court decision - Last court decision - Place
of detention - Date of release - Other information

XII
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ERITREA
Total number of prisoners: 66
Jehovah's Witnesses: 54
Protestants: 8
Orthodox: 4

INDIA
Total number of prisoners: 12
Protestants: 10
Muslims: 2

INDONESIA
Total number of prisoners: 16
Ahmadis: 8
Gafatar: 5
Shi’a Muslims: 2
Protestants: 1

IRAN
Total number of prisoners: 191
Sufis/ Dervishes: 53
Baha’is: 47
Sunni Muslims: 40
Protestants: 23
Erfan-e Halghe: 21
Shia Muslims: 5
Zoroastrians: 2

KAZAKHSTAN
Total number of prisoners: 29
Sunni Muslims (Tablighi Jamaat): 28
Protestant (Adventist): 1
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KYRGYZSTAN
Total number of prisoners: 1 (Muslim)

MOLDOVA
Total number of prisoners: 2 Unification Church believers

NEPAL
Total number of prisoners: 13 (Protestants)

NORTH KOREA
Total number of prisoners: 4 (150,000 to 200,000 prisoners)
Protestants: 4 foreigners
Unknown number of North Korean FoRB prisoners

PAKISTAN
Total number of prisoners: 51
Christians: 46
Ahmadis: 3
Sunni: 1
Shia: 1

RUSSIA
Total number of prisoners: 8 Said Nursi Followers (Muslims)
SAUDI ARABIA
Total number of prisoners: 4
Muslims: 3
Shi’a Muslims: 1

XIV
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SINGAPORE
Total number of prisoners: 16
Jehovah’s Witnesses: 15
Atheist: 1
SOUTH KOREA
Total number of prisoners: 537 Jehovah’s Witnesses

SUDAN
Total number of prisoners: 8 Protestants

TAJIKISTAN
Total number of prisoners: 29
Tablighi Jamaat Muslims: 21
Other Muslims: 8

TURKMENISTAN
Total number of prisoners: 25
Sunni Muslims: 21
Jehovah’s Witness: 4

UZBEKISTAN
Total number of prisoners: 45
Sunnis: 26
Said Nursi Followers: 10
Protestants: 5
Sufis: 4

VIETNAM
Total number of prisoners: 16
Human Rights Without Frontiers Int’l
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Catholics: 9
Protestants: 5
Buddhist (Unified Buddhist Sangha of Vietnam): 1
Duong Van Minh Believer (Hmong): 1

YEMEN
Total number of prisoners: 4 Baha’is
This list of FoRB prisoners is not exhaustive, especially as far as Falun Gong practitioners are
concerned.

Conclusions
Violations of freedom of religion or belief are mainly a matter concerning minorities and their
members living in a different majority culture. Their otherness may be perceived as a threat to
the identity and security of the majority.
When the freedom of religion or belief has been violated, we typically think of actions that
have been taken against individuals. This is the lens through which people of Western cultures
tend to view human rights, since individuals are normally regarded as the primary rightholders in society. It is also typically individuals that are held accountable for infractions of
the law or for criminal offenses.
However, many people are in prison or otherwise sanctioned not for something that they have
personally done or believe in, despite the charges that have been made against them. They are
there because of their religious or belief identity and association with a group.
The freedom of association is a hallmark of any democratic system. And the freedom of
religion or belief itself is understood to include the freedom to practice one’s religion ‘either
individually or in community with others,’ as it is stated in Article 18 of the International
Covenant for Civil and Political Rights. It is this community dimension – that is present in
most religions and profoundly shapes religious identity – that can make governments and
authorities uneasy. It can trigger actions to monitor, control, ban, and even suppress that
community by violent means, and consequently anyone who is associated with that
community.
Religious identity can be viewed as dangerous. Much like ethnic, cultural, or national identity,
religious identity can shape one’s worldview, one’s ideas and ethics, and even one’s politics.
Moreover, a religion or a belief is not always quiet and submissive. This does not escape the
notice of those who hold power.

XVI
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Groups with a particular ethno-religious identity are even considered a more serious threat
than purely religious minorities. They are indeed much more different from the majority, and
a number of their members may have a political agenda threatening the territorial integrity of
the country.
Consequently, the repression of religion and belief groups is often as much about power as it
is about any doctrine that is propagated by the group itself. Governments tend not to be overly
concerned with religious doctrine; however, governments become quite concerned over any
threat to their power or influence. Here is where religious identity and group politics become
very important in understanding the restrictions that are placed on religion or belief groups. It
is precisely because they are groups – and therefore perceived as potentially dangerous by
various sorts of powers – that they can come under fire.
The implementation of the Guidelines by EU missions (EU Delegations as well Member
States Embassies and Consulates around the world) is a daunting and complex task, but it is
an exciting challenge that must be met successfully by the European Union if it wants to be a
beacon of freedom in some dark parts of the world.
Willy Fautré
Director of Human Rights Without Frontiers Int’l
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Azerbaijan
The Republic of Azerbaijan gained independence in 1991 after the fall of the Soviet Union.
Today the population totals around nine million, 96% of which are Muslims: approximately
65% Shia and 35% Sunni. These two communities are considered by the state to be the
country’s ‘traditional’ religions. Other groups, such as Baha’is, Roman Catholics, Hare
Krishna, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Molokans (Russian Orthodox Old Believers), and various
Protestant denominations are also present in the country but have limited legal recognition.
Azerbaijan is sometimes referred to as the first secular republic in the Muslim world. Even
still, religious observance is relatively low, and Muslim identity tends to be more grounded in
culture and ethnicity than in religion practice.
In Azerbaijan’s 1995 Constitution, internationally recognised human rights are guaranteed
and fully supported. In Article 151, the constitution goes as far as to prioritise international
treaties and international law over the domestic national law if the two are to conflict.
As a participatory state in many international agreements, the status of human rights and
religious or belief prisoners should in theory be protected by the Azerbaijani state. In practice,
however, various criminal codes and laws contravene these rights and restrict the freedom of
association, worship, and assembly of non-registered religious organizations, the production
and import of religious literature, and conscientious objection to military service on religious
grounds.4 In 2016, these restrictions have resulted in the imprisonment of Jehovah’s
Witnesses and Muslims, Sunni and Shia alike, as well as followers of the Turkish theologian
Said Nursi.
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Prison
On 17th February 2015, two Jehovah’s Witnesses, thirty-eight-year old Valida Jabrayilova
and fifty-four-year old Irina Zkharchenko, were arrested in Baku and criminally charged
with illegally distributing religious literature without permission. The two women were ruled
by the judge to be a ‘threat to the public’5 and sentenced to three months of pre-trial detention
in the Ministry of National Security (MNS) prison. A court date was set for 4th July 2015.
On 4th July 2015, their pre-trial detention was extended yet again until 4th September 2015
when they were again to appear in court. At this hearing their pre-trial detention was extended
for a third time until 17th December 2015. Both women filed appeals asking to be transferred
to house arrest, but the court denied all such appeals.
During their months in prison, MNS agents searched Jabrayilova and Zkharchenko’s homes,

4
5

HRWF Annual Report 2014. Page 9.
Human Rights Council, Working Group on Arbitrary Detention.
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confiscating literature, notebooks, laptops, and a phone. As an extension of the investigation,
they also searched the homes of ten other Jehovah’s Witnesses as well as the group’s place of
worship. At least twenty members were interrogated. Family members were concerned for the
physical and mental health of the two prisoners, especially for Zkharchenko, who is physically
disabled. It was reported that both prisoners were only allowed visits from female attorneys
and their families could only send items, such as clothes, medicine, and hygiene goods once a
month. The families have tried to send the two women Bibles while in prison, but the MNS
refused to allow this. 6
In December 2015, the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention and the UN Human Rights
Committee issued statements that deemed the arrests to be arbitrary and called for
Zkharchenko to be transferred to house arrest in light of her deteriorating health.7 Jabrayilova
and Zkharchenko were both released from prison on 28th January 2016 and received fines of
7,000 manat (3,932 euro). The fines were eventually reversed since the women had spent
eleven months in prison.8
Said Nursi Followers in Prison
In 2016, five Said Nursi Readers remained in prison in Azerbaijan for having attended a
meeting in April 2014 to study the works of Turkish theologian Said Nursi. The five – Eldeniz
Hajiyev, Shahin Hasanov, Ismayil Mammadov, Zkariyya Mammadov, and Revan
Sabzaliev – were arrested on 7th October 2015 and given sentences ranging from 1½ to five
years for participation in an ‘illegal’ religious group and distributing religious literature that
had not undergone the state’s pre-publication religious censorship procedures (formally
criminal code Articles 167-2.2.1, 168.1, and 168.2).
Hajiyev, Hasanov, I. Mammadov and Z. Mammadov were charged under Criminal Codes 1672.2.1, 168.2 and 168.1, resulting in a prison sentence of four years and five months for
Hajiyev, five-years for Hasanov and Z. Mammadov, and five years and five months for I.
Mammadov.9 Twenty-one year old Sabzaliev was sentenced to 1 ½ years in prison under the
Criminal Code Article 168.2. 10
Sunni Muslims in Prison
In 2016, Sunni Muslims, Azad Gafarov, Eyvaz Mammadov and Imam Mubariz Qarayev,
remained in Baku’s NSM secret police investigation prison for the selling of religious material
without authorisation. The three were arrested in late February 2015 in Baku and charged
under Criminal Code Article 167-2.1. They remained in pre-trial detention until their rulings in
July 2015.
6
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In early July 2015, Gafarov and Qarayev both received sentences, of which reports vary on the
length, suggesting sentences ranging from six to fifteen months. In late July 2015, Mammadov
was sentenced to nine months in prison by Judge Rashad Abdulov.
All three men are connected with the Sunni Lezgin Mosque in Baku’s Old City, where Imam
Qarayev led prayers. The mosque is one of several that the government intends to shut down.
In Azerbaijan, the Caucasus Muslim Board (CMB) is a state-sanctioned institution that
oversees the activities of registered Islamic organisations, including the appointment of
leaders, monitoring sermons and organising pilgrimages. Unregistered religious organisations
may be outlawed and its activities considered illegal. Authorities have targeted for closure
Sunni mosques, such as the Lezgin Mosque, which refuse to join the CMB.11
Shia Muslims in Prison
On 10th March 2015, Jeyhun Jafarov was arrested in Baku and charged with treason under
Criminal Code Article 274 for ‘state betrayal.’ He is believed to have been arrested for his
work as a translator of Islamic works and public broadcasts. Under Azerbaijani law he could
be sentenced to life imprisonment. He remains in pre-trial detention.
In November-December 2015, dozens of Shia Muslims were arrested in Nardaran and
elsewhere in Azerbaijan for their association with the Muslim Unity Movement, which
advocates for non-violent change and the spread of democratic values. It is an unregistered
political movement that is frequently linked with imam Taleh Bagirzade. Due to the
movement’s nature as predominantly political rather than religious, HRWF does not consider
these detained Shias to be FoRB prisoners.12
Elshan Mustafaoglu Mustafayev was arrested in Baku in December 2014 under the
accusation of treason and spying for Iran. He is held in Baku under Criminal Code Article 274
(Betrayal of state to detriment of the sovereignty, territorial integrity, state security or defense
of the Republic of Azerbaijan), which provides for prison terms from 12 up to 20 years or life
imprisonment with or without confiscation of property. He had been sent by Azerbaijan's
Education Ministry to study in Iran in the 1990s and defended his dissertation in 2007. In
2001, he founded the public organization Spiritual Purity and established a research center in
2005. He also anchored a series of religious programs on various Azerbaijani TV channels. In
2011, Mustafayev co-founded the Initiative Group for the Support of the Human Rights of
Religious Citizens, which helped organize a petition to President Ilham Aliyev against the
2010 ban on the hijab in schools and universities. After two years studying in Norway, he
returned to Baku in early 2014 and worked with the state-backed Spiritual Board of Muslims
of the Caucasus.
11
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The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The constitution of Azerbaijan ensures freedom of religion and belief. This is reinforced
through the country’s national laws as well as a commitment to international treaties;
however, lower-level laws have contradicted these rights. The state has utilized these laws to
imprison individuals and leaders of various religious groups.
The following criminal codes are the laws that have been used to deliberately target religious
individuals and groups:
Criminal Code Article 167-2.1: Production, sale, and distribution of religious literature,
religious items, and other informational materials of religious nature with the aim of import,
sale, and distribution without appropriate authorisation. Sentences for first time offenders
acting alone are a fine of 5,000 to 7,000 Manats or up to two years imprisonment.
Criminal Code Article 167-2.2.1: Production, sale, and distribution of religious literature,
religious items, and other informational materials of religious nature with the aim of import,
sale, and distribution without appropriate authorisation when conducted by an organised
group.13
Criminal Code Article 168.1: Creation of a group carrying out activity under the pretext of
spreading a religious faith and carrying out religious activity and by this illegally harming
social order, or harming the health of citizens or violating the rights of citizens irrespective of
the form of infringement, as well as distracting citizens from performance of duties
established by law, as well as leadership of such a group or participation in it. Fines are
between 7,000 and 9,000 Manats (1,000 Manats, the equivalent of about 860 Euros or 950 US
Dollars), with a maximum prison term of two years.)14
Criminal Code Article 168.2: When cases of Criminal Code Article 168.1 (‘Creation of a
group carrying out activity under the pretext of spreading a religious faith and carrying out
religious activity and by this illegally harming social order or harming the health of citizens or
violating the rights of citizens irrespective of the form of infringement as well as distracting
citizens from performance of duties established by law, as well as leadership of such a group

13
14
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or participation in it.’) involves children, which carries a maximum punishment of three years
imprisonment.15
Criminal Code Article 274: ‘State betrayal, that is deliberate action committed by a citizen of
the Azerbaijan Republic to the detriment of the sovereignty, territorial integrity, state security
or defensibility of the Azerbaijan Republic: changeover to the enemy side, espionage,
distribution of state secrets to a foreign state, rendering assistance to a foreign state, foreign
organization or their representatives in realization of hostile activity against the Azerbaijan
Republic.’16

National Standards for Detention Conditions
In the Constitution of Azerbaijan, Article 46, entitled ‘Protection of Honour and Dignity,’
states that: ‘Nobody can be tortured or tormented. Nobody shall suffer a treatment or
punishment humiliating to human dignity. Nobody can be experimented upon-medically,
scientifically or in any other way without his or her consent.’17
In addition to this constitutional guarantee, the state enacted the 2012 ‘Law on the rights and
freedoms of individuals kept in detention facilities.’ Within this legal framework prisoners
have the right to the use of phone, a daily walk, meetings with defence counsellors, close
relatives or persons of legal interest, religious ceremonies and worship, and religious supplies
and literature. They are also guaranteed the provision of meals, an individual bed and
bedding, the ability to receive post and packages once a week (for disabled persons, there is
no limit), adequate medical services, and attention to sanitation.18
In respect to religious worship, literature, and supplies, Article 24.1 and 24.2 read:
24.1 The right to freedom of religion and conscience of the detained or arrested
individuals shall be guaranteed. They can worship and use religious literature and
supplied in the detention facility. Management of the Detention facilities creates
relevant conditions for religious worship. Religious worships shall not violate rights of
others.
24.2 The individuals can worship with the participation of religious officials from the
religious community registered in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of
Azerbaijan, who are invited by the management of the detention facilities and whose
security is guaranteed.19
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The state also revised Criminal Code Article 293 to provide criminal sanctions for both cruel,
inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment, and for torture committed by or at the
instigation or with consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an
official capacity. The revision redefined the concept of torture to include ‘severe pain or
suffering, whether physical or mental, intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as
obtaining him or her for an act he or she or a third person information or a confession,
punishing him or her for an act he or she or a third person has committed or is suspected of
having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or her or a third person, or for any reason
based on discrimination of any kind.’ 20

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Azerbaijan
National Reports
The Commissioner for Human Rights (Ombudsman) and other officials visited various
places of detention in Azerbaijan throughout 2014. The office held confidential meetings with
persons kept in the detention facilities to consolidate a report on their detention conditions,
treatment, and rights. They concluded that the detainees did not typically face violence or
rude treatment and had no complaints about the treatment by authorities. It was also reported
that new facilities had been constructed and older ones had been adequately maintained.
The reporting team visited 244 places of deprivation and restriction of liberty and held
confidential meetings with 237 detainees at temporary detention facilities. Posters were
displayed in police departments and divisions to solicit information on any incidents of torture
along with a hotline number to the Ombudsman’s office. The final report documented no
complaints from detainees about their treatment or the employees of the facilities. Any
irregularities noted were corrected, according to the report, following the intervention of the
Commissioner.21
International Reports
International reports have conveyed a very different assessment of prison conditions in
Azerbaijan. In January 2016, the UN Committee against Torture published its fourth
periodic report, which noted that despite some improvements at a legislative level since 2012,
responses to earlier recommendations have been overall insufficient. Specifically, there have
been persistent allegations of torture and ill-treatment by law enforcement and investigative
officials, often aimed at extracting confessions or information for criminal proceedings.
The committee report expressed concern that from 2010-2015 not a single individual had been
prosecuted for torture or ill treatment, despite hundreds of official complaints: 334 during

20
21
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2009-2010 and 984 to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 678 filed to the Office of the
Procurator General during 2010-2013.
The report also stated that detainees are not allowed to contact family members or lawyers
immediately following their arrest. The extraction of forced confessions is a frequent practice
employed by police officers. There are also numerous and consistent allegations that such
confessions, although extracted through torture and ill-treatment, have been admitted as
evidence in court.
In addition, the committee is concerned about the numerous reports of abuse in custody and
deaths in detention, some of which are alleged to have resulted from torture or ill-treatment.
Inadequate conditions of detention are likewise a persistent concern, particularly in Prison No.
6 and 14.22
The US State Department Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor published its
report on Azerbaijan for 2015:
Problems reported included physical abuse in the military; torture or other abuse of
detainees at time of detention and during interrogation; abuse of inmates in prison; harsh
and sometimes life threatening prison conditions; and detentions for several days without
warrants or with individuals held incommunicado… There were reports of arbitrary
government invasions of privacy, incarceration of religious figures, and restrictions on
the religious freedom of some unregistered Muslim and Christian groups… The
government did not take steps to prosecute or punish most officials who committed
human rights abuses; impunity remained a problem…
According to human rights defenders, there were four cases of torture or other physical
abuse during the year that led to death… Reports from human rights activists indicated
that most mistreatment took place while detainees were in police custody. Authorities
reportedly used abusive methods to coerce confessions…
Authorities reportedly maintained a de facto ban on independent forensic examinations of
detainees who claimed mistreatment and delayed their access to an attorney, practices
that made it easier for officers to mistreat detainees with impunity…
Lawyers and others reported abuse of inmates in prisons…
According to a reputable prison-monitoring organization, prison conditions were
sometimes harsh and potentially life threatening due to overcrowding, inadequate
nutrition, deficient heating and ventilation, and poor medical care. While the government
continued to construct facilities, some Soviet-era facilities still in use did not meet
international standards…
22
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Prisoners at times claimed they endured lengthy confinement periods without opportunity
for physical exercise. They also reported instances of cramped, overcrowded conditions;
inadequate ventilation; poor sanitary facilities’ and insufficient access to medical care.
Although the law permits detainees to receive daily packages of food to supplement the
food officially provided, authorities at times reportedly restricted access of prisoners and
detainees to family-provided food parcels. Some prisons and detention centers did not
provide access to potable water…
Human rights advocates reported that guards punished prisoners with beatings or by
holding them in isolation cells.” 23
The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights issued a statement following
the 16-25 May 2015 visit to Azerbaijan of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention:
The Working Group observed dire conditions of living and high levels of negligence in
the institution for women: some of the residents were living behind bars in a building in a
state of disrepair with walls covered with mold, some of them with physical disabilities
were on a fourth floor with no elevator. In addition, the centre was in extremely
unhygienic conditions with only two toilets and two showers for 50 women per floor.
During the visit, the Working Group witnessed that there was no light in the toilets, no
protection of privacy in the bathroom, waste water in the bath. Most of the women were
lying on their respective bed due to the absence of any organised activity in the
institution. The Working Group could also observe that restrictions were imposed in both
institutions on the freedom of movement of these persons...
Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the right not be compelled to give
incriminating evidence or to confess guilt. Any statement which is established to have
been made or any other evidence obtained as a result of torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment shall not be accepted as evidence in any proceedings…
The Working Group received a large number of testimonies during its mission from
juveniles, women and men about the torture and ill treatment they had been reportedly
subjected to, while in custody before different authorities…
This practice aims in most of the cases at obtaining confession from the detainees or at
coercing them to sign the police “protocols” in administrative offences. Such violence
was reported to the Working Group by persons currently detained or previously detained
in all detention places visited which were related to the criminal justice. The interviewees
described having a gun pointed at their head, severe beatings, sometimes lasting several
hours, verbal abuse and psychological pressure, practices such as standing on one’s knees
for long hours, threats of physical and sexual abuse as well as threats to arrest family
members. The delegation received various testimonies of adults and juveniles who
23
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reported having been the victims of torture and ill treatment on the 2nd and 6th floors of
the building of the Temporary Detention Centre and pre-trial prison under the auspices of
the State Security Service.
In one of the detention facilities, the Working Group sought access to the basement of the
facility where torture was reported by highly reliable sources. When asked, public
officials recognized misconducts by the previous administration of the facility which led
to the ongoing legal proceedings against the previous head of the facility without further
details. The Working Group is of the strong view that the conditions in which detainees,
including children are held in this facility amount to inhuman and degrading treatment
(state of despair of the buildings, squalid sanitation installations, presence of rats in cells
and corridors, extreme lack of ventilation in overcrowded cells where inmates are forced
to take turns to sleep on a bed, etc.)...
The Working Group received information from officials that numerous investigations on
torture were taking place, but nevertheless did not receive exact data on the
investigations conducted and their outcome, including sentencing of the perpetrators. The
delegation also received frequent allegations that the hotline provided by the
Ombudsman to denounce instances of torture and located in some of the facilities does
not work at all. The delegation could also observe that posters on the hotline were
inexistent or inaccessible to detainees in most of detention centres visited.” 24

Conclusions
Muslim communities affiliated to the state-backed Caucasian Muslim Board and twenty-one
non-Muslim religious groups function legally in Azerbaijan. However, for ‘non-traditional’
religions, restrictions on their activities can be harsh. There is particular state hostility directed
toward proselytizing and toward groups that promote Salafist practices and allegiance to
Iranian shi’ism. Some Sunni groups who refuse to join the Caucasian Muslim Board are also
put under pressure. For years, Sunni Muslims who are followers of the Turkish theologian
Said Nursi have been harassed, arrested, and imprisoned.
The Azerbaijani government has presented the country as a neutral and secular state which
accommodates all religions equally. It has initiated actions that foster interfaith understanding
and tolerance between religions that have been historically present in Azerbaijan. At the same
time, there is resistance at several levels toward newer religious movements. Their members
are suspected of ‘harming social order’ for simply exercising their rights to freely assemble
and have access to religious literature of their choice.

24
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No improvement in law or practice could be registered in 2016. The fundamental rights to
share one’s beliefs in public, freedom of association, freedom of assembly, freedom of
worship as well as the right to conscientious objection are still dramatically impeded.
Azerbaijan would do well to further liberalize its policies toward religious practitioners within
its borders. It is only when the reality on the ground corresponds to the rhetoric advanced at
an official level that the country can become a leader among the young democracies in the
region.
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China
The People’s Republic of China is a one-party state, ruled by a single authority, the allpervasive Chinese Communist Party (CCP). With nearly 20% of the world’s population, it is
the most populous country in the world (1.381 billion people from the latest census in May
201625) as well as one of the most rapidly expanding economies.
Religion (宗教 zōngjiào) in China tends to be syncretic and non-theistic, where following one
religion does not require the rejection or denial of others. Traditional Chinese culture has been
marked by a worldview that all things are part of the whole, an essential oneness that
permeates the universe and unites the many into one. Some philosophical and belief systems
in China, such as Confucianism, defy typically Western notions of what actually constitutes a
‘religion.’
Hundreds of millions of people practice some form of Chinese folk religion and Taoism.
There have been several attempts to estimate the number of Taoists. These attempts often
resulted in only small percentages of the population willing to consciously identify
themselves Taoist, since there is no difference between Taoism and Chinese folk religion in
the minds of most Chinese people.
Statistics for religious believers differ widely for a number of reasons. According to the 2014
Index Mundi survey,26 Buddhists represent 18.2%, Christians 5.1%, and Muslims 1.8% of the
Chinese population. The majority Han Chinese maintain many local religious practices. There
are also numerous ethnic minority groups in China who follow their traditional autochthone
religions. Various sects of indigenous origin are represented by 2-3% of the population.
Identifying oneself with Confucianism is popular among intellectuals. There are also
significant faiths that are specifically connected to certain ethnic groups, such as Tibetan
Buddhism and the Islamic religion of the Hui and Uyghur peoples.
47% of Chinese self-identify as ‘convinced atheist’ (2012 WIN/GIA poll). Officially, the
Communist Party in China is atheist.
The Pew Center estimates the total number of Christians in mainland China to be sixty-seven
million, nine million of these Catholic. Notably, this number approaches the total membership
of the Chinese Communist Party, estimated in 2012 to be eighty-five million. Indeed, sporadic
CCP-inspired efforts to contain the further expansion of Christianity appear more fear-driven
than practical. The ongoing campaign to remove church crosses from public view in Zhejiang
Province is one such action. Since the operation began in 2014, more than 2,000 crosses have
been demolished by local authorities.
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The activities of religious communities are regulated by various state agencies, especially the
State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA) and the United Front Work Department
(UFWD), which is directly under the authority of the Communist Central Committee. Both
institutions have offices in the Autonomous Regions as well as at the provincial and
municipal level. These agencies are responsible for monitoring and judging the legitimacy of
religious activities within their area. Even still, the SARA and the UFWD provide so-called
policy ‘guidance and supervision’ on the implementation of government regulations regarding
religious activities, including those of foreigners.
Another role of these state control agencies is to leverage the national religious leadership
bodies to serve as advocates for the Chinese government’s religious policy and domestic and
foreign political agendas.
Falun Gong Practitioners in Prison
Hundreds of prisoners sentenced to three to seven years: many died in prison in 2016
Established in 1992, the Falun Gong (or Falun Dafa) movement originated in north-eastern
China, where Master Li Hongzhi presented teachings on the healing and health benefits of the
ancient Chinese practice of Qigong. As there are no formal membership records maintained
by Falun Gong, only rough estimates are available for the numbers of practitioners
worldwide. At the peak of its popularity in China there were an estimated seventy million
adherents. Hundreds of thousands are estimated to practice it outside China in over seventy
countries worldwide.
The Falun Gong movement is the world’s most persecuted religious/spiritual denomination by
a single country. China is the only country where its practitioners are perceived as a threat to
the state, repressed, and put in prison. On 22nd July 1999, Falun Gong was banned as an
‘illegal organisation’ by the Ministry of Civil Administration for ‘advocating superstition,
spreading fallacies, hoodwinking people, inciting and creating disturbances and jeopardizing
social stability.’
On 30th October 1999, the National People’s Congress Standing Committee adopted specific
legislation about ‘evil cults,’ called the Resolution on Banning Heretic Cult Organisations, its
chief purpose being to repress the Falun Gong movement. Since then, several other religious
groups, including Protestant churches, have fallen into this category. The government even
established a special agency, called the ‘610 Office,’ that is in charge of dealing with Falun
Gong practitioners.
For several years the website minghui.org27 has been documenting thousands of cases of
arrest, imprisonment, disappearance, torture, and killing of Falun Gong practitioners.
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In October 2014, a state-run newspaper announced that China would impose even harsher
punishments on people participating in illegal cults.
The usual sentence is between three and seven years, but in certain circumstances individuals
have received sentences as long as twelve or even seventeen years.
While in prison, Falun Gong practitioners have been known to live in harsh conditions and,
among other ill-treatment, are victims of physical and mental torture, sleep deprivation, and
denied family visits. Every year a number of them die during their detention because of
inhumane treatment.
Some cases
Zuo Xianfeng28
Ms. Zuo Xianfeng is a thirty-seven-year old school teacher from Yilan County. She was
arrested on 8th December 2015 after she invited people to attend the court trial for Falun Gong
practitioner Li Chang'an. She was later sentenced to five years in prison and was transferred
in Heilongjiang Women’s Prison in May 2016. She was denied family visits even though her
mother travelled a long distance to see her.
The prison authorities have tried to convince her to abandon her beliefs through a forced
transformation procedure. She refused to comply, and as a consequence of her refusal two
inmates were enjoined to abuse her physically. She was also the victim of ‘sitting torture,’
where she was forced to sit on a small stool for several successive hours every day. The
practice of sitting torture causes severe pain, injury, and mental breakdown and is commonly
used by the Chinese authorities.
Luo Jianrong29
Ms. Luo Jianrong was arrested for being a Falun Gong practitioner and sentenced to four
years in prison. There she was forcibly administered unknown drugs which caused her to
develop a mental disorder. In addition, she has been denied family visits for refusing to give
up her belief.
Guo Chuanjiang30
Practitioner Mr. Guo Chuanjiang from Anshan City was arrested and transferred to ward
No.19 in Liaoning Province Prison in March or April 2013. He was tortured with electric
batons, the tiger bench, and his nose was burned with a lighter. His torturers also threatened to
blind him.
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Catholics in Prison
Since the end of diplomatic relations between China and the Holy See in 1951, the Catholic
Church has had two faces in China: the government-established Chinese Catholic Patriotic
Association (CCPA), grouping Catholic churches under the sole authority of the Chinese
state, and the Roman Catholic churches loyal to the Pope. The Chinese Government only
recognizes clerics who openly declare their independence from the Vatican and have sworn
allegiance to the Communist regime. Roman Catholic clerics and churches rejecting the
authority of the state were forced underground.
Despite this official policy, an estimated 90% of CCPA bishops and priests have been secretly
ordained by the Vatican. In several provinces, the CCPA and unregistered Catholic clergy and
congregations work in close collaboration.
Eight Catholics are known to still be in prison or missing after their arrest years ago:
Fr. Cui Tai, underground priest of the diocese of Xuanhua (Hebei)
He was arrested by the staff of the SARA Bureau on 22nd June 2011. No information on his
whereabouts and conditions has been made available since that time.
Fr. Gao Jiangping, diocesan administrator of the Diocese of Suiyuan, which refuses to join
the state-sanctioned CCPA.
He was arrested on 31st January 2012 and is detained in Hohhot for unknown charges. In his
statement he declared the incompatibility between the allegiance to the regime and his loyalty
to the Roman Catholic Church and the Pope.
Fr. Liu Honggen, underground priest of the diocese of Baoding (Hebei)
He was charged with refusing to join the CCPA following his arrest on 27th December 2006.
According to some sources, Fr. Liu was released from the Prison of Qingyuan in August
2015, after being convicted without trial and serving eight years in prison. He was reportedly
arrested again later and has not been seen since.
Thaddeus Ma Daqin, Bishop of Shanghai
He was charged with resigning from the state-controlled CCPA and affirming in his statement
the incompatibility between allegiance to the regime and his loyalty to the Roman Catholic
Church. This information was confirmed on 12th December 2012 by Joseph Liu Yuanlong, a
vice chair of the CCPA, saying that the government-sanctioned Catholic Bishops’ Conference
in China had revoked the appointment of Thaddeus Ma Daqin as auxiliary bishop of Shanghai
for violating the rules for episcopal ordinations. He has been under house arrest since 2012 at
the Sheshan Regional Seminary near Shanghai.
Mgr. Cosma Shi Enxiang, underground bishop of Yixian (Hebei)
Mgr. Cosma was arrested in Beijing on 13th April 2001. Before this arrest he had
intermittently suffered long periods in prison and house arrest from 1957 until 1980. Early in
16
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2015 there was a report that Mgr. Cosma had died, but to date this information has not been
confirmed.
Fr. Song Wanjun
Fr Song Wanjun from Qiaodong District was arrested on 7th August 2013 and sentenced to
three years in prison. He was at first detained in Qiaodong District then taken to Zhangbei
County. He had previously evaded several arrests.
Tian Dalong
He organised catechism classes for adults in Qinyuan County in Hebei Province and was
arrested early October 2013. He is said to be held in the police barracks in Baoding but has
gone missing since his arrest.
Mgr. James Su Zhimin, underground bishop of Baoding (Hebei)
He was arrested on 8th October 1997 for charges still unknown. According to AsiaNews, Mgr.
Zhimin remains in police custody. He has been considered for many years a ‘counterrevolutionary,’ because he has refused to join the CCPA since the 1950s. He has already spent
altogether forty years in captivity. He was last seen by his relatives in 2003 in a hospital
surrounded by police.
Most Catholics in detention are priests and bishops, whose loyalty to the Roman Catholic
Church precludes their association with the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association controlled
by the Communist Party. In some cases, there were no official charges and no trial.
Protestants in Prison
The members of unregistered churches are especially subject to discrimination, harassment,
and even prosecution under the Regulations Governing Public Order Offences. These
regulations address such offenses as ‘Carrying out activities under the name of a social
organisation without registration,’ ‘Organizing activities of superstitious sects and secret
societies to disrupt public order’ and ‘Disturbing public order and damaging people’s health
through religious activities.’
Despite the restrictions, harassment arrests, and government surveillance, the number of
Protestants is on the rise in China, mainly among Evangelicals and Pentecostals. The
government tolerates regular and public worship activities of unregistered religious groups;
however, the level of tolerance can vary, depending on province or locality. In a number of
cases Protestants have been arrested and sentenced for defending their church buildings,
holding underground religious services, having missionary activities or accused of disruption
of public order and fraud.
Several types of charges have been used to convict Protestants. For example, a range of
charges can be applied which relate to state security: ‘divulging state secrets,’ ‘subversion of
state power,’ ‘suspicion of gathering a mob to disturb social order' and of ‘stealing, spying on,
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buying and illegally providing state secrets and intelligence to overseas organizations,’ ‘using
a cult to undermine law enforcement,’ ‘belonging to a forbidden cult,’ ‘illegally occupying
farmland and disturbing transportation order’ or ‘gathering crowds to disturb public order.’
Protestants may also be convicted for charges relating to finance: ‘embezzling and accepting
bribes,’ ‘illegal business operations,’ ‘concealing accounting documents, accountings books
or financial statements,’ or printing and distributing publications that were considered harmful
or seditious.
Some cases
Bao Guohua (Pastor) was arrested on 26th July 2015 in Jinhua, along with his wife Xin
Wenxiang and their son Bao Chenxing. The official charges were: Embezzlement; gathering a
crowd to disturb public order; illegal business operations; and concealing accounting
documents, accounting books, or financial statements. However, he thinks he was targeted for
speaking out against forced cross removals across the province. In first instance, the
Yangcheng District Court of Jinhua sentenced him to 14 years in prison, confiscated his assets
totaling 600,000 Yuan [(U.S. $91,850)], and ordered him to pay a fine of 100,000 Yuan [(U.S.
$15,300)].
Gong Bangkun, the leader of the Evangelical South China Church, was sentenced to death
for “using a cult to undermine enforcement of the law” in December 2001. In September
2002, his sentence was converted into a fifteen-year prison term. Bangkun is the founder of
China’s biggest network of Evangelical house churches. Huang Yizi, a pastor, was arrested
on 3rd August 2014 in Wenzhou. He was charged of gathering a crowd to disturb public order.
In reality, he helped Christians at the Salvation Church defend their cross from removal by the
authorities. On 24th March 2015, he was sentenced to one year in prison. He was released on
the 5th February 2016. He is now under house arrest.
Yimiti Alimujiang, a Christian ethnic Uyghur, was arrested in 2008 on suspicion of inciting
subversion of state power and leaking state secrets. Since 2002, he has been preaching
Christianity among the people of his ethnic group, distributing religious materials and
converting some to Christianity. On 12th September 2008, the United Nations Working Group
on Arbitrary Detention ruled in its No. 28 document that Alimujiang’s arrest and detention
had been arbitrary. On 6th August 2009, Kashi District Intermediate Court secretly sentenced
Yimiti to fifteen years in prison for “illegally providing state secrets to foreign nationals.”

Tibetan Buddhists in Prison
The Chinese government maintains control of the teachings, worship sites, and selection of
religious leaders of Tibetan Buddhism. It systematically arrests and detains individuals who
support the Dalai Lama or oppose government policy. Tibetan Buddhists are routinely
sentenced to heavy prison sentences on the ground of separatism.
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On 14th May 1995, the Dalai Lama recognised a six-year old boy from Tibet named Gendun
Choekyi Nyima as the new Panchen Lama, the highest-ranking lama in the Gelugpa lineage
after the Dalai Lama himself. Soon after the announcement, Chinese troops abducted the child
and his family who were taken to an unknown location. Their whereabouts remain one of
China’s most closely guarded secrets.
Subsequently, the Chinese government appointed another six-year-old child, Gyaincain
Norbu, as the correct Panchen Lama and then moved him to an unknown place of safety in
Beijing, ostensibly to protect him from threats to his life. Interestingly, the Chinese-appointed
Panchen Lama made his world debut in 2006 at China's first international religious forum
since 1949, organized by the state-controlled Chinese Buddhist Association.
On 31st January 2008, the Chinese-appointed Panchen Lama, then aged seventeen, pledged his
support for the Communist Party during a formal visit to China's top legislator, Wu Bangguo.
In recent years, more than a hundred Tibetan Buddhists have set themselves ablaze to oppose
Beijing’s rule and call for the Dalai Lama’s return. China has arrested and imprisoned
numerous Buddhists belonging to the Tibetan ethnic group, including many monks, for their
religious and/or other non-violent protest activities.
Some cases
HRWF Int’l has documented a limited number of cases related to the exercise of freedom of
religion31 as detailed information about the victims is usually not available.
Gendun Choekyi NYIMA and his parents
Gendun Choekyi NYIMA, born on 25th April 1989, was kidnapped with his parents on 17th
May 1995 at their place of residence in Lhary Counti (Tibet). Three days before his arrest, the
young boy had been named by the Dalai Lama as the 11th incarnation of the Panchen Lama of
Tibet. The Chinese authorities claimed that usurping the title of reincarnation of the 10th
Panchen Lama was an ‘illegal and invalid’ decision.
Bhumo
He was arrested on 4th May 2008 in Ganzi (Kardze) County, Ganzi TAP, Sichuan Province,
for protesting government demands that nuns of Pangri Nunnery denounce the Dalai Lama.
He was sentenced to nine years in detention.

31

Others have been arrested and sentenced to long prison terms or to death for their involvement in political nonviolent, or violent activities according to the Chinese authorities, or as human rights defenders but the lack of
access to reliable information did not allow HRWF Int’l to check the nature of their activities and the veracity of
the official accusations. It was also difficult to identify cases in which the victims were imprisoned for purely
exercising their freedom of religion. A margin of error is not excluded.
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Gomar Choephel
He was arrested on 10th July 2015 and held for seven months without trial for passing a photo
of the Dalai Lama to friends via social media and having the photo in his personal possession.
The People’s Intermediate Court in the Malho (in Chinese, Huangnan) Tibetan Autonomous
Prefecture sentenced him to two years in prison on 17th February 2016. He was charged with
undermining social stability and of taking actions aimed at splitting the country. He is now
held in the county’s Drakmar detention center.
Monlam Kalsang
He was arrested on 5th May 2015 at his place of residence in the Labrang Monastery in Amdo
Labrang County. The authorities searched his room and phone before taking him away. There
is no information about Monlam’s condition or whereabouts.
Thardhod Gyaltsen
He was arrested in December 2013 for possession of banned images and teachings of the
Dalai Lama. He was sentenced to eighteen years in prison by the court and is likely detained
in Chushul Prison.
Sonam Lhasto
Sonam Lhasto, a nun, was arrested on 14th May 2008 in Ganzi (Kardze) County, Ganzi TAP,
Sichuan Province during a peaceful demonstration. She protested with fifty other nuns against
the demands that nuns of Pangri Nunnery denounce the Dalai Lama. In 2008 or 2009, the
court sentenced her to ten years in prison. She is likely detained in Mianyang Prison.
Tenzin Lhundrup
A well-respected senior monk from Gom Gonsar Monastery in Driru County known for his
social service and promotion of Tibetan culture. He was arrested in May 2014 and later
sentenced to twelve years in prison.
Bangri Tsamtrul Rinpoche (also known as Jigme Tenzin Nyima / Bangri Chogtrul
Rinpoche
Arrested in 1999, he was convicted of ‘attempting to split the country' after a partial
confession was extracted under torture during a five-day interrogation session. He was given a
sentence, which was later commuted to eighteen years. He is presently detained at Chushul
Prison, Tibet Autonomous Region.
Phurbu Tsering Rinpoche
He was arrested on 18th May 2008 in Ganzi (Kardze) County, Ganzi TAP, Sichuan Province,
during the nuns’ demonstration against an official campaign to impose ‘patriotic re-education’
on their convents in which they were required to denounce the Dalai Lama. He was charged
with illegal possession of ammunition and with embezzlement – charges which he denies –
and then sentenced in 2009 to eight years and six months in prison. His last known place of
detention was Hardze, Sichuan Province.
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Uyghur Muslims in Prison
According to the SARA, there are more than twenty-one million Muslims in China; unofficial
estimates range as high as fifty million. Hui Muslims number around ten million and are
concentrated primarily in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region and Qinghai, Gansu and
Yunnan Provinces. Uyghur Muslims live primarily in Xinjiang. According to Xinjiang
Statistics Bureau data from 2010, there are approximately ten million Uighurs in the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region.
For more than a decade, Chinese officials have unreservedly used the ‘war on terror’ as a
justification for their repressive treatment of the Uyghur Muslim population. Since 11th
September 2001, Xinjiang authorities have placed restrictions on the peaceful religious
practices of Uyghur Muslims, charging them with the ‘three evils’ of terrorism, separatism,
and extremism.
Over the past year, the government has intensified its campaign to curtail ‘religious
extremism’ and ‘illegal religious gatherings,’ and to ‘weaken religious consciousness.’ The
precise meaning of these terms is vague and undefined, although authorities have reportedly
targeted twenty-three kinds of ‘illegal religious activity,’ including student prayer, holding
unauthorized religious classes, ‘distortion of religious doctrine,’ conducting certain marriage
practices, and advocating ‘Pan-Islamism.’ Regional regulations and local directives restricting
religious practice in Uyghur areas are harsher than those found in other parts of China.
In 2016, many Uyghur Muslims were victims of arbitrary arrests on charges of terrorism and
separatism. Usually they are charged with separatism under the provisions of Article 103 of
the Chinese Criminal Law stating that:
Whoever organizes, plots, or acts to split the country or undermine national unification, the
ringleader, or the one whose crime is grave, is to be sentenced to life imprisonment or not less
than ten years of fixed-term imprisonment; other active participants are to be sentenced to not
less than three but not more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment; and other participants
are to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal
detention, control or deprivation of political rights.
Whoever instigates to split the country and undermine national unification is to be sentenced
to not more than five years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, control, or
deprivation of political rights; ringleaders or those whose crimes are grave are to be
sentenced to not less than five years of fixed-term imprisonment.
Endangering state security under Article 13 of the Chinese Criminal Law stating that:
All acts that endanger the sovereignty, territorial integrity, and security of the state; split the
state; subvert the political power of the people's democratic dictatorship and overthrow the
socialist system; undermine social and economic order; violate property owned by the state or
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property collectively owned by the labouring masses; violate citizens' privately owned
property; infringe upon citizens' rights of the person, democratic rights. and other rights; and
other acts that endanger society, are crimes if according to law they should be criminally
punished.
However, if the circumstances are clearly minor and the harm is not great, they are not to be
deemed crimes.
Reporting on the exact number of Muslim Uyghurs jailed for their religious beliefs is a
complicated task as it is not always an easy to distinguish whether people have been jailed for
their ethnicity or their religious affiliation.
Some cases
Akemanjiang, a Uyghur restaurant manager, was arrested in September 2008 because he did
not follow government policy requiring restaurants to stay open in the month of Ramadan,
during which time observers of the holiday fast during the day. On 24th March 2009, he was
sentenced to ten years in prison.
Erkin Emet was arrested on 14th April 2008, in Gulja County. He was accused of splitting the
state. He denied the charges and stated that he was simply teaching Islam. On 24th March
2009, he was sentenced to ten years imprisonment.
Sadike Ku’erban was arrested in 2012. He was accused of being involved with illegal
religious schools or religious instruction (illegal for not being registered under the statecontrolled Chinese Islamic Patriotic Association). More specifically, Sadike Ku'erban was
accused of “extremist religious thought and inciting others to wage a holy war.” Sadike
Ku’erban was running a network of home schools in four different parts of Xinjiang over ten
years that taught eighty-six students, including sixteen under fourteen years of age. On 31st
May 2012, he was sentenced to a prison term of fifteen years in Kashgar.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/
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Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Members of so-called ‘evil cults,’ including Falun Gong practitioners, are usually sentenced
on the basis of the following articles of the Criminal Code:
Article 300: Using a cult to undermine law enforcement
Article 296: Holding an assembly without permission
Article 293: Provocative and disturbing behaviour
Article 290: Disturbance of public order
Article 234: Intentional injury of another
Article 232: Murder
Article 105: Subversion32

Article 300:
Whoever organizes and utilizes superstitious sects, secret societies and evil religious
organizations or sabotages the implementation of the state's laws and executive
regulations by utilizing superstition is to be sentenced to not less than three years and
not more than seven years of fixed-term imprisonment; when circumstances are
particularly serious, to not less than seven years of fixed-term imprisonment.
Whoever organizes and utilizes superstitious sects, secret societies and evil religious
organizations or cheats others by utilizing superstition, thereby giving rise to the death
of people is to be punished in accordance with the previous paragraph.
Whoever organizes and utilizes superstitious sects, secret societies, and evil religious
organizations or has illicit sexual relations with women, defraud money and property
by utilizing superstition is to be convicted and punished in accordance with the
regulations of articles 236, 266 of the law.
The Chinese government has also provided guidance through the Supreme People's Court and
the Supreme People's Procuratorate on how to apply this article to religious organisations. The
guidance includes a two-part series (1999 and 2001) of ‘Explanations … on Applying
Specific Laws to Handle Cases of Organizing and Utilizing Heretical Sects to Commit
Crimes.’
Other articles of the Criminal Code may also be applied to a religious sect. For instance, if
sect members cause a public disturbance (Article 290), turn violent (Article 234) or divulge
32

http://www.ecoi.net/file_upload/2107_1313501296_chn36204.pdf
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state secrets (Articles 111, 282 and 398), then related provisions within the criminal law code
may be justifiably invoked.
Some Protestants have also been convicted for embezzlement under Article 272, which
stipulates that ‘any employee of a company, enterprise or any other unit who, taking
advantage of his position, misappropriates the funds of his own unit for personal use or for
loaning them to another person shall be charged with embezzlement.’

National Standards for Detention Conditions
The Constitution of the People’s Republic of China provides protection for everyone’s basic
rights and freedom.
Article 37: ‘The freedom of person of citizens of the People's Republic of China is inviolable.
No citizen may be arrested except with the approval or by decision of a people's procuratorate
or by decision of a people's court, and arrests must be made by a public security organ.
Unlawful deprivation or restriction of citizens' freedom of person by detention or other means
is prohibited; and unlawful search of the person of citizens is prohibited.’
Article 38: ‘The personal dignity of citizens of the People's Republic of China is inviolable.
Insult, libel, false charge or frame-up directed against citizens by any means is prohibited.’
Criminal Law
Article 247: ‘Any judicial officer who extorts confession from a criminal suspect or defendant
by torture or extorts testimony from a witness by violence shall be sentenced to fixed-term
imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention. If he causes injury, disability
or death to the victim, he shall be convicted and given a heavier punishment in accordance
with the provisions of Article 234 or 232 of this Law.’
Article 248: ‘Any policeman or other officer of an institution of confinement like a prison, a
detention house or a custody house who beats a prisoner or maltreats him by subjecting him
to corporal punishment, if the circumstances are serious shall be sentenced to fixed-term
imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention; if the circumstances are
especially serious, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three
years but not more than 10 years. If he causes injury, disability or death to the victim, he
shall be convicted and given a heavier punishment in accordance with the provisions of
Article 234 or 232 of this Law.’
Criminal Procedure Law
Article 43: ‘Judges, procurators and investigators must, in accordance with the legally
prescribed process, collect various kinds of evidence that can prove the criminal suspect's or
defendant's guilt or innocence and the gravity of his crime. It shall be strictly forbidden to
24
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extort confessions by torture and to collect evidence by threat, enticement, deceit or other
unlawful means. Conditions must be guaranteed for all citizens who are involved in a case or
who have information about the circumstances of a case to objectively and fully furnish
evidence and except in special circumstances they may be brought in to help the
investigation.’
Police Law, Judges Law, Public Procurators Law, State Security Law and Prison Law have
special provisions regarding the prohibition of torture so as to safeguard the human rights of
all citizens. As for instance the Police Law states in its Article 22 (4) that: ‘People's
policemen may not commit any of the following acts: to extort confession by torture or
subject criminals to corporal punishment or maltreat them.’

International Reports on Prison Conditions in China
Universal Periodic Review
As part of the Universal Periodic Review, the human rights situation in China was reviewed
by its peer States in 2013. The OHCHR devoted a section of its report at that time to the
administration of justice, including impunity and the rule of law:
The Special Rapporteur on the question of torture remained concerned about the
reports of excessive use and length of pretrial detention, the lack of guarantees to
challenge the lawfulness of detention and the continuing allegations about the use of
forced labour as a corrective measure, ill-treatment of suspects in police custody and
harassment of lawyers and human rights defenders. He reiterated that the period of
holding detainees in police custody should not exceed forty-eight hours, and that no
detainee should be subjected to unsupervised contact with investigators (paragraph
28).
In the same report a section was devoted to the Freedom of Religion or Belief, expression,
association and peaceful assembly, and the right to participate in public and political life:
In 2012, the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders sent
several joint communications regarding allegations of, inter alia, imprisonment and/or
arbitrary detention/disappearance, threats and harassment and torture of human rights
defenders and excessive force against peaceful demonstrators. The Government
replied to all communications alleging, inter alia, that allegations were false and
providing information on the situations referred to. The Rapporteur expressed her deep
concern about the arrest, detention and intimidation of human rights defenders in
China, for peacefully exercising their right to freedom of expression, including their
family members (paragraph 40).33
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In 2012, the Special rapporteur on the situation of Human Rights Defenders communicated
allegations of ‘imprisonment and/or arbitrary detention/disappearance, threats and harassment
and torture of human rights defenders and excessive force against peaceful demonstrators.’
Several countries have recommended that China create a better definition of torture
corresponding to the CAT requirements and strongly enforce laws prohibiting torture. Other
countries have also urged China to put an end to arbitrary detentions.
Committee Against Torture
Charged with monitoring the implementation of the Convention against Torture, Cruel and
Inhuman treatment, this body (the CAT) issued a 2015 report, including concerns and
recommendations, which was released in advance of China’s Periodic Review.
The Committee is concerned that the State party considers solitary confinement as a
‘management method’ in detention centres, which is applied to all ‘class 1- major
safety risk’ detainees, including detainees at risk of self-harm, suspected of having
mental illnesses and those who ‘pick quarrels and provoke troubles.’ Solitary
confinement can also be imposed in compulsory isolation drug treatment centres when
persons undergoing drug treatment are not ‘reformed through education’ or do not
obey discipline, among many other grounds. The Committee regrets the lack of
relevant statistical data on the use of solitary confinement in both instances, as well as
information on its maximum duration. It also regrets the lack of information with
regard to the regulation and due process rights concerning the use of restraints. In this
regard, the Committee expresses concern at the State party’s explanation that the use
of the so-called ‘interrogation chair’34 is justified ‘as a protective measure to prevent
suspects from escaping, committing self-injury or attacking personnel,’ which is
highly improbable during an interrogation (paragraph 26).
The report
urges the State party to ensure that all custodial deaths, disappearances, allegations of
torture and ill-treatment and reported use of excessive force against persons in the
autonomous region of Tibet and neighbouring Tibetan prefectures and counties, and in
the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, are promptly, impartially and effectively
investigated by an independent mechanism (paragraph 41).
It also stipulates that China should
(a) Ensure that no one is detained in any secret detention facility, as these are per se a
breach of the Convention;
(b) Abolish all forms of administrative detention, which confine individuals without
due process and make them vulnerable to abuse;
34
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(c) Prioritize the use of community-based or alternative social-care services for
persons with psychosocial disabilities or drug addiction;
(d) Avoid forced hospitalization or confinement for medical reasons, unless it is
imposed as a last resort, for the minimum period required and only when accompanied
by adequate procedural and substantive safeguards, such as prompt initial and periodic
judicial review, unrestricted access to counsel and complaints mechanisms and an
effective and independent monitoring and reporting system;
(e) Ensure that all allegations of torture, ill-treatment or arbitrary detention in places of
administrative detention, including in former “re-education through labour” facilities,
are impartially investigated, the results made public, and any perpetrators responsible
for breaches of the Convention held accountable;
(f) Provide adequate redress to all persons who have been detained in secret detention
facilities and their families (paragraph 43).

Conclusions
No improvement in law or practice could be registered in 2016. The fundamental rights to
freedom of religion or belief are still denied to Chinese citizens. This includes freedom of
expression, freedom of association, freedom of assembly, and freedom of worship.
Five religious denominations are particularly persecuted: (Tibetan) Buddhists, Roman
Catholics, Falun Gong practitioners, Evangelical and Pentecostal Protestants, and Uyghur
Sunnis. Hundreds of Falun Gong practitioners, whose movement was banned in 1999, are
massively imprisoned, while Evangelical and Pentecostal Protestants belonging to the
mushrooming network of underground house churches outside of state control also pay a
heavy toll. A dozen Roman Catholic priests and bishops who were arrested by police many
years ago for their faithfulness to the Pope and failure to swear allegiance to the Communist
Party remain missing. Uyghur Muslims and Tibetan Buddhists, systematically suspected of
separatism and/or terrorism, are also particular targets of the regime.
The sheer size of the Chinese population inevitably accommodates a rich diversity of cultural
and religious expression. Yet the ruling Chinese Communist Party remains steadfast in its
refusal to acknowledge the diverse ways of the people it purports to serve. In the end, it is
clear that the need for control is the principle driver behind the regime’s repressive policies
toward the country’s religious minorities.
The Chinese confuse authority with authoritarianism. When authority is rightfully constituted
and in the service of the people, it can be a source of stability and development. When it
exacts obedience at the expense of personal freedoms it becomes authoritarian, where any
threat to the state power, real or perceived, is ruthlessly suppressed.
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It is tragically ironic that the regime has invested such effort in combatting ‘evil cults’ which
supposedly aim to undermine state authority and security. These have typically been Falun
Gong practitioners and Protestants, groups which have never used or advocated violence, that
hardly pose a threat to the stability of the People’s Republic. It is chiefly the growth and
popularity of such groups which have drawn down the wrath of the SARA and provoked
harsh reactions from government authorities.
Party officials must acknowledge the toxicity of politics which are more aimed at enhancing
the power and wealth of the political elite than at improving the lot of the Chinese body
politic. They would do well to listen to the calls for reform before it becomes impossible.
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Egypt
The Arab Republic of Egypt became a sovereign nation in 1952. The country’s lack of arable
land and dependence on the Nile River has been a source of tension not only on its rapidly
growing population of more than ninety-four million inhabitants but also in relations with
neighboring countries that depend on the Nile’s sustaining waters.
Egypt has undergone considerable turmoil since 2010 when the Hosni Mubarak regime was
overthrown and again in 2013 when Mohammed Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood were
removed from power in a military-led coup. In January 2014, Abdel Fattah El Sisi was elected
to the presidency and a new parliament was created in December 2015.
Ninety percent of Egyptians are Sunni Muslim. Another ten percent of the population is
Coptic Orthodox Christian along with smaller groups of Shi'a Muslims, Jews, Baha’is, and
others. During the political unrest of 2013 considerable discrimination and violence was
directed against the Coptic population. Seventy-eight churches and other properties were
burned in mob actions.
Violence between Copts and Muslims has now become common, especially in the small
villages of the Minya Province. In June 2016, a pastor’s car was destroyed, houses were
burned down, Copts were injured or even killed by Muslim mobs, and an elderly woman was
beaten and stripped naked in the street because of rumors of an affair between her Coptic son
and a Muslim woman.35 Until now, the federal government’s efforts to protect Copts and
promote tolerance have been mild at best, and local authorities in the Minya province have
been slow to prosecute or investigate crimes against Copts.
In 1960, Baha’i and Jehovah’s Witnesses congregations were banned by presidential decrees.
The Ministry of Religious Endowments has sponsored workshops warning the public of the
‘growing dangers’ of the Baha’i faith. Baha’i marriages are not recognized, which prevents
couples from obtaining ID cards, making it extremely difficult to conduct ordinary
transactions in Egypt such as banking, school registration, or purchasing a car or home.
Jehovah’s Witnesses are not allowed to establish places of worship and can only hold
meetings in private when less than thirty participants are present. The importation or
distribution of their literature is banned, as is proselyting or conversion to the Jehovah’s
Witnesses faith.36

35
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Coptic Orthodox Christians in Prison
In April 2015, Albert Ashraf, Muler Atef Daoud, Bassem Amgad Hanna, Gad Youssef
Younan, and Clinton Madi Youseff, all students between the ages of fifteen and seventeen,
were arrested on charges of ‘contempt for Islam’ (Criminal Code Article 98). The students
were arrested for making a cellphone video in which they pretended to pray with one boy
kneeling and another appearing to behead him. During the trial the defense claimed that the
video was not intended to insult Islam but was rather making a mockery of similar videos
carried out by ISIS militants. The boys claimed that they did not even know about ISIS and
were just trying to get their teacher’s attention. Between May and June the boys were released
on bail, but on 25th February 2016, they received the maximum sentence of five years in
prison. By the time they were sentenced the boys had fled to Istanbul and later granted asylum
in Switzerland.
In November 2014, Kirollos Shawki Atallah, a nineteen-year-old, was arrested at a cafe in
Beheira for posting photos on Facebook that were deemed by some to be defamatory to Islam.
On 10th January 2015, he was sentenced by a minor offenses court to three years in prison.
On 2nd December 2013, Bishoy Armia Boulous (Mohammed Hegazy before his conversion)
was arrested in a cafe at the agricultural association in Minya. He was charged with
‘disturbing peace by broadcasting false information to cause harm or damage public interests.’
Boulous claimed in his defense that he was only filming demonstrations against Christians.
He was declared innocent in an appeal on 28th December 2015; however, he remained in
prison on charges of blasphemy filed against him in 2009 related to his conversion from Islam
to Christianity and his attempts to change the religious identity on his personal ID card. This
was the first time that an Egyptian citizen had tried to change legal status from Muslim to
Christian. The request was received with hostility from many clerics, lawyers, and journalists
that demanded his execution. He was released on 23rd July 2016, after recanting his faith and
returning to Islam.
In February 2012, Makram Diab was arrested for insulting the Prophet and provoking
students. He claims that he told a Salafi Muslim that Muhammad had more than four wives,
which resulted in an argument. In his case he was punished under Criminal Code Article 98,
using religion to ‘propagate extremist ideas, incite strife, insult a monotheistic religion or
damage national unity.’ He was sentenced to six years in prison at Assiut General Prison on
29th February 2012. His trial lasted only ten minutes and no defense attorney was present.
When Diab made an appeal, the judge doubled the sentence to appease an angry mob that
surrounded the courtroom demanding Diab’s death.
In September 2012, Bishoy Kameel Garas was arrested in Garas for posting cartoons
deemed defamatory to Islam and the Prophet Muhammad on Facebook as well as for insulting
President Mohamed Morsi and his family, which violates Criminal Code Article 98. The
defendant claimed that he was hacked out of malice by someone named Michael. After
serving over three years of his sentence, Garas was found innocent in another appeal on 13 th
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March 2016 and released. His three years in prison has been credited to him in the event that
he is sentenced for any future offenses.
Sunni Muslims in Prison
In April 2015, Al Behairy was arrested for blasphemy and contempt of religion by insulting
Islam. The defendant claims he was not insulting Islam but was merely discussing the
religious views of certain preachers in the context of religious reform. In May of 2015 he was
sentenced to five years in prison and then acquitted the following month of the blasphemy
charge. On 29th December 2015, his sentence was reduced to one year in prison on appeal on
the charge of ‘contempt of religion.’
Before his arrest Al-Behairy had sponsored a TV programme called ‘With Islam’ in which he
discussed reforms in ‘traditional Islamic discourse’ and tackled controversial issues such as
punishments for apostasy, early marriage, and various interpretations of the Hadith, the
sayings and teachings of Prophet Mohamed. The show was cancelled in April after numerous
complaints were filed. Egypt's constitution outlaws insults against the three monotheist
religions recognised by the state: Islam, Christianity, and Judaism.
Fatima Naoot, a fifty-year-old, was arrested for insulting Islam and contempt of religion
under Article 98. She claims that she had posted messages on Facebook to congratulate
Muslims for Eid al-Adha but ‘urged them to respect the offering and not humiliate it by
flooding the ground with animal blood.’ She denied that her aim was to insult Islam. Naoot
was sentenced to three years in prison on 26th January 2016 and given a fine for LE20,000
($2,550). Naoot is a writer, poet, and broadcaster. She is also a former candidate for the
Egyptian Parliament.
Shia Muslims in Prison
On November 14th 2013, Amr Abdallah was arrested for blasphemy and defamation of
Prophet Muhammad’s companions in violation of Article 98 which pertains to those who use
religion to propagate ‘extremist ideas,’ to incite strife, to insult a monotheistic religion, or to
damage national unity. On 26th February 2014, Abdallah was sentenced to five years in prison
by the Gamaliya Misdemeanor Court.
Atheists in Prison
In November of 2014, Karim Ashraf Mohamed Al-Banna, a twenty-one-year-old, was
arrested at a cafe in Cairo for announcing on Facebook that he was atheist. He was sentenced
to three years in prison but then released on bail pending the verdict of the court of appeals.
Karam Saber was arrested for ‘insulting the divine, encouraging atheism, inciting strife and
spill of blood’ (Egyptian Penal Code Article 98) because of his 2010 collection of short
stories called ‘Where is God?’ Saber’s book tells the stories of poor Egyptian farmers and
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their relationship with deity. In his defense he stated that in the stories he seeks to ‘expose
fake religious discourse and detect the scale of contradictions in a patriarchal society that
claims religiousness while it practices the opposite, especially in terms of oppressing women.’
Saber says ‘I pose simple questions that seek God amid all this absurdity we are living in.’ On
5th June 2014, a court of appeals in Beba upheld Saber’s sentence of five years in prison.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://eu./forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Penal Code Article 98(f) is the most commonly used law in Egypt to detain citizens based on
their religious convictions. The law, also known as the Blasphemy Laws, prohibits
‘ridiculing or insulting heavenly religions or inciting sectarian strife’ and ‘contempt of
religion.’ Authorities have used these laws to prosecute Egyptians whose views deviate from
the Islamic norm or who are said to have insulted one of the three state recognized religions:
Islam, Christianity, or Judaism. In recent years there has been an increase in cases against
Christians that ‘insult’ Islam as well as against Muslims who express views that are
controversial within their own faith. Atheism is also firmly opposed by the state and
prosecuted in accordance with the criminal code.37
Egypt's new constitution also includes a provision that prohibits blasphemy or ‘defamation’
of religions (Article 44). The constitution only allows for worship in the Islamic, Christian,
and Jewish contexts, although converting from one religion to another is not mentioned.
Recent cases such as the blasphemy conviction against Bishoy Armia Boulous, who
converted from Islam to Christianity, show that there is no tolerance for conversion from
Islam to another faith.
Another practice that has severe consequences for the lives of minorities such as Baha'is is
that of issuing ID cards that identify a person’s religion. Only the ‘revealed’ religions of
Islam, Christianity, and Judaism are accepted on an ID card. Baha'is that want an ID card are
rejected or find themselves having to lie and request a Muslim card. Not having an ID card is
a serious issue in Egypt since it is required for many essential transactions, such as receiving
pension, getting married, registering for university, or opening a bank account. A Baha'i that
lies to obtain an ID can be charged with forgery if discovered. Two Baha'is related their
experience with requesting ID cards in 2007:
State Security tried to persuade us both to be Muslims. We were exhausted, more than
24 hours with no food. When they failed to convince us to become Muslims, they
referred us to criminal investigation. From five in the morning until five at night, the
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State Security grilled us. They said that they would bring forgery charges against both
of us.38

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Article 52 of the Constitution of Egypt (2014): ‘All forms of torture are a crime with no
statute of limitations.’
Article 55 of the Constitution of Egypt (2014): ‘All those who are apprehended, detained or
have their freedom restricted shall be treated in a way that preserves their dignity. They may
not be tortured, terrorized or coerced. They may not be physically or mentally harmed or
arrested and confined in designated locations that are appropriate according to humanitarian
and health standards. The state shall provide means of access for those with disabilities. Any
violation of the above is a crime and the perpetrator shall be punished under the law.’
Article 56 of the Constitution of Egypt (2014): ‘Prison is a house for reform and
rehabilitation. Prisons and detention centers shall be subject to judicial oversight. All that
which violates the dignity of the person and or endangers his health is forbidden.’
Despite these provisions set out by the constitution, new prison laws passed in 2015 have
actually legalized various forms of mistreatment that are in conflict with international UN
Mandela Rules. For example, the new law allows prisoners to be held in solitary confinement
for thirty days,39 whereas the Mandela Rules include a maximum limit of fifteen days. The
new law also allows authorities to use physical force against prisoners if they ‘do not comply
with an order.’ 40 This provision sanctions mistreatment and torture and provides impunity for
the perpetrators of acts of violence against prisoners.
One positive development in the new amendments is that prisoners are now allowed to
receive visits from family members twice a month instead of once and foreign prisoners can
now be visited by representatives from their home embassies or consulates.41 Even still, based
on Egypt's past record of human rights violations there are no guarantees that these laws will
be respected.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Egypt
In 2016, Egyptian prisons were at about 160% of capacity and pre-trial facilities at police
stations are at 300%. According to the National Council for Human Rights, a quasigovernmental agency in Egypt, this overcrowding has led to unsafe prison conditions and a
rise in deaths.42 Pre-trial detention facilities are extremely overcrowded since authorities
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routinely extend detention periods multiple times and prisoners often remain in these facilities
for months or years. At the end of 2015, about seven-hundred Egyptians had been held in
preventative detention without a trial for two years after which time they legally must be
released.43
The Al Nadeem Center for Rehabilitation of Victims of Violence released a 2015 report on
prison conditions in Egypt that documents a plethora of issues based on its monitoring of
media sources. According to the report, in 2015 in Egyptian prisons there were 137 deaths
from brutality, eighty-nine of which were the result of medical neglect and thirty-nine the
result of torture by prison authorities. Some of the main medical conditions that were cited
include heat exhaustion, liver disease, and acute circulatory failure. These conditions were
either developed in prison or accentuated as a result of mistreatment. In one example, an
eighteen-year-old man Sameh Ibrahim Fotouh died in his cell in a police station for lack of
ventilation. The Al Nadeem Center also reported about seven-hundred cases of torture in the
prison system; however, they note that this number is ‘just the tip of the iceberg’ and reflects
solely the cases that were reported in media. The actual number of torture victims is
undoubtedly higher.44 Some common torture methods included beatings, floggings,
electrocution, sexual harassment, and stripping.
One interview with Ibrahim Halawa, an ethnic Egyptian who is a native of Ireland, was
arrested for getting caught up in a political rally in Cairo. Halawa shares a sobering firsthand account of life in Egyptian prisons and the abuses he has suffered there:
It’s normal to be cursed, stripped naked, beaten with a bar or put in solitary
confinement or the 'tank' (a pitch-black 3.5m x 5.5m cell). They might also torture
another prisoner in front of you. Of course you never forget. Ever.
After a prison 'inspection', you might go back to your cell and find things missing. If
your family visits and you get something from them that the guards like, you may as
well forget it.
Once, coming back from a hearing in my mass trial, I was hit with the back of an
AK47 and asked where I was from. The officer put his AK47 to my chest and said: 'I
wish I could take you out, you fucking Irish. But I can’t.'
The capacity of the prison is 2,000. It currently holds more than 6,000 prisoners. Most
cells have at least 30 people in them and they are all one size, 3.5m x 5.5m. There is
no hygiene whatsoever. The bucket you get food in is the bucket they take the garbage
in. It is prisoners who cook: they take a leak and spit in the food for laughs. My cell
door has 'extremely dangerous' written on it because of a mix-up of prison papers, so
I’m currently isolated. A lack of sun has caused me many skin diseases, weak bones,
weak eyes, and constant pain.45
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The prisons frequently lack ventilation, potable water, food, medication, and adequate
hygiene. In one prison, inmates wrote to family members in 2015 complaining that they had
no beds but were required to sleep on concrete slabs with only a sheet over them. One
prisoner commented, ‘They don't allow our families to bring us water from outside, so we are
forced to buy sealed water bottles from the prison canteen. A box of bottled water here costs
$6, and we're only allowed one bottle a day each. We almost die here from the heat, and
there's no draft or breeze of air, especially when the fans don't work. Insects, cockroaches,
ants and even worms spread quickly in our cell because we're forced to keep our food inside.
We have no refrigerator.’46 Prisoners are sometimes denied visits with family by authorities,
and NGO's were not permitted to visit the prisons in 2015.47
A facility in Cairo named Tora Maximum Security Prison, nicknamed the ‘Scorpion Prison’
for its brutal conditions, is an example of the impunity that results from a lack of independent
oversight from international organizations. NGO's and international agencies are banned from
visiting the Scorpion Prison and lawyers were permitted access starting only in 2015. When
lawyers visit the prison they must meet with their client in the warden's office and are usually
limited to visits of five to ten minutes. It is still common for the prison authorities to
arbitrarily deny family members and lawyers a visit with inmates under a 1956 Egyptian law
that vaguely reads that visits may be restricted or completely banned due to ‘conditions at
certain times for reasons of health or related to security.’48

Conclusions
Copts and other Christian groups were initially optimistic about the change from Morsi and
the Muslim Brotherhood to El Sisi, hoping that there would be more tolerance for the
Christian minority in the country under new leadership. However, little has changed that
would signal improved relations between minority religions and Muslims in Egypt.
The blasphemy laws fully remain in force and are used and abused against individuals from
various backgrounds to prevent conversions from Islam to another religion, to silence any
voice questioning Islam, or to settle personal scores.
Mandatory ID cards which allow only for a religious affiliation to Islam, Christianity, or
Judaism continue to discriminate against Baha'is and other non official religions that do not fit
these categories. The Egyptian government’s unwillingness to accept religious diversity
perpetuates a culture of intolerance towards minority religions as well as non-religious people.
Government resistance in this regard may also be linked to an effort to maintain societal order
through the promotion of Islamic values. Appealing to Islam may be used by leaders as a way
of garnering public support and defending the status quo. It also has the effect of
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discriminating against Baha’is, Jehovah's Witnesses, Muslim minority groups, and others in
order to placate conservative elements within Egyptian society and avoid social instability.
President El Sisi should take actions to release the prisoners mentioned in this report who are
imprisoned for peacefully practicing their religion. He should also end propaganda efforts
against groups such as Baha'is and non-believers. The practice of identifying religious
preference on official documents should likewise be terminated, as this leads to
discriminatory behavior against non-Muslims and puts minorities at a social and economic
disadvantage.
Finally, it is clear that greater priority must be given to the country’s adherence to UN
minimum rules for the treatment of prisoners and to penalizing prison officials that violate
these standards. Egypt is at the crossroads of several political worlds and can therefore have
considerable influence in the region. By providing a sustainable example for the rule of law
and the humane treatment of prisoners, Egypt could realize even more its potential as a leader
among nations.
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Eritrea
The State of Eritrea was formed after gaining independence from Ethiopia in 1993. Since then
the country has been ruled by President Isaias Afwerki, widely regarded as one of the most
autocratic leaders in the world. The country does not hold elections and does not have an
independent judiciary, or a functioning legislature that could counterbalance the power of the
presidency. Eritrea’s Constitution was ratified by the National Assembly in 1997 but has
never been implemented, although it has been touted as the supreme law of the land. Civil
liberties are severely restricted, security forces brutally repress any political dissent, and there
is no independent press. As such, the country remains one of the world’s most oppressive and
grievous violators of human rights.
A 2015 United Nations Commission of Inquiry of Eritrea concluded that the Eritrean
government engages in ‘systemic, widespread, and gross human rights violations’ carried out
in a ‘context of total lack of rule of law.’ 49 Within this totalitarian state, an array of human
rights violations occur, some of which may constitute crimes against humanity.
Religious adherence in Eritrea’s population of around 6.3 million people50 is considered to be
roughly half Christian and half Muslim: about 50% of the population is Sunni Muslim, 30% is
Orthodox Christian, and 13% is Roman Catholic51. The country officially recognises four
religious groups: the Eritrean Orthodox Church, the Evangelical (Lutheran) Church of Eritrea,
the Roman Catholic Church, and Islam. No new religious groups have been approved since
2002, despite numerous applications and attempts to extend religious freedom. Registration of
religious groups only requires the president’s signature for full approval. In theory, the
Constitution, although unimplemented, protects religious freedom in Eritrea.
Protestants in Prison
Dr. Kiflu GEBREMESKEL was arrested in May 2004 and has been detained without charge
or trial since then. Senior pastor of Southwest Full Gospel Church, Dr. Kiflu was a
mathematics lecturer until 1999 when he left to become a full time pastor. Since his arrest he
has been held incommunicado, with no communication between himself, his wife, or their
four children.
Pastor Meron GEBRESELASIE was arrested in 2004 and has been detained without charge
or trial ever since.
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Coptic Orthodox in Prison
Patriarch Abune ANTONIOS has been under house arrest since 2006 after his refusal to
excommunicate 3,000 members of an Orthodox Sunday School movement and asking for the
release of human rights activists. He has been charged with treason.
Despite claims of deteriorating health he was reportedly denied medical care and has been
prevented from communicating with the outside world. In 2016, one church member managed
to visit and photograph him.
Rev. Ogbamichael TEKLEHAIMANOT was first arrested in 2005 for participation in
Orthodox rituals (presiding over an Orthodox wedding ceremony). Rev. Teklehaimanot was
subjected to ten months hard labour and solitary confinement before serving another six years
in Barentu following his release. He was re-arrested in 2012, six months after his release, after
taking a call from a monitored Orthodox member.
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Prison
As of October 2016, fifty-four Jehovah’s Witnesses were imprisoned in Eritrea in harsh
conditions. Sixteen are known to be held in detention as conscientious objectors. Twenty-four
have been detained for their religious activities, participating in religious meetings, or
preaching at funerals. Fourteen are in prison for unknown reasons.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The 1997 (unimplemented) Constitution claims to defend progressive ideals, such as equality
under the law, the right to due process, the right to appeal, and the right of access to a court
within forty-eight hours of arrest. Even still, these rights and many more are violated in
Eritrea on a daily basis. Religious activities are criminalized, although the constitution states
that ‘every person shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and belief.’52
In many cases, individuals are detained arbitrarily or without charge. The Penal Code
provides for charges which are routinely brought against religious people, whether belonging
to an officially registered body or not. For instance, in Book II on Offences Against the
Interest of the State, there is:
Article 112. - Treason. (1) An Eritrean citizen or any other person entrusted with the
protection of the national interests of Eritrea who (b) obstructs, misleads, betrays,
52
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entices into disloyalty or dispiritedness persons or entities engaged in the defense of
Eritrea;
Article 119. - Interference with Military Service. A person who intentionally (a)
evades or attempts to evade compulsory military service, knowing that he is not entitled to do
so; (b) incites or assists another, or attempts to incite or assist another, to intentionally evade
compulsory military service, knowing that person is not entitled to do so; is guilty of
interference with military service, a Class 9 serious offence, punishable with a definite term of
imprisonment of not less than 1 year and not more than 3 years.
Proclamation No. 82/1995 on National Service requires all young people who are capable to
undergo military training. There is no provision for conscientious objectors under the law, nor
is there an alternative for those who do not want to engage in military activities but are willing
to do other forms of national service.
Thus conscientious objectors can be sanctioned under Article 119 or even Article 120 for
noncompliance (see below), the penalties of which can be harsh and severe, including the
withdrawal of passports and ration cards. In addition, members of certain non-recognised
religious groups are subjected to persecution and discrimination as a means of coercion into
military service.
Article 120. - Aggravated Interference with Military Service. A person who commits
an offence under Article 119 during a time of emergency involving the armed forces
of Eritrea, general mobilization or war is guilty of aggravated evasion of military
service, a Class 6 serious offence, punishable with a definite term of imprisonment of
not less than 7 years and not more than 10 years.
Article 190. - Aggravated Public Incitement. A person who commits an offence under
Article 189 by inciting others with an appeal to religious or ethnic hatred is guilty of
aggravated public incitement. This is a Class 8 serious offence, punishable with a
definite term of imprisonment of not less than 3 years and not more than 5 years.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Embedded within the 1997 Constitution are articles protecting the rights of prisoners in
Eritrea:
Article 16 - Right to Human Dignity
1. The dignity of all persons shall be inviolable.
2. No person shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
3. No person shall be held in slavery or servitude nor shall any person be
required to perform forced labour not authorised by law.
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Article 17 - Arrest, Detention and Fair Trial
1. No person may be arrested or detained save pursuant to due process of law.
3. Every person arrested or detained shall be informed of the grounds for his
arrest or detention and of the rights he has in connection with his arrest or
detention in a language he understands.
4. Every person who is held in detention shall be brought before a court of law
within forty-eight (48) hours of his arrest, and if this is not reasonably possible,
as soon as possible thereafter, and no such person shall be held in custody
beyond such period without the authority of the court.
5. Every person shall have the right to petition a court of law for a Writ of
Habeas Corpus. Where the arresting officer fails to bring the person arrested
before the court and provide the reason for his arrest, the court shall accept the
petition and order the release of the prisoner.
6. Every person charged with an offence shall be entitled to a fair, speedy and
public hearing by a court of law; provided, however, that such a court may
exclude the press and the public from all or any part of the trial for reasons of
morals or national security, as may be necessary in a just and democratic
society.
Even still, while these protections exist in law, none of them can be institutionalized until the
constitution is officially implemented and its principles put into practice. Until that time, it is
clear that grave human rights violations will continue.
On the subject of the administration of justice, the Government of Eritrea has stressed that
human rights violations would be:
…grave crimes resulting in severe punishment under the domestic penal law and as
reflected in international conventions to which Eritrea is a party. The Transitional
Penal Code criminalizes arrest, confinement, detention or otherwise restraining the
freedom of any person without lawful order. Tortures, ill-treatment of or unlawful
killing of a detainee are among the grave crimes dealt with by the Penal Code.53
Notwithstanding the report of the Eritrean government, the Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights, alongside various other organisations, continues to find systematic
violations of human rights within Eritrea. This includes various forms of torture, ill treatment
as well as cruel and inhumane punishments.

International Reports on Prison Conditions in Eritrea
The 2015 UN Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Eritrea
confirms grave violations of human rights. These include indefinite national military service,
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arbitrary arrests, and various forms of detention, including detention incommunicado. Also
cited are instances of extrajudicial killings, torture, inhumane prison conditions, infringement
to freedoms of movement, expression and opinion, assembly, association and religious belief,
sexual and gender-based violence, and violations of children’s rights. Information gathered
for the present report confirms that the above-mentioned violations continue unabated. 54
In 2013, Amnesty International marked twenty years of Eritrean independence by publishing
a special report, detailing prison conditions of cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment:
Detainees are frequently held in underground cells or in metal shipping containers, often
in desert locations and therefore subject to extremes of heat and cold. Food, water and
sanitation are scarce. Torture and other ill-treatment are systematically used against
prisoners of conscience and political prisoners in Eritrea, for the purposes of
punishment, interrogation and coercion. Incommunicado detention – detention without
contact with the outside world – in which thousands of prisoners of conscience and
political prisoners are held, significantly increases the risk of being subjected to these
violations. Torture is reportedly used as punishment for prisoners detained for criticising
the government, practicing a religion not recognised by the state, attempted escape from
national service or from the country, failure to perform duties during national service
(even as a result of infirmity or illness), insubordination or the escape of another
prisoner.
Amnesty International received consistent reports from former detainees that a common
method of punishment involves prisoners being tied with ropes in painful positions for
extended periods. Often the prisoner, while tied, is left exposed to the sun for long
periods of time. One of the most frequently reported positions is the ‘helicopter,’ where
the hands and feet of the victim are tied behind the back whilst lying on the ground face
down, outside in desert sun, in rain or freezing cold desert nights. This is a punishment
allocated for a particular number of days, the maximum reported being fifty-five days in
the Dahlak Kebir island prison, but it is more often for one or two weeks.55

Conclusions
Eritrea presents a particular challenge to freedom of religion or belief due to the especially
egregious nature of the Afwerki regime. Severe restrictions on thought, conscience, and
religion leave no room for citizens to freely experience one of the most fundamental aspects
of their humanity. Those who challenge these restrictions risk harsh penalties.
The abuses perpetrated by the Eritrean government call for much more than shallow reforms.
Serious changes must be affected in a timely and urgent manner in order to ensure the most
54
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basic rights of Eritrean citizens. Those who have been responsible for their suffering must
also be held accountable for their actions and complicity in that suffering. It is only then that
the Eritrean people can look to a more hopeful future.
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India
India has been a nominally secular state since it gained its independence from Britain in 1947.
This independence came with the separation of the Hindu majority India and Muslim majority
Pakistan (which also included contemporary Bangladesh) commonly referred to as Partition.
Despite this religious divide, India was established as a secular state and has remained so
since.56 This has not stopped occasional and bloody religious conflict across the country,
beginning with the violence sparked off at Partition and renewed with both domestic issues,
such as the assassination of Indira Gandhi by her Sikh bodyguards in 1984, or as a result of
the ongoing animosity with Pakistan.57 Currently, questions as to the religious and tolerant
future of India are once again under debate since the electoral victory of the Hindu nationalist
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the 2014 national elections.
India is the birthplace of a few of the world’s largest religions and home to many more. The
population of 1.2 billion is 79.8% Hindu, 14.2% Muslim, 2.3% Christian, 1.7% Sikh, and 2%
other and unspecified.58 Among those unspecified are Jains and Buddhists, religions
originating in India. For the most part, these different religions are respected and the religious
plurality of India is celebrated. Laws relating to and protecting religion are mostly passed on a
state-by-state basis.
Recent discussions on religion have centred around the issue of targeting religious persons on
non-religious charges and conversion. Personal feuds and mistrust of other religions have
caused individual incidents of discrimination on the basis of religion. These are scattered,
unique, and largely undocumented. What are documented however, are the cases of illegal
conversions. In six of India’s twenty-nine states, religious conversions either depend on
official register or are illegal altogether. These states are Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Orissa, Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat, and Chhattisgarh.59 As such, changes in individual
convictions are often found to be illegal in some states. Proselytization is therefore also
illegal. This is often seen as a conflict between the officially secular and unofficially Hindu
natures of the country.
Christians in Prison
Laxmananda Murders and Arrests
In 2008, a number of armed assailants raided an ashram in Orissa state and assassinated
Swami Laxmananda Saraswati, the leader of the Vishva Hindu Parishad (VHP), a right-wing
Hindu nationalist party. The attack was quickly condemned by other members of the VHP and
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local police officials as the work of Maoists, but other Hindu nationalists blamed Christian
radicals.60 The resulting violence directed against the Christian community saw an estimated
thirty-eight people dead and more than 25,000 fleeing their homes. The riots lasted for over a
month and are often considered the worst violence directed against Christians in the state’s
history.61
Following the assassination, Munda Badmajhi, Sanatana Badmajhi, Gornath Chalanseth,
Budhadeb Nayak, Bhaskar Sunamajhi, Durjo Sunamajhi, Bijay Kr Sunseth, all members
of the local Christian community, were arrested on charges of the murder of Laxamananda.62
This occurred despite a Maoist group claiming responsibility and two of the members of that
group who surrendered themselves into police custody confessing.63
In 2013, those seven Christians were sentenced to life in prison. A report made by the Justice
AS Naidu Commission in 2015 found that evidence further implicates the Maoists in the
murders, but Hindu nationalists continue to insist on Christian radicals as the perpetrators. As
such, the reconsideration of the original court decision has been either slow or denied
outright.64
Evangelical Anti-Conversion Arrests
In May 2016, Evangelical pastor AB Anthony and two of his female associates were arrested
on charges of attempted forced conversion of a Hindu man and his two friends in Madhya
Pradesh state. The Hindu man claimed that after providing him and his friends with jobs and
pay, pastor Anthony then ‘forced’ him to denounce his faith and join Christianity. The actions
of Anthony and his two associates were then reported to the local police station, wherein they
were arrested under the state’s Freedom of Religion Act.65
Religious conversions are illegal in six states in India on the basis of Freedom of Religion acts
which seek to protect people from forced religious conversion by making some
proselytization practices illegal.66 Other people from across these states have been temporarily
jailed or fined for conversion, sometimes of others but often of themselves. A group of twelve
were held temporarily also in Madhya Pradesh state in January for holding a Christian
gathering, under charges of having illegally converted to Christianity. They were soon
released, but a few of their leaders were given fines. They all claimed not to have converted
and thus did not break the law; rather they had remained Hindus and taken up praying to Jesus
in addition to other Hindu deities. The matter was settled by the local gram panchayat (village
council).67 Other such cases have apparently occurred but much of the reporting is minimal,
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and the jurisdiction for such decisions often falls on these local panchayats, making the
gathering of information on individual cases much more difficult.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Freedom of Religion Acts, commonly referred to as anti-conversion laws, are written with the
ostensible intention of restricting the use of force, coercion, or fraud in proselytising. The
prevalence of such incidents is high according to proponents of such laws, and thus
prohibitions on forced conversion are deemed as necessary in order to promote religious
freedom. This is often used to restrict religious conversions outright, particularly when those
conversions are from the majority religion of a given area.
Constitution of India68:
(Preamble) We, the people of India, having solemnly resolved to constitute
India into a sovereign socialist secular democratic republic and to secure to
all its citizens… liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship.
(25.1) Subject to public order, morality and health and to the other provisions
of this Part, all persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the
right freely to profess, practice and propagate religion.
Despite this freedom to propagate religion, in particular, many states have made use
of Article 295-A of the Indian Penal Code prohibiting acts intended to ‘outrage
religious feelings’ to expand their definitions of religious from to include freedom
from proselytising activity and conversion.69 The state of Orissa was the first to pass
such an Act.
Orissa Freedom of Religion Act, 196770:
(Article 2)(a) ‘conversion’ means renouncing one religion and adopting
another;
(b) ‘force’ shall include a show of force or threat of injury of any kind
including threat of divine displeasure or social excommunication; …
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(d) ‘inducement’ shall include the offer of any gift or gratification, either in
cash or in kind and shall also include the grant of any benefit, either
pecuniary or otherwise;
(Article 3) No person shall convert or attempt to convert, either directly or
otherwise, any person from one religious faith to another by the use of force
or by inducement or by any fraudulent means not shall any person abet any
such conversion.
(Article 4) Punishment of up to one year in prison and/or a fine of five
thousand rupees. This punishment is double if committed with respect to a
registered vulnerable group.
Other acts in other states are based on this same model. The problems with these pieces of
legislation reside with the ambiguity of their terms. Due to the fact that most religions include
some form of divine displeasure either in non-believers or in those who break that religion’s
rules, the potential for application of the definition of ‘force’ is very wide. This essentially
rules out active proselytization. Further, the definition of inducement has also resulted in
employers of usually minority belief indicted for making references to religion due to the
pecuniary nature of an employment relationship. Also, charitable acts are fundamental parts
of many religions and thus are another potential form of misuse.
Another illustration of the problems related to the interpretation of these laws is demonstrated
in Chhattisgarh state’s law, which excludes from its restrictions on conversion ‘returning to
one's forefather's religion or his original religion’. In most cases, this has been interpreted to
mean returning to Hinduism, which is seen as the original religion of India and its people.71
Therefore, while forcible conversion is illegal from Hinduism or between other minority
religions, with this interpretation it is often condonable to convert to Hinduism.
This contradiction with the constitutional provision of freedom of religion is accounted for in
the exception given to ‘public order, morality and health and to the other provisions of this
part’. Given that India is roughly 80% Hindu, social cohesion is often tied to this issue.72

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Constitution of India73:
(Article 21) No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except
according to procedure established by law.
(Article 22 (2)) Every person who is arrested and detained in custody shall be
produced before the nearest magistrate within a period of twenty-four hours
of such arrest excluding the time necessary for the journey from the place of
71
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arrest to the court of the magistrate and no such person shall be detained in
custody beyond the said period without the authority of a magistrate.
There are no articles in the Indian constitution that explicitly prohibit torture or other
forms of mistreatment of prisoners. Instead, the National Human Rights Commission of
India relies on the guidelines set forth in international treaties, mainly the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR). India is also a signatory of the Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment but has not been ratified. 74 A
bill for the protection against torture was passed by the Lok Sabha (national parliament) in
2010 but was bogged down in scrutiny. In early 2016, the Modi government announced new
amendments to the bill ahead of a reintroduction.75

International Reports on Prison Conditions in India
2016 Report prepared by the Asian Legal Resource Centre (ALRC) for the United
Nations Human Rights Council76:
Policy makers in the country believe that without the use of torture, India
cannot be policed. Public statements repeatedly made by police officers,
bureaucrats, ministers, and judges confirm this. India's policing policy is
premised around the image of a rough and tough cop, who is expected to
show no mercy to the suspect. A large number of Indian public believe that
police officers have the right to torture, and that torture is a legitimate method
of crime investigation, and use of force is an effective instrument for law
enforcement. It is common for police officers to assault people as a part of
maintaining law and order.
Judges, particularly those in the lower Judiciary, believe that it is morally
wrong to challenge a police officer on the question of torture. This is because
the judges are aware that the crime investigation agencies in India often do
not have any means to investigate crimes apart from resorting to the use of
force. Therefore, even when a detainee complains about physical abuse by the
police officer, magistrates ignore the complaint, fail to record the complaint,
and fail to provide the basic protection to which that detainee is entitled
during custody against torture, i.e. a medical examination.
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Universal Periodic Review (UPR) from 201277:
(Paragraph 54) [The UN Working Group on Human Rights (WGHR)]
indicated that a study concluded that 1.8 million people were victims of
police torture and ill-treatment in India every year. ALRC stated that the
practice of torture was widespread; perpetrated in all forms of custody;
condoned in conflict areas; and was a common technique for criminal
investigations. Successful prosecution for torture was extremely low.
United Kingdom Home Office Summary of Prison Conditions from 201478:
1.3.3 Prison conditions are severe and taking into account the use of torture,
extensive pretrial detention, as well as the levels of overcrowding and
inadequate food and medical care, have the potential to reach the Article 3
ECHR threshold in individual cases. Incidences of mistreatment, abuse, rape,
violence and torture in detention have been reported in relation to minorities,
members of lower castes, women, insurgents and alleged terrorists.
The Indian prison system operates differently in each state; however, the national constitution
protects the equal treatment of all regardless of ethnic, religious, or caste background. Each of
these states has their own set of laws and regulations governing the operation of prisons and
the treatment of prisoners, and all have independent mechanisms for compliance. These
mechanisms, however, are not effective. While there seems not to be much systematic
discriminatory policies in prisons on the basis of religion or caste, a lack of effective oversight
and monitoring has led to cases of targeted abuse. The problem is therefore more an issue of
accountability and impunity. Regular conditions in prisons are harsh, with problems of
overcrowding and inadequate access to food, potable water, sanitation, and medical care.79
These problems are potentially exacerbated due to the lack of social cohesion of those from
minority groups in such prisons. Treatment from wardens and other prisoners is worse for
religious prisoners than for others.

Conclusions
The Orissa Freedom of Religion Act remains a regrettable obstacle to religious liberty in
India, given the vast diversity which exists across the religious landscape of the country. The
law’s undergirding principle, upheld by the Indian Supreme Court,80 is dismissive of anyone’s
right to freely convert to another religion. It obviously targets missionary efforts within India
while bolstering the country’s disturbing trend toward Hindu nationalism. It runs counter to
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the free exercise of the right to ‘liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship,’
which is prominently guaranteed by the Indian Constitution.
Religious division tends to follow the fault lines of India’s social groups. Local legislators
have been known to suppress religious rights of minorities where Hindu nationalists are
dominant, such as in Madhya Pradesh and Orrisa. Conversion between Hinduism and Islam
has historically been a strategy for consolidating political support, contributing to the rise of
various movements aimed at strengthening religious unity in north India, such as Tablighi
Jamaat, the Deobandi movement, Arya Samaj, and Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP)81.
Prohibitions on conversion are largely a reaction to the tension that sometimes turns violent
between competing communities.
India would do better to focus on the prevention of violence rather than the prohibition of
peaceful proselytizing. This should include a harder stance toward the culture of torture and
abuse that is perpetuated by police, prison officials, and local authorities. India has a history
of tolerance towards the various religions within its borders. This is India at its best.
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Indonesia
Indonesia is the world’s most populous Muslim-majority country. As such they consider
themselves leaders in the Islamic world, particularly amongst communities in Asia.82 Despite
this, Indonesia is home to more than three hundred different ethnic groups and multiple
religions, most of whom enjoy relative freedom from religiously motivated discrimination.83
Of Indonesia’s 256 million people, roughly 87% are Muslim, the largest group of these being
Sunni, followed by a Shi’a population of roughly three million, and an Ahmadi population of
roughly 400,000. Of the 10% of the population self-identifying as Christian, 7% are Protestant
and 3% are Catholic. Just under 2% are Hindu.84 Due to the diverse nature of the different
ethnic groups and their professing of different religions, many of these religious minorities
enjoy majorities in certain geographical communities.85
There are still notable concerns about freedom of religion or belief in Indonesia. These largely
stem from the use of laws banning blasphemy or the incitement of religious enmity, which the
government fears will lead to societal chaos. As such, while accepted religious minorities are
welcomed, officially at least, those that are not recognised often face serious problems.86
The most notable example of this recently is that of the Fajar Nusantara Movement or
Gafatar. Gafatar was officially banned in August 2015 for being what officials called a
‘deviant sect’ which combined teachings from Islam, Christianity, and Judaism. In January
2016, a community of 1,000 Gafatar was attacked by a mob in West Kalimantan, their village
was burned and the Indonesian navy transported members back to their home villages to be
‘re-educated’ by local religious leaders.87 Since then, Gafatar communities have been forcibly
evicted. On 29th February 2016, the Attorney General, the Minister of Home Affairs, and the
Ministers of Religious Affairs officially declared the movement blasphemous, and in May
2016, three of the former leaders of the Gafatar movement were arrested on blasphemy and
treason charges.88
Apart from the Gafatar are numerous cases of blasphemy brought against members of the
Muslim community. These are largely concerned with those who take issue with some aspect
of traditional Muslim teaching, such as questioning of the Qur’an’s origins or making
disparaging remarks about official teachings.
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Gafatar Members in Prison
Ahmad Mushaddeq, Andry Cahya, and Mahful Muis Tumanurung
Mushaddeq, Cahya and Tumanurung were three of the leaders of the Gafatar before the
government crackdown and subsequent dissolution in 2016. Mushaddeq had been arrested
previously in 2008 for allegedly declaring himself a prophet and trying to form his own sect.
He was charged with blasphemy. Upon his release in 2012, he re-established Gafatar,
eventually establishing a community in West Kalimantan which also served as the
headquarters of the movement.89
The movement was banned in August 2015 but did not gain much attention until near the end
of the year when a number of persons reported missing were found to have joined the
Gafatar.90 As a result, on 19th January 2016, a mob attacked the community in West
Kalimantan, burning their village and forcing the adherents to flee. The Indonesian navy
stepped in and provided shelter for the group, transporting them back to their home villages,
where the government provided for them to be ‘re-educated’ by local religious leaders.91 On
29th February 2016, the movement was officially listed as blasphemous by the Attorney
General, the Minister of Home Affairs, and the Ministers of Religious Affairs.
On 25th May 2016, Mushaddeq, Cahya, and Tumanurung were all arrested on charges of
blasphemy and treason. The blasphemy charge was on the basis of professing heretical
teachings which combined the Qur’an, the Bible, and Jewish teachings, creating what was
seen as one apparently abhorrent whole. The treason charge was levelled against them for
their creation of a separate community based on their beliefs, which was deemed an attempt to
create a separate, sovereign Gafatar state.92
On 30th December 2015, Eko Purnomo and his wife Veni Orinanda were arrested in
Yogyakarta for allegedly abducting physician Rica Tri Handayani and forcing her to join the
Gafatar movement, which allegedly caused her psychological trauma. The couple was
convicted under Criminal Code Article 332 or ‘being guilty of abduction’ and were sentenced
by the Sleman District Court to two years and one year in prison respectively. During the trial
Rica testified that she joined Gafatar of her own free will and bought her own ticket to travel
to West Kalimantan where the movement was establishing a village. It was also revealed
during the trial that Rica held more seniority in Gafatar than Veni and that Rica was the one
who converted Veni to the movement.
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Shi’a in Prison
Andreas Guntur’s case offers a clear example of the institutional inflexibility in accepting
divergent Islamic teachings and the use of blasphemy laws in persecuting other Muslims.
Guntur was a local leader of Amanat Keagungan Ilahi (AKI), which has been banned in West
Java province since 1982 and nationwide since 2009. His house was raided during a prayer
gathering on 14th October 2011, wherein officials found religious posters written in Arabic
that quoted passages not from the Qur’an. Upon questioning, he claimed that they were words
used to help heal him when he was sick some years previously. They were part of his beliefs,
which he was trying to help impart on others. He was subsequently arrested.
Guntur was charged under Article 156(a) of the Penal Code stipulating blasphemy and
sentenced to four years in prison in March 2016.93 The material that he was teaching was
deemed deviant to Islam and doubly dangerous for his professing and propagating these ideas
with others.
This slight deviation from accepted teachings need not be great. In 2012, Tajul Muluk, a
Shi’ite leader, made comments about having to pray only three times a day rather than five
and on a less strict reliance on the Qur’an for Islamic learning. He was given a similar
sentence to that of Guntur.
Protestant in Prison
Antonius Richmond BAWENGEAN (sixty-two years old), was arrestedon 26th October
2010 and accused of blasphemy for distributing pamphlets that allegedly disparaged the
Kaaba.
Indonesian Criminal Code Article 156(a) (Assigns up to five years of imprisonment for
anyone who deliberately in public gives expression to feelings or commits and act: [a] which
principally has the character of being at enmity with, abusing or staining a religion, adhered to
in Indonesia; or [b] with the intention to prevent a person to adhere to any religion based on
the belief of the almighty God).
On 8th February 2011, he was sentenced to five years in prison. Protesters demanded that
Bawengan be handed over, and changed “kill, kill” outside the court as he was led away under
heavy security. The angry mob then trashed the courtroom before targeting Christian sites,
burning down a number of churches and schools.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/
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Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
In order to protect public order through the prevention of perceived insult towards religious or
ethnic groups, the government of Indonesia has admitted to limiting free speech. In a society
as pluralistic as Indonesia, this is seen as preventing societal chaos that might result in turmoil
culminating in terrorist activities. Much of the misuse of laws in order to perpetrate breached
of religious freedom have been framed thus.
Indonesian Penal Code, 198194:
(Article 156a)
By a maximum imprisonment of five years shall be punished any person who
deliberately in public gives expression to feelings or commits an act,
(a) which principally have the character of being at enmity with,
abusing or staining a religion, adhered to in Indonesia;
(b) with the intention to prevent a person to adhere to any religion
based on the belief of the almighty God.
It is under this pretense that divergent Islamic teachings are deemed punishable offenses and
those following faiths that are not easily categorised, such as the Gafatar. In addition to this
article, the ex-Gafatar leaders were charged with treason and attempting to foment a
revolution.
Indonesian Penal Code, 198195:
(Article 107)
(1) The attempt undertaken with the intent to cause a revolution shall be
punished by a maximum imprisonment of fifteen years.
(2) Leaders and originators of an attempt referred to in the first paragraph
shall be punished by life imprisonment or a maximum imprisonment
of twenty years.
(Article 110)
(1) The conspiracy to one of the crimes described in Articles 104-108 shall be
punished by a maximum imprisonment of six years.
(2) The same punishment shall apply to the person who with the intent to
prepare or facilitate one of the crimes described in Articles 104-105:
1st, tries to induce others to commit the crime, to cause others to
commit or participate in the commission of the crime, to
facilitate the crime or to provide opportunity, means or
information relating thereto;
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2nd-ly, tries to provide himself or others with the opportunity, means
or information for committing the crime;
3rd-ly, has in store objects of which he know that they are destined for
committing the crime;
4th-ly, makes plans ready or is in possession of plans for the
execution of the crime intended to be made known to other
person;
5th-ly, tries to hinder, to obstruct or to defeat a measure taken by the
Government to prevent or to suppress the execution of the
crime.
(3) The objects referred to in the foregoing paragraph under 3rd-ly may be
forfeited.
(4) Not punishable shall be the person from whom it is evident that his intent
is merely aimed at the preparation or facilitation of political changes
in the general sense.
(5) If in cases mentioned under section (1) and (2) of this Article, the crime
really takes place, the punishment may be doubled.
The Gafatar leaders were accused of trying to foment revolution through their formation of a
separate Gafatar community, or so the authorities claim, under Articles 107 and 110 listed
above. As seen in 110(2), this is exacerbated by the proselytization aspect of their activities in
which they, again according to the authorities, induced others to join them in their subversion
of the state. All of this is necessarily predicated on the veracity of the accusations levelled
against them under Article 156a.
The problem with this is that the Gafatar are, according to all primary accounts, peaceful.
There is no threat to others, their feelings, or their religion. In the Indonesian constitution,
freedom of religion is ensured under Article 28E,96 and therefore the feelings of one group do
not constitute sufficient grounds for a religious slight of another if there is no other interaction
or abuse. On the contrary, local Islamic groups attacking the Gafatar community in West
Kalimantan would be a breach of Article 156a(b)’s prohibition on restricting the worship of
other religions.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Indonesian Constitution, 194597:
(Article 28G)
(1) Every person shall have the right to protection of his/herself, family,
honour, dignity, and property, and shall have the right to feel secure
against and receive protection from the threat of fear to do or not do
something that is a human right.
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(2) Every person shall have the right to be free from torture or inhumane and
degrading treatment, and shall have the right to obtain political asylum
from another country.
(Article 28I)
(1) The rights to life, freedom from torture, freedom of thought and
conscience, freedom of religion, freedom from enslavement,
recognition as a person before the law, and the right not to be tried
under a law with retrospective effect are all human rights that cannot
be limited under any circumstances.
(2) Every person shall have the right to be free from discriminative treatment
based upon any grounds whatsoever and shall have the right to
protection from such discriminative treatment.
(3) The cultural identities and rights of traditional communities shall be
respected in accordance with the development of times and
civilisations.
(4) The protection, advancement, upholding and fulfilment of human rights
are the responsibility of the state, especially the government.
According to the Constitution, all people have the right to freedom from torture and inhuman
treatment without discrimination and moreover, it is the responsibility of the government to
protect that right. Indonesia ratified the United Nations Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (UNCAT) on 28 October 1998. They
therefore have both the constitutional provision and the international standards to provide for
a responsible, humane system.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Indonesia
Universal Periodic Review: Compilation of UN information, 201298:
(Paragraph 17)
CAT was deeply concerned about the numerous, ongoing, credible and
consistent allegations, corroborated by the Special Rapporteur on torture and
other sources, of routine and widespread use of torture and ill-treatment of
suspects in police custody, and by members of the armed forces and mobile
police units (‘Brimob’). CAT was concerned that the current investigation
system relied on confessions as a common form of evidence for prosecution,
thus creating conditions that might facilitate the use of torture and illtreatment of suspects.
(Paragraph 19)
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The Special Rapporteur on torture raised concerns regarding detention
conditions and the lack of medical care…
(Paragraph 31)
CAT reiterated its grave concerns over the climate of impunity for
perpetrators of torture, including military, police and other State officials,
particularly those holding senior positions who are alleged to have planned,
commanded or perpetrated acts of torture. It noted with regret that no State
official alleged to have perpetrated torture had been found guilty, as
confirmed by the Special Rapporteur on torture.
Written statement submitted by the Asian Legal Resource Centre, 201699:
(Paragraph 3)
Torture is conducted along a few patterns in Indonesia, with the most
common torture pattern being that which occurs in police custody, as a
method to obtain confessions from suspects. The AHRC has documented and
reported one such case from Widang Police Sector, Tuban regency, East Java
province. Fiki Arfiando (13), an underage victim, was tortured to death by
police officers in the Widang Police Sector. The police arrested Arfiando
without any arrest warrant, and, without proper investigation, forced him to
confess to stealing a motorcycle belonging to his neighbor, Mr. Husen.
According to the report from a local hospital, Arfiando was injured under his
eye 3 x 1 cm and under his right eye 0.5 x 0.5 cm as a result of torture
(AHRC-UAC-094-2015).
(Paragraph 6)
As seen in several cases already mentioned, torture frequently results in the
death of victims. In the last one year, the AHRC has documented seven cases
of torture resulting in the death of the victims. One such case reported in
2015, is based on torture that occured in 2011 in Samarinda City, East
Kalimantan Province, of 16-year-old Ramadan Suhuddin (AHRC-UAC-0652015).
(Paragraph 8)
The Indonesian Government has taken baby steps to address the inadequacies
of the legal system in dealing with torture. Indonesia’s new penal code has
been in the drafting process for around 10 years, and, as of now, only the first
chapter has been completed. The AHRC, along with its local partners, has
been trying to lobby for the regulation of punishment of torture in the new
penal code. While far from ideal, such a provision has recently been made.
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The Indonesian prison system runs rife with corruption and prisoners are subject to extensive
physical abuse and poor conditions. Prisoners who are more valued, such as inmates with
money, tend to face relatively lenient sentences and better conditions while those from
targeted and minority communities do not.100 This makes the conditions in prisons for certain
religious minorities much more precarious, due more to the impunity given to some in an
inherently violent situation. Drugs, sex, and violence in Indonesia’s prisons is rampant.101
Prison conditions vary across the country and from prison to prison depending on the
management at each facility.

Conclusions
Indonesia has the largest Muslim population of any country in the world, predominantly
Sunni. It is also home to more than three hundred ethnic groups and many minority religions
such as Protestant and Catholic Christians, Hindus, Shias, and Ahmadis. The state publicly
touts the country’s diversity, even promoting the idea that Indonesia is an oasis of tolerance
for all religions and beliefs. However, many of these groups live in isolated communities and
experienced severe hostilities which the Indonesian government has been reluctant to address
in any comprehensive manner.
For instance, the twenty-five million Christians of Indonesia live mostly on the smaller
islands rather than in the population centers of Java and Sumatra. 102 Tension between
religious groups has sometimes escalated into riots, violence, and even terrorist acts.
Blasphemy laws have been used to restrict speech and religious teachings so that societal
order could be maintained and conflict deescalated. The laws have also resulted in the arrest
of Muslims who propagate non-traditional doctrines, such as members of the banned Gafatar
movement. State-sponsored opposition to religious groups like the Gafatars may help restore
order in the short term but it fails to address the root of the problem, which is religious
intolerance and mob violence in these areas.
Indonesia should release those prisoners who are detained for peacefully practicing or
propagating their faith. The government should also repeal blasphemy laws that are restrictive
of religious freedom and speech and have been used to persecute minorities within the
country. It should also urgently address the mistreatment, torture, and impunity which plague
the country’s prison system. This includes comprehensive reforms that should be embodied in
Indonesia’s new penal code in accordance with UN minimum rules for the treatment of
prisoners.
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Iran
The Islamic Republic of Iran was established in 1979 following a revolution that toppled the
last Shah, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, who led the Pahlavi dynasty. The leader of the
revolution, the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, established an Islamic republic, combining
theocratic elements with those of a parliamentary democracy. The Supreme Leader, who is
appointed for life by an Assembly of Experts, acts as head of State, while the President is
elected by a popular vote for a four-year term. Members of the unicameral Islamic
Consultative Assembly are also ostensibly elected democratically by popular vote. However,
all candidates must be pre-approved by the Guardian Council, a twelve-member group of
which six are selected by the Supreme Leader while the other six are jurists chosen by
Assembly members.
The country’s population is estimated at 82,801,633 and is made up of a diverse range of
ethnic and religious groups, including Persians, Azeris, Kurds, Lurs, Baluchis, Arabs,
Turkmen, and Turks. Approximately 90% of the population is Shia Muslim, largely of the
Ja'afari Shia School, which is the official state religion. Sunnis constitute between 5-10% of
the overall population, most of them Turkmen, Arabs, Baluchis, and Kurds. There is also a
sizeable Sufi Muslim population of the Nematollahi Gonabadi order. No official records exist
of their number, but most observers estimate several millions.103
The Iranian Constitution officially recognises only three religious minority groups: Christians,
Zoroastrians, and Jews. Estimates as to the size of the Christian population vary considerably
between 117,000104 and 285,000,105 of which approximately 7,000 are Assyrian and Chaldean
Christians and an unknown number of Protestants of various sorts. There is a similarly wide
range of estimates concerning the number of Jews in Iran: from 9,000 to 20,000106 to
potentially as many as 30,000107. There are an estimated 25,000 Zoroastrians.108
Besides these recognised groups, there are others which are larger but unrecognized by the
government, such as the Yarsanis who are believed to be as many as one million. Iranian
authorities have classified them as Shias practising Sufism, despite Yarsanis’ claim to be a
distinct faith. Baha’is are another important religious minority group that is officially
unrecognised by the Iranian state and are believed to number somewhere between 300,000
and 350,000.
The Shiite Twelver Ja’fari School remains the undisputed foundation for the principles and
jurisprudence of the Iran’s political and social system.
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Protestant Christians in Prison
Despite the recognised status of Christianity in Iran, Christians – and especially converts to
Christianity – are targeted and harassed.109
On 26th August 2016, intelligence agents raided a garden party and arrested and imprisoned
five Christians, four of whom were reportedly converts: Afshar Naderi, Hadi Asgari,
Amir Saman Dashti, Ramil Bet-Tamraz, and Mohammad Dehnavi.110
Vruir Avanessian, an Assemblies of God pastor (age sixty-one), was arrested on 27th
December 2012 while celebrating Christmas. He was charged with action against national
security and proselytizing Farsi-speaking citizens. On 5th December 2013, he was
sentenced to three and half years in prison after a closed door trial.
On 7th March 2013, Ebrahim Firouzi (age twenty-eight) was arrested on charges of
membership to organisations that aim to disrupt national security (Article 499 of the
Islamic Penal Code) and with promoting propaganda against Iran (Article 500). Firouzi
had launched and administered a Christian missionary website and distributed Bibles. He
was first sentenced on 15th July to one year in prison and two years of exile to Sarbaz.
However, prior to his expected release on 13th January 2016, a new case was raised and he
was sentenced to an addition five years in prison on charges of acting against national
security, gathering, and collusion.
On 31st May 2011, Behnam Irani (age forty-seven), a pastor of the Church of Iran, was
arrested on charges of acting against national security and organizing a group to overthrow
the regime. He was sentenced on 30th September 2014 to six years in prison and is
currently detained at the Rejaei Shahr Prison, where he has reportedly been beaten and
abused. The Church of Iran is frequently targeted by Iranian authorities for holding house
church services and evangelizing Muslims.
In October 2012, Massoud Rezaie and Mohammad Roghangir, two other members of
the Church of Iran, were arrested on charges of actions against national security and
propaganda against the regime. On 16th July 2013, Rezaie was sentenced to five years in
prison while Roghangir was sentenced to six years in prison, which he started serving in
July 2014 at the Adel Abad Prison in Shiraz.
On 5th November 2012, Maryam Naghah Zargaran (age thirty-six) was arrested and
charged with conducting propaganda against the State and acting against national security
(Article 610 of the Islamic Penal Code). In March 2013, she was sentenced to four years in
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prison.
Sunnis in Prison
Sunni Muslims make up the largest minority Muslim denomination in an overwhelmingly
Shia country, although they still represent only 5-10% of the total population. Most Sunnis
belong to ethnic minorities: Turkmen, Arabs, Baluchis, and Kurds. Some have been
sentenced to prison terms, allegedly for preaching Sunni Islam.
Father and son, Malek Mohammad Abadian (age fifty-three) and Abdollah Abadian
(age twenty-three), were arrested in March 2012 on unknown charges. Malek has been
subjected to torture and was originally sentenced to death; however, the death sentence was
commuted by the Supreme Court. It is not known what sentence was handed down to
Abdollah.
Tohid Ghoreishi-Hafez was arrested in September 2014 on unknown charges. He was
originally sentenced to ten years in prison which was later reduced to seven years.
Edrees Nemati was arrested on 9th March 2011 on charges of enmity against God, which
Nemati claims are related solely to his preaching Sunni Islam. He was tortured and forced
to make filmed confessions that were broadcasted on state television. He was then
sentenced to death and is currently being held at Rajai Shahr Prison in Karaj.
Naser Piri was arrested on 11th August 2014 on unknown charges. He was sentenced to
five years in prison at the Sanandaj Central Prison by the Islamic Revolutionary Court of
Sanandaj.
Shias in Prison
Although Shia Islam is Iran’s majority religion, some Shias have been sentenced to prison
terms for spreading dissident views on a number of religious issues.
Ayatollah Mohammad Kazemeni Boroujerdi was arrested in October 2006 on charges
of enmity against God and spreading propaganda against the regime. However, according
to Ayatollah Boroujerdi these charges are related to his advocating for the separation of
religion and state and speaking out on behalf of the rights of Iran’s religious minorities and
others. He was originally sentenced to death in 2007 by the Special Clerical Court; the
sentence was later commuted to eleven years in prison. He is currently being held at Evin
Prison.
Amir Golestani was arrested on 20th August 2013 on charges of propaganda against the
regime, insulting the Supreme Leader, publishing obscene photographs, conspiracy, and
blasphemy. He was sentenced to twenty years in prison.
Ayatollah Mohammad Reza Nekounam was arrested in January 2015 on charges of
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insulting a religious figure after he criticized a fatwa issued by Ayatollah Makaram Shirazi
against high speed internet. He was sentenced by the Special Clerical Court to five years in
prison and is currently being held in the ‘Clergy Ward’ at Evin Prison.
Seyed Masoud Seyed Talebi was arrested on 23rd November 2013 on charges of gathering
and collusion against national security, propaganda against the regime and blasphemy. He
was sentenced to twenty years in prison.
Zoroastrians in Prison
Although Zoroastrianism is Iran’s oldest religion, its members are also subject to official
persecution by the Shia regime.
Mojtaba Ahmadi was arrested in December 2009 on charges of blasphemy, conspiracy,
and anti-regime propaganda. In May 2010, he was sentenced to six years in prison.
Ebrahim Nader Babaie Zeydi was arrested in November 2011 on charges of propaganda
against the regime and acting against national security. He was sentenced to six years and
nine months in prison.
Baha’is in Prison
The persecution of Baha’is has become a focal point of international concern following the
2016 report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Iran, which
recognized ‘the continuing systematic discrimination, harassment and targeting facing
adherents of the Baha’i faith,’ due to ‘lack of constitutional recognition of the faith and the
absence of legal protections for its adherents.’1
In March 2008, a group of leaders of the Iranian Baha’i community, known as the Baha’i
Seven, were arrested on baseless accusations of various illegal activities: Mahvash Sabet
(age sixty), Fariba Kamalabadi (age fifty); Jamaloddin Khanjani (age eighty); Afif
Naeimi (age fifty-one); Saeid Rezaie (age fifty-four); Behrouz Tavakkoli (age sixty-one)
and Vahid Tizfahm (age forty). All were held incommunicado for a number of weeks
and in custody for over twenty months without charge. In June 2010, in a brief and closed
trial, they were charged with espionage, propaganda against the regime, assembly,
collusion against national security, and spreading corruption on earth. They each received
twenty-year jail terms.
Teaching activities for the Baha’i Institute for Higher Education
On 25th September 2011, Kamran Mortezaie (age sixty-three) to five years in prison. On
9th May 2012, Faran Hesami (age forty-one) was sentenced to four years. On 12th June
2012, Kayvan Rahimian (age fifty-two) was given five years in prison and a fine of
approximately 8,000 USD/6,000 EUR.
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In 2014, Peyman Koush-Baghi and Azita Rafizadeh were sentenced to five and four
years respectively. They began to serve their sentences on 28th February 2016 and 24th
October 2015 respectively. An Appeals Court decision upheld the initial verdicts. Both
were professors at the Baha’i Institute for Higher Education (BIHE).
Many other Baha’is have been imprisoned because of their teaching activities at the BIHE.
Propaganda against the regime
On 21st February 2015, Fariba Ashtari was arrested and then sentenced to two years in
prison with one year of a suspended sentence.
In March 2013, Shamim Ettehadi was arrested and charged with propaganda against the
regime and acting against national security. Ettehadi had broadcast a video showing the
destruction of a Baha’i graveyard on a foreign TV channel. On 16th June 2013, he was
sentenced to five years in prison by the Revolutionary Court of Yazd.
In November 2013, Manuchehr Kholousi was arrested and subsequently sentenced to six
years in prison. He claims that he was arrested for teaching the Baha’i faith.
On 30th January 2013, Farahnaz Moghadam of Urumieh was arrested on charges of
propaganda against the Islamic Republic, conspiracy, and plotting against the country by
encouraging Baha’i membership. She claimed that she was simply teaching her Baha’i
faith. In spring 2014, Branch 1 of the Revolutionary Court sentenced her to six years in
prison, which was later reduced to three years on appeal.
National security
In March 2010, Vahed Kholousi, a civil rights activist, was arrested on charges of
collaboration and conspiracy to commit crimes against national security, propaganda
against the regime, and active membership and propagation of the Baha’i faith. He claims
the charges are in reaction to his participation in organizations defending both the right to
education and human rights. In June 2011, he was sentenced to five years in prison.
On 7th July 2012, Azizollah Samandari (age fifty-six) was arrested in Tehran on charges
of being an active member of the ‘perverse’ Baha’i sect with the intention to act against
national security. On 4th October 2011, Samandari was sentenced to five years in prison at
Evin Prison.
On 11th June 2011, Pooya Tebyanian was arrested on charges of acting against national
security (Article 498 of the Penal Code) and making propaganda against the system
(Article 500). She was later sentenced to six and half years in the central prison of Semnan.
Some of her term has reportedly been served in solitary confinement.
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Insulting Islam
In March 2009, Shahram Chiniyan was arrested on charges of insulting Islam. On the 3rd
March 2010, he was released on bail and then subsequently sentenced to eight years in
prison and seventy lashes.
Other spurious charges
On 16th June 2016, Sara Akhlaghi was arrested and charged with disseminating indecent
photographs, inciting, and encouraging others to breach public decency. It is clear she was
arrested for her Baha’i faith.
Sufis and Dervishes in Prison
The Nematollahi Gonabadi and Yarsan (Ahl-e hagh) Sufi Orders have been particularly
targeted by the Iranian authorities for repression.
Violation of public order
In September 2011, Ali Ajdari, Abdol-Reza Arayesh, Mohammad Arayesh, Amanollah
Cheraghi, Ghasem Daghtan, Khorshid Dashtaki, Ali Dehghan, Amir-Hamzeh
Dehghan, Esmaeil Dehghan, Issa Dehghan, Mehdi Dehghan, Sharam Dehghan,
Sohrab Dehghan, Zabihollah Gerdpour, Ebrahim Fazli, Mehdi Ghanbari, and
Nasrollah Golshan were all arrested on charges of being involved in a skirmish, causing
physical harm, and violation of public order. All defendants claim the charges are purely
based on their membership to the Nemtollahi Gonabadi Order.
In January 2014, Ebrahim Fazli, who was shot after being attacked by Basij militia, was
sentenced to two years in prison.
In May 2014, Ajdari and Amir-Hamzeh were sentenced to three years in prison and
ordered to pay ‘blood money’ (diyeh) for the injuries caused to Basijs and plain clothed
forces. Abdol-Reza, Mohammad, Cheraghi, Daghtan, Dashtaki, Ali, Esmaeil, Issa, Mehdi,
Shahram, Sohrab, Gerdpour, Ghanbari, and Golshan were also sentenced to two years each
in prison and ordered to pay blood money.
Actions against national security
In October 2004, Younes Aghayan was arrested on charges of carrying ammunition and
arms and for armed resistance against the Islamic Republic of Iran. However, Younes has
stated that these charges are religiously motivated due to his faith. Originally he was
sentenced to five years in prison and death. However, his sentence was commuted to life in
prison. He is currently imprisoned at Urumia Prison.
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In September 2011, Hamid-Reza Arayesh, was arrested and charged with spreading
corruption on earth, membership in an illegal group, assembly and collusion with the intent
to disrupt national security, causing physical harm and violation of public order, carrying
illegal weapons, and enmity against God. In May 2014 he was sentenced to four years in
prison and ordered to pay blood money to compensate for injuries caused to Basijs and
plain clothed forces.
On 6th May 2013, Seyed Ebrahim Bahrami was arrested and charged with enmity against
God (Articles 183, 186 & 187), assembly and collusion against national security (Article
610), undermining national security (Article 498), membership in an organization which
aims to disrupt national security (Article 499), involvement in a skirmish and causing
physical harm, violation of public order, carrying illegal weapons, participating in
gatherings with the aim of overthrowing the Islamic Republic, and corruption on earth. On
12th November 2013, he was sentenced to seven years of internal exile which began on 5th
April 2015. Prior to sentencing, he was put under physical and psychological pressure and
tortured in Shiraz Intelligence Detention Centre.
Amir Eslami and Omid Behrouzi were arrested on 4th September and 27th October 2011
respectively, on charges of membership in a sect endangering national security,
propaganda against the state, insulting the Supreme Leader, disturbing the public mind,
establishing and membership in a deviant group, and disrupting the public order. Eslami
and Behrouzi argue their prosecution is based solely on their contribution to the Sufi
website Majzooban-e Noor. They were sentenced to seven and half years in Evin Prison by
Branch 15 of Tehran’s Revolutionary Court.
In September 2011, Kazem Dehghan was arrested on charges of spreading corruption on
the earth, membership in an illegal group, assembly and collusion with the intent to disrupt
national security, causing physical harm and violation of public order, carrying illegal
weapons, and enmity with God. He was sentenced in October 2013 to permanent exile in
the province of Sistan and Baluchestan by Branch 2 of the Revolutionary Court of Shiraz.
In May 2014, he was sentenced by the 1st Branch General Court in Kavar to four years in
prison and ordered to pay blood money.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on
the USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-andblasphemy-prisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Conversion from Islam to another religion is not expressly prohibited in the country’s
criminal or penal codes; however, it is considered apostasy under Shari’a and punishable by
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death.111 The majority of those arrested from religious groups are charged with taking part in
actions against the security of the State, propaganda against the State, violation of public
order, or allegations of violence. They may also be charged with membership in an unlawful
group, possession of anti-Islamic literature, or proselytising. It is not always clear under
which part of the criminal code someone is charged, but most often the following portions of
the criminal code are invoked against religious minorities:
Book Two: Hudud (Pre-2013 Codes112 and Amended 2013 Codes113)
Chapter Seven: Moharebeh and corruption on earth (efsad-e-el-fel-arz)114/Chapter Eight Moharebeh115
Article 183/279: Criminalizes actions or violence involving a weapon with the intention of
causing ‘terror and fear or to breach public security and freedom.’ This is considered as a
crime against God/enmity against God, since such actions are considered to be against the
Islamic State of Iran. Those convicted are considered moharebe and corrupt on earth, and face
either corporal or capital punishment.
Article 186/287: Criminalizes the membership of any group ‘which has waged armed
rebellion against the Islamic State.’ These actions are considered a crime against God/enmity
against God. Those convicted are considered moharebe and corrupt on earth and face capital
punishment.
Article 187: Criminalizes the stockpiling of arms or any financing towards this end or that
goes towards helping and supporting any conspiracy or plot to overthrow the Islamic State.
Those convicted are considered moharebe and corrupt on earth and face either corporal or
capital punishment.
Book Five: Tazie and Deterring Punishments116
Chapter One: Crimes against the national and foreign security of the State117
Article 498: Criminalizes the establishment of any group ‘that aims to perturb the security’ of
the country and potentially drawing a prison sentence of two to ten years.
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Article 499: Criminalizes the membership to any group aforementioned in Article 498 with a
possible imprisonment of three months to five years.
Article 500: Criminalizes ‘any type of propaganda against’ Iran ‘or in support of opposition
groups and associations’ with a possible imprisonment of three months to one year.
Article 501: Criminalizes espionage with a possible imprisonment of one to ten years.
Chapter Two: Insulting sacred religious values and criminal attempt on national
authorities118
Article 513: Criminalizes insulting ‘the sacred values of Islam or any of the Great Prophets or
[twelve] Shiite Imams or the Holy Fatima’ and, depending on the circumstances, leading to a
conviction of one to five years’ imprisonment and potentially the death penalty.
Article 514: Criminalizes the insulting of ‘Imam Khomeini, the founder of the Islamic
Republic, and/or the Supreme Leader', with a possible imprisonment of six months to two
years.
Chapter Sixteen: Conspiracy and collusion to commit a crime119
Article 610: Criminalizes conspiracy among two or more individuals to commit crimes
‘against the national or foreign security of the country’ with a possible imprisonment of two
to five years.
Chapter Seventeen: Crimes against people and children120
Article 618: Criminalizes acts that disrupt public order and peace by either ‘creating a row
and outrageous behaviour or by assaulting other people' with a possible imprisonment of three
months to one year, and potentially up to 74 lashes.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
In the Iranian Constitution19
Article 38 [Torture]: All forms of torture for the purpose of extracting confession or
acquiring information are forbidden. Compulsion of individuals to testify, confess or take an
118
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oath is not permissible; and any testimony, confession or oath obtained under duress is devoid
of value and credence. Violation of this article is liable to punishment in accordance with the
law.
Article 39 [Dignity of Arrested]: All affronts to the dignity and repute of persons arrested,
detained, imprisoned or banished in accordance with the law, whatever form they may take,
are forbidden and liable to punishment.

International Reports on Prison Conditions in Iran
Despite protections provided by the Constitution, Iran’s detention centres are notorious for
deplorable conditions as well as for the widespread use of physical, sexual, and mental abuse
by authorities. First-hand accounts121 and testimonies relate clear violations of both national
and international law. These include the condition of detention facilities, treatment of
detainees, and the application of due process, much of which has occurred without redress or
corrective measures. In addition, the Iranian prison system is severely overcrowded, with an
estimated population at around 225 624122 which far exceeds the official capacity of 140 000,
which is 160% of the total prison capacity. Inmates are reportedly sometimes forced to sleep
in hallways.123
Access to adequate and necessary health and medical care is also another critical issue,
particularly regarding patient-specific treatment.
Amnesty International has criticised what it has described as Iran’s ‘cruel’ denial of medical
care in its prisons.124 The plight of religious minorities as targeted groups makes this situation
particularly dire and the treatment they receive especially harsh. The report makes reference
to the case of Maryam Naghash Zargaran, an Iranian Christian woman who has gone on two
hunger strikes to protest against authorities denying her the medical treatment she requires for
long-standing health issues.
Of particular note is Evin Prison, which has become the government’s preferred facility for
detaining political prisoners. Unlike most detention centres, Evin Prison’s wards are run by
various organs of Iran’s security services such as the Revolutionary Guard Corps or the
Ministry of Intelligence. Only a limited number of services are actually managed by Iranian
prison authorities. On the 17th April 2014, now known as ‘Black Thursday,’125 hundreds of
guards and security agents violently raided Ward 350, which houses political prisoners
including religion and belief prisoners.
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The 2014 report of the United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights expressed its
deep concern at the ‘widespread use of torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment in
detention facilities’126 which had at times led to the suspicious deaths of detainees. Moreover,
it confirmed the practice of illegal ‘incommunicado detention’ and harsh restrictions placed
on political prisoners’ access to a lawyer and legal counsel.127 The report specifically referred
to Evin Prison128 and the poor conditions and treatment to which prisoners were subjected.
In 2014, the UN Secretary General in a report on the situation of human rights in Iran129
also highlighted the denial of adequate medical treatment, a situation compounded by the
terrible conditions suffered by prisoners. Moreover, the Special Rapporteur noted in a
separate report that:
In 90 per cent of cases, former detainees claimed that their interrogators had subjected
them to psychological abuse, including prolonged solitary confinement, mock executions,
threats to life, sexual harassment, threats to family members, harsh verbal abuse and
threats of rape and other torture. Some 76 per cent also alleged that their interrogators
physically abused them in the form of severe beatings to the head and body, often with a
baton-like object.130
In a report on the prison system in Iran, the Iran Human Rights Documentation Center
described131 the treatment by authorities of those detained and imprisoned as ‘harrowing,’ the
use of torture being a common occurrence and the system itself as being in a ‘state of crisis’
with all prisoners suffering the consequences of ‘institutionalized neglect.’ The report details
how the Iranian prison system and the treatment of its population is in violation of both
national and international laws, highlighting how the prison system, and its notoriety as a
place of violence, is being used by authorities as a means to repress, intimidate, and ‘crack
down on anyone that may threaten its legitimacy.’
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The 2015 country report of the US State Department described detention conditions as
‘harsh and life threatening,’ saying that ‘prisoners reportedly suffered at the hands of abusers
and […] illness due to poor sanitary conditions of prison life.’132

Conclusions
No improvement in law and in practice could be registered in 2016 for those who do not
follow the state-sanctioned Islam. The fundamental rights to freedom of religion or belief are
still denied to Iranian citizens and to foreigners living in Iran. This includes freedom of
thought and conscience, freedom to change one’s religion or to have no religion, freedom of
expression of one’s beliefs in public, freedom of association, freedom of assembly publicly or
privately, and freedom of worship.
In Iran, seven denominations are victims of harsh repression: Baha’is, Erfan-e Halghe,
Protestants, Shias, Sufis, Sunnis, and Zoroastrians. The Baha'is, whose movement is
considered a heresy of Islam, account for the highest number of prisoners. They are followed
by the Sufis, Sunnis, and indigenous Evangelical and Pentecostal Christians, who extensively
carry out missionary activities among their fellow citizens despite the risk of imprisonment,
torture, and execution. Shia dissidents, members of Erfan-e-Halghe, and Zoroastrians are
also particularly repressed by the theocratic regime of Tehran.
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Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan is a sparsely-populated country in Central Asia with a population of
approximately 17 million. More than 70% of the population is Muslim, mainly Sunni of the
Hanafi School, 26.2% is Christian, mainly Russian Orthodox, and the rest is composed of
other religious or belief minorities such as Jews and non-believers.
The country’s ethnic composition is divided between two major groups: the Kazakhs (63.1%
of the population, which are mostly Muslim) and Russians (23.7% which are mainly
Christian). The Kazakhs became a distinct group in the 16th century, only to be dominated two
hundred years later by the Russians. Kazakhstan became a part of the Russian Empire in the
19th century and then became the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic in 1936.
Kazakhstan was the last of the Soviet republics to declare its independence following the
dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. Nursultan Nazarbayev has been the country’s
president since independence.
Protestant in Prison
On 14th August 2015, Yklas Kabduakasov, an Adventist, was arrested by the National
Security Committee (KNB) in Astana on charges of spreading incitement of social, national,
class, racial, or religious discord (officially under Criminal Code Article 174, Part 2). He had
discussed his faith and offered Christian books to others.
On 9th December 2015, Kabduakasov was sentenced to seven years of house arrest. On 28th
December, the court increased the punishment to two years imprisonment in a labour camp.
Tablighi Jamaat Followers in Prison
Tablighi Jamaat is a revivalist missionary movement within Islam, founded in India in the
early twentieth century. The Tablighi Jamaat movement seeks to revitalise Muslims in their
faith and encourage them to follow Islamic religious practices more vigorously. It does not use
or advocate violence.
On 26th February 2013, a court in Astana banned Tablighi Jamaat as an ‘extremist’
organisation, although the court did not specify which of the movement’s teachings were
considered extremist.
The movement is also prohibited in Iran, Uzbekistan (2004), Tajikistan (2006), Turkmenistan,
and Russia (2009).
On 26th February 2013, a court in Astana banned Tablighi Jamaat as an ‘extremist’
organisation. Even still, it is still popular throughout the country. Trials of people alleged to be
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part of Tabligh Jamaat have been typically shrouded in secrecy. The following followers of
Tabligh Jamaat are known to be presently in prison or otherwise detained in Kazakhstan.
On 2nd December 2014, M. Turashov, was sentenced to three years imprisonment, under
Criminal Code Article 337-1 Part 2.
On 19th December 2014, Adi Bakyt, Bakitkali Konirbayev, and Samat Shadmanov were
arrested in Aktobe and charged under Criminal Code Article 405, Part 2, with taking part in
Tablighi Jamaat. On 29th April 2015, Bakyt was sentenced to two years of restricted freedom.
On 11th February 2015, S. Tulbayev was arrested, and was sentenced to four years, eight
months under Criminal Code Articles 405 Part 2, and 174 Part 1.
On 7th October 2015, B. Serikov, A. Shakentayev and M. Shopenov, were arrested. They
were sentenced under Criminal Code Article 405 Part 1; Serikov and Shopenov to two years
imprisonment and Shakentayev to thirty months.
On 18th November 2015, Murat Takaumov was arrested and is facing charges under Criminal
Code Article 405 Part 2. On 2nd June 2016, an Astana court convicted him of Tabligh Jamaat
membership and handed down a nine-month prison term. It also ordered him to pay court
costs. On 20th July, Astana City Court rejected his appeal in his absence.
On 11th March 2015, E. Dzhakayev and V. Surkhayev were arrested for involvement with
Tablighi Jamaat. Dzahkayev was sentenced to three years in prison under Criminal Code
Article 405, Part 1 and 2, and Surkhayev was sentenced to one year three months under
Criminal Code Article 405 Part 1.
On 29th September 2015, Orazbek Apakashev was arrested in the Karaganda Region and
sentenced the same day to three years in prison for his involvement in the banned organization
of Tablighi Jamaat.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Criminal Code Article 174 Part 1: Incitement of social, national, clan, racial or
religious hatred or antagonism with imprisonment of two to seven years or restricted
freedom for the same period. 133
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Criminal Code Article 174 Part 2: Punishes incitement of social, national, clan,
racial or religious discord by repeat offenders with prison terms of between five and ten
years.134
Criminal Code Article 337-1, Part 2: Organizing or participating in the activity of a social
or religious association or other organization after a court decision banning their
activity or their liquidation in connection with extremism or terrorism they have carried out.
Criminal Code Article 405, Part 1: Organising the activity of a social or religious
association or other organisation after a court decision banning their activity or their
liquidation in connection with extremism or terrorism they have carried out with a fine
or up to six years imprisonment. 135
Criminal Code Article 405, Part 2: Participating in the activity of a social or religious
association or other organisation after a court decision banning their activity or their
liquidation in connection with extremism or terrorism they have carried out, resulting in
possible fines or up to two years imprisonment.136

National Standards for Detention Conditions
The Constitution of Kazakhstan specifies rights for prisoners and for those arrested in terms
of their processing and the prohibition of torture:
Article 16:
2. Arrest and detention shall be allowed only in cases stipulated by law and
with the sanction of a court with right of appeal of an arrested person. Without the
sanction of a court, a person may be detained for a period no more than seventy-two
hours.
3. Every person detained, arrested and accused of committing a crime shall
have the right to the assistance of a defence lawyer (defender) from the moment of
detention, arrest or accusation.
Article 17:
1. A person’s dignity shall be inviolable.
2. No one must be subject to torture, violence or other treatment and punishment that is
cruel or humiliating to human dignity. 137
Subsequent to constitutional rights, the 1999 law entitled On Procedure and Conditions of
Detention of Persons in the Special Institutions, Providing Temporary Isolation from Society
(revised in 2010) affords prisoners with basic rights and living conditions. These include
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access to legal advice, due process, free and adequate meals, physical and mental health care,
eight hours of sleep per night, one hour of walking every day, cell separation according to
specific criteria, access to religious literature, freedom of religious practice, individual bed,
and general sanitary facilities.138
From 2008-2012, Kazakhstan ratified a number of laws aimed at strengthening the rights of
prisoners and to better comply with requirements of international law. The Act of 10th
December 2009 seeks to improve the penal correction system, providing for different types of
lock-ups within the same facility by guaranteeing strict segregation. The new arrangements
would also better facilitate more regular visits to convicted persons. In addition, the Act
establishes conditions for the social rehabilitation of persons released from places of detention
and enhances the legal and social safety for staff of correctional centres.
Supreme Court Regulatory Decision No. 7 of 28th December 2009 creates the legal bases for
criminal liability for the use of torture and improper exercise of authority, essentially applying
already established norms of criminal law and criminal procedure law. The decision ensures
that the three-hour time limit on the initial period of custody is respected, that an individual
who is detained is handed over to an investigator without delay and that the decision to further
detain someone after their initial custody is made within three hours of their arrest. The
decision also clarifies the prohibition against torture to include not only officials of criminal
prosecution bodies but also those of other bodies, such as government or military units.
Article 75 of the Code of Criminal Procedure guarantees victims’ compensation for damage to
property caused by offences, including torture, and the reimbursement of expenses incurred as
a result of their participation in pre-trial investigations and trials, including lawyers’ fees.
An extensive multi-year programme for developing Kazakhstan’s correction system was
reported complete in 2009. The plan calls for the rebuilding of four correctional institutions
and two remand centres. Repairs were also carried out on 134 installations at forty-eight other
facilities.
On 1 February 2010, the Procurator-General issued Order No. 7, which approved procedures
for the verification of reports of the use of torture or other unlawful methods involving cruel
treatment of people in detention. The Order assures the direct participation of a procurator in
the investigation of reports of torture and other methods using cruel treatment.
Two Joint Orders were issued by the Kazakh government in 2010, one calling for the
mandatory participation of forensic medical specialists in the examination of persons showing
signs of bodily injury, the other ensuring cooperation between law enforcement agencies and
civil society actors in the verification of such complaints and the criminal prosecution of these
cases.
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The Act of 18 January 2011 strengthened guarantees of fair treatment and legality in criminal
proceedings.
In March 2012, the Ministry of Internal Affairs approved a number of measures related to the
penal correction system, including rules governing visits to correctional institutions and those
pertaining to the supervision of persons held in detention.
In the same month, Government Decision No. 400 issued a national mechanism to prevent
torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. The bill calls for a system of regular
visits to special facilities without any restrictions on the number or length of visits. Following
the visits, reports on the institutions must be submitted, the content of which has to include
recommendations for improvement in the institution and proposals on improving relevant
legislation.
Order No. 93 of the Procurator-General of 13 August 2012, approved the pro-curatorial
oversight for the enforcement of penalties, custody of persons in specialised facilities, and
supervision of persons released from places of detention.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Kazakhstan
A 2013 government report declared great improvements in detention facilities and success in
the implementation of programme reforms for the 2007-2009 period: better medical care,
detention conditions, security mechanisms, better staff trainings for staff, and an improvement
of overcrowding concerns.
The 2012-2015 programme calls for better staffing and equipment of health services as well
as improved detention facilities and larger cell size. Kazakhstan has also initiated a project
called ‘the duty procurator at the police station: guarantor of citizens’ rights,’ which works to
protect the rights of citizens brought to correctional offices. The government reports that
procurators are now present in criminal prosecution bodies and video recordings, surveillance,
and electronic registration of all persons brought to such places are introduced. The
responsibilities of procurators under this project include ‘identifying violations of citizens’
rights by monitoring reports and video recordings; taking immediate action to stop such
violations; releasing persons who are detained in or brought to the relevant premises
unlawfully; in the event that cases of torture are identified, implementing urgent measures and
forwarding the relevant materials for further investigation; and receiving complaints from the
public.’
Other safety mechanisms, specifically targeting overcrowding issues, have reportedly been
improved by the creation of new prisons and wings and separation of prisoners on the bases of
sex, age, severity of offence, and whether or not they are repeated offenders. Overall,
Kazakhstan reported that ‘the State is taking measures to reduce the number of persons held in
institutions...and the number of convicted and remand prisoners has declined each year.’
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Staff numbers of the penal corrections system have increased and employees have received
improved trainings according to the report. These trainings include lectures, seminars, and
courses for staff and prisoners themselves on proper conduct, relations, and rights.
Despite the extensive legal framework that has been put in place, multiple human rights
NGOs have reported on the harsh prison conditions and use of torture in Kazakhstan’s
correctional facilities.
Open Dialogue reported in January 2014 that torture is still widely used:
Torture in Kazakhstan is exerted both on detainees as a form of interrogation with the
aim of obtaining confessions, and to prisoners in prisons and penal colonies. At the
same time, the problem of torture has reached such proportions that even the
authorities of the country can no longer completely turn a blind eye to it. Recently, the
Prosecutor’s Office of Kazakhstan reported on criminal cases instituted against
workers of law enforcement bodies and prisons. The reasons for instituting criminal
investigations were incidents of the ill-treatment of detainees, criminal suspects and
prisoners.
In recent years, the number of complaints of torture, as well as the number of criminal
cases instituted with regard to alleged torture has increased in Kazakhstan. According
to official data, in 2009, 14 statements on the use of torture were registered in
Kazakhstan, in 2010 - 36 statements, 2011 - 52 statements, 2012 - 602 statements and
during the first 5 months of 2013 - 304 statements were submitted. In 2009, three
criminal cases were instituted in connection with torture in Kazakhstan, in 2010 - 10
cases, in 2011 - 15 cases, in 2012 - 18 cases and during the first 5 months of 2013 - 19
cases [1]. Within six months of 2013, the Kazakhstan Coalition of NGOs Against
Torture received 201 complaints of torture and other forms of cruel treatment. Official
statistics show that the number of criminal cases, instituted against law enforcement
officers on charges of torture, is negligibly small compared to the number of
statements on the use of torture. At the same time, law enforcement officials and
prison staff who exerted torture, do not face charges under Article 141, section 1
(‘Torture’) of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan (the CC of the RK),
but under Article 308 (‘Abuse of power and official authority’)....
Despite the statements of witnesses and international observers on the shocking
beating of prisoners, the government does not respond adequately to the reports of
torture, and human rights organisations are not permitted to enter penal colonies. Due
to the closed nature of the penitentiary system in Kazakhstan, it is almost impossible
to effectively investigate the statements regarding ill-treatment, filed by prisoners.
Amnesty International issued a report in 2016 titled ‘Dead End Justice: Impunity for Torture
in Kazakhstan’, which describes ongoing abuses in correctional facilities:
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Of the hundreds of reports of torture that human rights organizations receive each year
in Kazakhstan, just a handful ever lead to a conviction, indicating that impunity for
torture and other ill-treatment by law enforcement officials remains commonplace in
Kazakhstan’s criminal justice system. Despite positive revisions to the Criminal Code
and Criminal Procedure Code in the last four years, and the introduction of a new
Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code in 2015, legal remedies available to
victims of this gross human rights violation remain ineffective. The official complaints
process, and the appeal procedures against inaction and failure to investigate acts of
torture and other ill-treatment, are onerous and riddled with loopholes that allow
perpetrators to evade justice. Public distrust of state institutions, including the justice
system, and the lack of an effective victim and witness protection system, means that
very few victims attempt to seek justice and reparations beyond the first official
rejection of their complaint.
The failure to investigate effectively all allegations and bring every official
responsible for, or complicit in, torture and other ill-treatment to justice flouts
Kazakhstan’s obligations under international human rights law. Crucially, it also
undermines public confidence in the criminal justice system and people’s trust in law
enforcement services. From the point of view of those who have suffered torture and
other ill-treatment and members of their families, the search for justice and reparation
is an arduous, frustrating and often hopeless process, and for some it is also directly
associated with further personal risks. As well captured by Roza Akylbekova, Director
of The Kazakhstan International Bureau for Human Rights and the Rule of Law
(KIBHR), impunity for torture and other ill-treatment engenders amongst survivors of
torture as well as the general public ‘feelings of helplessness and intimidation’...
For all the difficulties in documenting and assessing the scale of a widely
underreported phenomenon, there is little doubt that torture and ill-treatment remains a
pervasive problem in Kazakhstan that is sustained be a prevailing culture of impunity.
Piecemeal reforms over the last decade have failed to significantly chip away at this
egregious human rights violation.
The NGO Coalition against Torture in Kazakhstan on 25th February 2016 published the
‘Follow-up to the United Nations Committee Against Torture’s Concluding Observations on
Kazakhstan (CAT/C/SR.1286 and CAT/C/SR.1287),’ which analysed detention centres within
the country:
Laws and policies concerning the state’s protection of human rights and prevention of
torture and ill-treatment remain to be inconsistently implemented in practice…
Most allegations of torture and ill-treatment continue to be referred for preliminary
investigation to the same department as that in which the persons accused of torture
are employed…
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Comprehensive and disaggregated data on complaints, investigations, prosecutions
and convictions of cases of torture and ill treatment by law enforcement, security and
prison personnel, including in detention facilities is still absent…
Detention is seen as a tool of the investigative process or a means to compel prisoners
to confess to the charges against them and thus amplifies the risk of torture and illtreatment in such places…
The National Preventive Mechanism has not always been able to undertake ad hoc
visits…[it] does not provide for visits to all places…[and] the findings and
recommendations of the NPM are only made public in the form of an annual report
that is subject to prior review and approval by the President…139
In 2014, the United Nations Committee against Torture issued a report on Kazakhstan that
repeated what many of the NGOs have reported and also added that:
… while welcoming the reduction in the number of detained persons as a result of
decriminalization of certain acts, release on parole, amnesties, presidential pardons
and resort to non-custodial penalties, the Committee is concerned about the high
number of persons in detention facilities. It is also concerned at the dilapidated
infrastructure and poor material conditions in a number of remand facilities and penal
correctional institutions which are not in conformity with international standards, such
as poor quality and quantity of nutrition and inadequate health care, in particular
regarding inmates with serious illnesses and infectious diseases such as tuberculosis
and HIV/AIDS and their high mortality rate. The Committee is further concerned at
reports that persons in detention have been held in solitary confinement for long
periods and denied necessary medical care in retaliation for engaging in expression of
opinions that are protected by human rights law.’ 140

Conclusions
As with other former Soviet republics, religious freedom in Kazakhstan is limited. Rigid
conditions for the registration of religious activities have made it impossible for many
churches to operate legally. The impact of functioning as a non-registered entity is more
readily felt by smaller religious minorities. State-sponsored discrimination often parallels that
of society, falling hardest on ‘new Christians’: predominantly Protestant groups, missionaries,
and converts whose evangelisation efforts are a perceived threat.
The generally decentralised and simple church structure of Protestant churches with
presbyterian or congregationalist polities have contributed to their persistence - and even
139
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growth at times - in adverse environments. Such was the case for the proliferation of Baptist
churches in the USSR. However, the same decentralisation can also place members of these
churches at risk of repression.
The Kazakh authorities perceive the Tablighi Jamaat movement as a threat to national security
and regularly crack down on its (alleged) members.141 Due to the scarcely available
information in each individual case, it is not easy to check the validity of the charges.
Despite the movement’s claims to being politically neutral and peaceful, it has not explicitly
distanced itself from Islamist leaders that have promoted jihad bi as-saif (jihad through the
sword) over jihad bi an-nafs (jihad through conscience), the ideology more commonly
accepted by Tablighi Jamaat. The movement has therefore sometimes been regarded as a
fertile recruiting ground for terrorist groups and violent activities.
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Moldova
The Republic of Moldova became an independent state in August 1991 and is a Parliamentary
Republic. Moldova has been a member of the Council of Europe since 1995, and is a
Participating State of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). In
2014, an association agreement was signed with the European Union.
A 2014 census found Moldova’s population to be 2,913,281, with another 505,153 living in
Transnistria, a region not under the control of the central government. The population is
currently declining with a negative growth rate of 1.02%142, due to a low fertility rate of only
1.46143 and other factors.
Ethnic Moldovans constitute over 75% of the population, with the balance being Ukrainians,
Russians, Gagauz, and Bulgarians. Eastern Orthodox Christians comprise over 93% of the
population. Of the remaining population, minority groups include Baptists, Pentecostals,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, atheists, and others.
According to a 2011 global Gallup survey on religion, the most recent available, the
predominant religion is Orthodox Christianity, with 96% of the population belonging to one
of the two Orthodox groups: 86% to the Moldovan Orthodox Church (MOC), which is
subordinate to the Russian Orthodox Church, and 13% to the Bessarabian Orthodox Church
(BOC), under the Romanian Orthodox Church. According to a 2012 Gallup poll, 83% of the
population considers itself religious, while 5% declares itself atheist. A 2012 poll conducted
by the Human Rights Information Center, a nongovernmental organization (NGO), estimates
active membership in non-Orthodox religious groups at 150,000. The largest non-Orthodox
religious groups, comprising between 15,000 to 30,000 adherents each, are Roman Catholics,
Pentecostals, Seventh-day Adventists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Baptists, Jews, Evangelical
Christians, and Muslims.
Smaller religious groups include Baha’is, Molokans, Messianic Jews, Lutherans,
Presbyterians, members of the Unification Church, other Christians, and Krishna
Consciousness followers.
In the separatist Transnistria region, the largest religious group is the MOC. The TiraspolDubasari diocese is part of both the MOC and the Russian Orthodox Church, and an estimated
80% of the Transnistrian population belongs to the MOC. Other religious groups in the region
include Catholics, followers of Old Rite Orthodoxy, Baptists, Seventh-day Adventists,
evangelical and charismatic Christians, Jews, Lutherans, Muslims, and Jehovah’s Witnesses.
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Members of the Unification Church in Prison
Oleg Savenkov and Mihail Calestru, two members of the Unification Church, were arrested
on 30th October 2015 and kept in pre-trial detention until the end of January 2016 before
being put under house arrest. They were charged with alleged trafficking in human beings
(Article 165 of the criminal code), a charge punishable by jail terms of six to twelve years.
The Prosecutor’s allegation against the two men was deeply flawed. It claimed that they
established the Unification Church in Moldova in 2008 as an “organized criminal group.”
The charges against Oleg Savenkov and Mihail Calestru were brought as the result of a
dispute within the Unification Church that led to the exclusion of several members. The
Prosecutor's allegations against the two men were based on assertions made by excluded
members of the Church claiming that the activities organized by the defendants were criminal
activities as defined by the anti-trafficking law.
While the allegations claimed that the defendants were guilty of organizing a criminal group
(the Unification Church), Oleg Savenkov, a Ukrainian citizen, was not in Moldova when the
Church was founded and Mihail Calestru has never been part of the Church leadership.
Their pre-trial detention was postponed three times by one month. On 3rd February 2016, their
detention was converted to house arrest. They recovered full freedom at the end of March but
the charges were not dropped.
HRWF considers that some judicial authorities misused the anti-trafficking legislation to deal
a fatal blow to a minority religion of foreign origin in a country where Orthodoxy is
dominant.
Detention conditions
Prior to their release to house arrest, both Calestru and Savenkov were held in pre-trial
detainment in Prison No. 13 in Chisinau. They have since reported poor prison conditions,
including inadequate heating, overcrowding, poor food and sanitary conditions, and
unresponsive assistance in terms of health and other issues.144
Their complaints are corroborated by other accounts. The conditions faced by Calestru and
Savenkov as well as other prisoners sharing the same fate represent cruel and inhumane
treatment.
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See their full testimony about their detention conditions and pictures in Annexes I and II of HRWF Report
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The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Moldova’s anti-trafficking legislation
Oleg Savenkov and Mihail Calestru were charged with violating Moldova’s anti-trafficking
law, specifically Article 165 paragraph 3 of the Criminal Code.
The legislation has been promulgated on the basis of international standards adopted by the
United Nations in the Palermo Protocol, the Council of Europe, the Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), and by the European Union, which has broadly defined
four required steps to combat trafficking in human beings: prevention, protection,
prosecution, and partnership. The Palermo Protocol requires States to criminalize intentional
acts of trafficking as defined by Article 3 of the Protocol and Article 4 of the Council of
Europe Convention.
Under Article 3 paragraph a) of the Palermo Protocol and Article 4 paragraph a) of the
Council of Europe Convention, trafficking in persons/human beings is
the recruitment, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use
of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse
of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the
purpose of exploitation.145
The Moldovan anti-trafficking legislation goes beyond the main international standards in
defining exploitation through trafficking.146 Article 2 paragraph 3 defines exploitation, inter
alia, as “abuse of a person in order to obtain profit, namely (i) compelling [others] to engage
in begging…” [and] “(k) compelling [others] to engage in other activities that violate
fundamental human rights and freedoms.”
HRWF considers that these two elements of the definition of exploitation need to be
scrutinized by Moldovan and international legal authorities as posing a threat to religious
minorities and other civil society groups that raise funds.
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National Standards for Detention Conditions
The Constitution of the Republic of Moldova was adopted on 29 July 1994. The Constitution
guarantees basic individual rights and freedoms of citizens.
Article 24 guarantees the right to life and prohibits torture and other cruel, inhuman, and
degrading treatment.
Article 25 guarantees the inviolability of personal liberty and security of person. It limits
custody to twenty-four hours, requires that arrests be made only pursuant to a warrant and for
a maximum of thirty days, and that persons detained or arrested be informed of the reasons for
their detention or arrest as soon as possible. Accusations and reasons for detention must be
brought to his/her attention in the presence of a lawyer.
Article 26 guarantees the right to a defense and assistance of a lawyer during trial.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Moldova
European Court of Human Rights
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) dealt with a number of cases relating to
detention conditions in Moldova: Sarban v. Moldova (4 October 2005), Holomiov v. Moldova
(7 November 2006), Istratii and Others v. Moldova (27 March 2007), Mitrofan v. Moldova
(15 January 2013), Segheti v. the Moldova (15 October 2013), Shishanov v. Moldova (15
September 2015), and two recent cases relating to Prison No. 13 specifically: Mescereacov v.
Moldova (16 February 2016) and Cristioglo v. Moldova (26 April 2016).147
All of these cases allege overcrowding, with two square metres and poor sanitary conditions.
Squat toilets that are not fully separated from the sleeping quarters create a foul-smelling
environment, exacerbated by large amounts of second-hand smoke and poor air circulation.
According to the 1957 Standard Minimum Rules for Treatment of Prisoners from the Office
of the High Commissioner on Human Rights (OHCHR) of the United Nations, Article 10:
“All accommodation provided for the use of prisoners and in particular all sleeping
accommodation shall meet all requirements of health, due regard being paid to climatic
conditions and particularly to cubic content of air, minimum floor space, lighting, heating and
ventilation.”

147
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Reports on Detention Conditions
Moldova has faced widespread and crosscutting criticism for its inadequate detention
facilities, from the International Society for Human Rights (ISHR) to the European Union and
the National Ombudsman.
The 2015 Civil Rights Defenders report on Human Rights in Moldova states:
The situation in most of Moldova’s 17 prisons is poor and inadequate. The majority of
facilities are in need of urgent repair. Many lack adequate structural and sanitary
conditions to accommodate the number of persons, especially in pre-trial facilities.
Prisoners with infectious diseases are generally not separated from others in the prison
population and do not have adequate access to qualified medical professionals. In
general, psychological assistance for prisoners is also unavailable. However,
international pressure has made a positive impact on provisional detention centres,
where conditions have reportedly improved. In addition, international aid has allowed
for some reconstruction leading to some improvements in facilities.
For prisoners in Transnistria, the situation is critical. Water is unsanitary and
contributes to disease and poor dental health among prisoners. There is no access to
qualified medical care; there is a high rate of prison population with tuberculosis,
HIV/AIDS and dental problems. As a result prisoners are often forced to turn to their
families for assistance, who, in turn, seek help from private doctors, placing the
burden of costs on relatives.148
Similarly, in 2013, the National Office of the Ombudsman put a spotlight on the situation in
Prison No. 13 in Chisinau and sent five recommendations to the Moldovan Department of
Penitentiary Institutions (DIP) demanding the improvement of detention conditions. However,
there have not been any vast improvements made in the following years, and Prison No. 13 is
not alone in its inadequate facilities.
The Ombudsman’s national report of 2015 reiterates problems such as: overcrowding in the
penitentiary institutions; insufficient illumination of detention spaces; poor conditions in the
pre-trial detention facilities of the police inspectorates; lack of minimal conditions for
provisions of healthcare within the institutions subordinate to the police; insufficient provision
of mattresses, pillows, clean underwear, season clothes, etc. to the persons detained in the
penitentiaries and pre-trial detention facilities, of which these issues were identified in
previous years. Petitions regarding the alleged improper detention conditions remained
startlingly high between 2008-2015, with a marked increase since 2013.149
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Conclusions
The constitution stipulates all citizens shall be treated equally before the law regardless of
religion and guarantees freedom of conscience, manifested in “a spirit of tolerance mutual
respect,” and freedom of religious worship. It states religious groups may organize and
operate according to their own statutes, independent from the state. In addition, the
constitution prohibits all actions instigating religious hatred and states relations between
religious groups must be free of discord.
The law states every person has the right to belong or not to a religion, to hold individual
beliefs or not, to change religion or beliefs, and to practice religion or beliefs independently or
as a group, in public or in private, through teaching, religious practices, or rituals. According
to the law, religious freedom can be restricted only if necessary to ensure public order and
security, protect public health and morality, or protect personal rights and freedoms. The law
also prohibits discrimination based on religious affiliation.
Moldova is not known to imprison people belonging to minority religious groups. The case of
two members of the Unification Church was clearly instrumentalized by former members and
local antisect Orthodox actors to weaken or destroy the movement in Moldova.
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Nepal
Nepal is an ancient country to whom references can be found in Vedic sources. Historically, it
was a Hindu monarchy, similar in model to the Indian Hindu Kingdoms. 150 In 2006, Nepalese
King Gyanendra agreed to relinquish power and institute democracy following a protracted
and well-motivated campaign. The country was officially changed into a secular republic in
early 2008 following the passage of a constitutional amendment by the parliament. Since that
time, the government has been dominated by coalitions led by different factions of the
Communist Party of Nepal.151
Despite historically being a Hindu kingdom, Nepal is home to a number of sizable religious
minorities. Of the 31.6 million inhabitants of Nepal,152 81.3% ascribe to Hinduism, 9.04% to
Buddhism, 4.39% to Islam, 3.05% to Kirat, and 1.42% to Christianity. Smaller religious
communities include those from Prakriti, Bon, Jainism, Baha’i, Sikhism, and a large
population identified as “undefined.” All of these religions are found in a population that is
even more ethnically pluralistic. According to official statistics, there are 130 recognised
ethnic groups, the largest of which, the Chhetree, accounts for only 16.6% of the total.153
These faiths are nominally protected in the new constitution that followed the democratisation
of the country in 2008. There was also great hope of a religiously free country when it was
announced that the new republic would be officially registered as secular. However, similar to
the Indian laws passed to protect religion, the Nepalese constitution also includes the right to
be free from conversion.154 This means that religions that include elements of proselytization
are constitutionally illegal. Further, suspected cases of conversion can also become sources of
detention for religious practitioners, whether warranted or not.
Christians in Prison
Pastor Shakti Pakhrin and seven others
Pastor Shakti Pakhrin was arrested on 13th June 2016, joining Banita Dangol, Bhim Bahadur
Tamang, Balkrishna Rai, Kiran Dahal, Prakash Pradhan, Bimal Shahi, and Philip Tamang
who had been arrested four days earlier. The charges brought against them were of forced
conversions. These were as a result of these local church members distributing biblical
pamphlets at two schools in Dolakha district. Though this does not represent a conversion in
and of itself, these activities were seen as efforts to influence people to change religion and
thus allegedly violated Article 26(3) of the constitution. Local authorities found this to be of
particular concern due to the fact that the recipients of these pamphlets were children.155
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All were released on 17th June 2016 after promising to cease their outreach programmes.156
This represents a tenuous balance between religious freedom and the perceived threat among
the majority Hindu population of the rapidly rising number of Christians in the country.157
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal, 2015:158
Article 26
Right to religious freedom
(3) While exercising the right as provided for by this Article, no person shall
act or make others act in a manner which is contrary to public health,
decency and morality, or behave or act or make others act to disturb
public law and order situation, or convert a person of one religion to
another religion, or disturb the religion of other people. Such an act
shall be punishable by law.
The problem with Article 26 is that it is in the constitution rather than in the criminal code.
The wording is ambiguous and therefore useful only as a general principle. What actually
constitutes an act contrary to public health or that disturbs the religion of other people is left
up to interpretation rather than being clearly codified. It is due to interpretation that pastor
Pakhrin and the other Christians distributing pamphlets in the schools were arrested, even
though they did not directly convert anyone, forcibly or otherwise.
The Nepalese government has also been drafting and debating a religious freedom law,
modeled after those in Indian states such as Orissa and Madhya Pradesh, which would place
more specific and punitive controls on conversions from one’s perceived religion at birth.159
In both India and Nepal, this is usually means conversions from Hinduism. This therefore
restricts an individual’s right to choose and certain religions’ rights to propagate their religion.
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National Standards for Detention Conditions
Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal, 2015:160
Article 22
Right against torture
(1) No person in detention shall be subjected to physical or mental torture, or
be treated in a cruel, inhuman or degrading manner.
(2) Any such act pursuant to clause (1) shall be punishable by law and a
victim of such an act shall have the right to compensation as provided for by
law.
Compensation Relating to Torture Act, 2053 (1996):161
Article 3
Prohibition on Torture
(1) No person in detention in the course of investigation, inquiry or trial or
for any other reason shall be subjected to torture.
Article 7
Action against the Person Involved in the Commission of Torture: If it is held
that torture has been inflicted as mentioned in this Act, the District
Court may order the concerned body to take departmental action
against the governmental employee who has inflicted such torture, in
accordance with the prevailing law.
In addition to these stipulations on the prohibition of torture or violent mistreatment in the
penal process, Nepal’s Prisons Act (1963) ensures that basic needs are met, including food,
clothing, and sanitation. There is a particular focus on the protection and provision for groups
deemed to be at a greater threat of vulnerability, such as women and young offenders.162

International Reports on Prison Conditions in Nepal
Nepal 2014 Human Rights Report, US State Department Human Rights Commission:163
In a case that attracted media attention, torture reportedly contributed to three
individuals falsely confessing to the murder of an individual later found to be
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alive. On February 11 [2013], police in Okhaldhunga district arrested five
individuals for the abduction and murder of their neighbor Gyan Bahadur
Majhi, missing since November 2013. Police released two of the suspects, but
three individuals, Chitra Bahadur Majhi and his sons Kamal Bahadur and
Surendra, confessed to the killing. In April the alleged victim was seen alive.
Police released the three accused and launched an investigation. Criminal
complaints were pending against the police officers, who allegedly used
torture to obtain false confessions, as well as civilians who allegedly
conspired to frame the accused.
In 2012 a prison and detention center monitoring report by the Office of the
Attorney General (OAG) indicated that nearly 15 percent of detention center
detainees were subject to abuse that amounted to torture, generally described
as beating a detainee’s soles with the guard’s hands, fists, or a bamboo stick,
or being kicked with police boots. The report added that 25 percent of
detainees reported verbal abuse and 10 percent reported physical abuse.
According to the report, many detainees said they deserved abuse for not
following orders.
Cases of police and prison official mistreatment of inmates are apparently widespread. Legal
cases against these individuals are not. The issue is then the implementation of the
mechanisms to provide recourse on allegations of torture and abuse laid out in the
Compensation Relating to Torture Act of 1996. The monitoring of conditions and means of
reporting abuses in a way that is accountable to those harmed is lacking. It should also be
pointed out that pastor Shakti Pakhrin and his seven colleagues reported torture during their
short stay in detention following their arrest on conversion-related charges.164

Conclusions
The new constitution adopted on 20th September 2015 declares the country a secular state and
defines secularism as “protection of the age-old religion and culture and religious and cultural
freedom.” According to legal experts and leaders of religious minorities, the constitutional
stipulation to protect the “age-old religion” was interpreted by the drafters of the constitution
to mean protection of Hinduism. The constitution stipulates every person has the right to
profess, practice, and protect his or her religion. The constitution also prohibits persons from
converting other persons from one religion to another and violations are punishable by law.
This last provision opens the door to prosecution of missionary activities and is not in line
with international standards.
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North Korea
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK or North Korea) is a Communist state
that has been governed by a single ruling family since its foundation in 1948. The country was
founded by Kim Il-sung following the division of the Korean peninsula after the Japanese
withdrawal at the end of the Second World War. He was succeeded by his son Kim Jong-il
and grandson Kim Jong-un. The Korean War was started with the North’s invasion of the
South (Republic of Korea or South Korea) in 1950. It was fought between North Korean and
Chinese communist troops on the one side and UN (led by the United States) and South
Korean troops on the other. After a ceasefire was signed in 1953, the peninsula was split
along the 38th parallel, dividing North Korea from South Korea. Since then, the DPRK has
been one of the most insular countries on the planet.165
Continuing through the Korean War and until 1958, the government undertook specific
policies aimed at the mass suppression of religion, which had previously consisted of
significant populations of Cheondokyo followers, Buddhists, Protestants, and Catholics.
These policies included forced relocations, evictions, and the destruction of religious
buildings. Between 1967 and 1970, with the resident registration programme also known as
Songbun was implemented which categorised all North Korean citizens into fifty-one groups.
Small religious minorities including shamans were classified as Category 29, Cheondoists as
Category 32, Protestants as Category 37, Buddhists as Category 38, and Catholics as Category
39. These were all regarded as subversive elements. Experts have identified this classification
as the point at which most religions were wiped out in North Korea.166
Today, the country’s twenty-five million people are largely ethnically homogenous, with only
small pockets of Chinese and Japanese residents.167 Religiously, only state-sponsored and
controlled groups exist, and only to provide the illusion of religious freedom. Individual
religious freedom does not exist in practice. Organised religious practice of any kind is seen
as a threat to the national communist ideology (Juche) and the personality worship of the
ruling Kim family. This is particularly true of Christianity, which is officially viewed in the
country as being an artifact of American imperialism. As such, practitioners caught by the
government are usually sent to political prison camps.168
Protestants in Prison
Proselytization to religion, and to Christianity in particular, is seen as conversion from the cult
of personality of the Kim dynasty and ideology of the state Communist Party. Those caught or
accused of missionary work, which may even include accidentally leaving a Bible in one’s
hotel room, are punished very harshly.
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Pastor Hyeon Soo Lim
Soon after arriving in North Korea in late January 2015, Pastor Hyeon Soo Lim, a Canadian
of Korean background from a congregation near Toronto, was arrested on charges of
Harming the dignity of the supreme leadership, trying to use religion to
destroy the North Korean system, disseminating negative propaganda
about the North to the overseas Koreans, and helping U.S. and South
Korean authorities lure and abduct North Korean citizens, along with
aiding their programs to assist defectors from the North.169
He was sentenced under these charges to a life sentence of hard labour in one of North
Korea’s notorious prison camps. These chrges were accompanied by a full confession made
under duress at his trial in which Mr. Lim admitted to attempting to overthrow the North
Korean government and put the Communist Party and its leaders into disrepute. Mr. Lim is
joined by fellow Pastor Kim Kuk-gi and Pastor Choe Chun-gil, both South Koreans,
arrested for spreading ideas critical of North Korea170 and Baptist missionary Kim Jungwook.171
The government of North Korea has been known to use the often arbitrary arrest of foreign
nationals in order to obtain political gestures from those nations. The most notable of these
were directed towards the United States. In 2010, the North Korean government released
American school teacher Aijalon Gomes as a result of a visit by former president Jimmy
Carter.172 In 2014, Americans Kenneth Bae and Matthew Miller were released after a visit by
top intelligence official James Clapper.173 Recently, the current Western detainees were
threatened following the outspoken remarks by Kenneth Bae on his time in detention. 174 In
this way, the government uses political and religious justifications for imprisonment in order
to gain international recognition from states’ attempts to recover these nationals.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners is available on the USB key attached to
this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemy-prisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The North Korean legal system is based on the principle of ‘law of the socialist society’
which looks to the leadership of the Communist Party to apply justice in an egalitarian and
socialist manner. This differs from ‘law’ which they see as the product of capitalist and
classist elites codifying existing structures to reinforce their own power and influence at the
expense of the regular people (proletariat).175 This Party-granted direction is provided by
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making the court system answerable to the Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA), which is in
turn administered by the leaders of the Party with current leader Kim Jong-un as its head.176
Constitution of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea:177
Article 11
The DPRK shall conduct all activities under the leadership of the Workers'
Party of Korea.
Article 68
(2) No one may use religion as a pretext for drawing in foreign forces or for
harming the State and social order.
Article 81
Citizens shall firmly safeguard the political and ideological unity and
solidarity of the people.
Article 11 of the North Korean Constitution codifies the ability of top officials within the
North Korean government or military to summarily change policy by decree or order rather
than more formal legislative methods. This makes tracking the use of specific laws used to
criminalize activity difficult. There is no need for such laws to exist in order for there to a
legal basis for such detentions.
The Criminal Law of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, 2009:178
Article 59
(Conspiracy to Subvert the State)
A person who, with anti-state purposes, participates in a coup d’etat, riot,
demonstration or assault, or takes part in a conspiracy shall be
punished by reform through labour for more than five years.
In cases where the person commits a grave offence, he or she shall be
punished by life-term of reform through labour, or the death penalty
and confiscation of property.
Article 61
(Anti-State Propaganda and Agitation)
A person who, with anti-state purposes, launches propaganda and agitation
shall be punished by reform through labour for less than five years.
In cases where the person commits a grave offence, he or she shall
176
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be punished by reform through labour for more than five years and
less than ten years.
Article 62
(Treason against the Fatherland)
A citizen of the Republic who commits treason against the Fatherland by
defection, surrender, betrayal; or disclosure of secrets shall be
punished by reform through labour for more than five years. In cases
where the person commits a grave offence, he or she shall be
punished by reform through labour for more than five years and less
than ten years.
Article 63
(Espionage)
A non-citizen of the Republic who detects, collects or transmits secrets with
the intention of espionage against the Republic shall be punished by
reform through labour for more than five years and less than ten
years. In cases where the person commits a grave offence, he or she
shall be punished by reform through labour for more than ten years.
Due to the fact that religious proselytization is considered to be a political offense against the
state and the state ideology referred to as Juche, all of these Articles are used against religious
persons and foreign missionaries. In particular, pastors Kim Kuk-gi and Choe Chun-gil were
sentenced under Article 63 for espionage.179 Similarly, due to the fact that all of these offenses
are political in nature, their sentences involve detainment in North Korea’s political labour
camps. This connection between religion and politics is justified through Article 68 of the
Constitution, which prohibits the use of religion as a means of disrupting the political or
social order.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Article 11 of the North Korean Constitution, explained earlier, provides the basis for much of
the functioning of the administrative legal system and regulation. Due to the fact that much of
the legal system is based on orders or decrees, the administration of specific prisons or labour
camps is determined by specific agendas provided to those facilities in isolation. This is
because while there is a large and well-organised penal system, it is subject to political will,
and, therefore, standards set in the DPRK Code of Criminal Procedure, while providing the
nominal legal protection of detainees, utterly fail to do so in practice.
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The Criminal Law of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, 2009:180
Article 253
(Exaggeration and Falsification of Case)
A legal-sector worker who interrogates a person in an illegal way or
exaggerates or falsifies a case shall be punished by reform through
labour for less than five years. In case where the foregoing act
causes such other person to die, sustain serious injuries, or become
falsely convicted of a crime, the punishment shall be reform through
labour for more than five years and less than ten years. In cases
where the person commits a grave offence, he or she shall be
punished by reform through labour for more than ten years.
The DPRK’s Code of Criminal Procedure Article 167 stipulates that any evidence obtained
through the use of torture is prohibited, punishable, and everyone under detention is to be
protected. 181

International Reports on Prison Conditions in North Korea
In March 2013, the United Nations Human Rights Council established a committee to
investigate allegations of gross and systematic human rights abuses in North Korea and the
position that the country is guilty of crimes against humanity in perpetuating these issues. The
report, filed in February 2014, provides the most detailed description of the conditions within
the country, which is infamously insular and sequestered.182
Report of the detailed findings of the UN Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea:183
Paragraph 703
Even suspects of minor political wrongs often end up spending months in
preliminary detention before their final punishment is determined,
because they are often moved between security agencies. In many
cases, a suspect will be interrogated at length by the State Security
Department or the KPA Military Security Command. If the suspect
is found to have engaged only in minor wrongs, he or she is handed
over to the MPS, where the interrogation process is recommenced.
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Paragraph 704
During the interrogation phase, suspects are systematically degraded,
intimidated and tortured, in an effort to subdue them and to extract a
full confession. The physical set-up of the interrogation detention
centre is often already designed to degrade and intimidate.
Paragraph 707
Torture is an established feature of the interrogation process. The same means
and methods of torture have been employed in different provinces
and at different times. Officials often regard it as entirely normal to
beat suspects until they confess. Some interrogation facilities have
been specially outfitted to conduct more sophisticated methods of
torture. In some cases, higher-ranking officials even instructed junior
officials on efficient torture techniques.
Paragraph 710
The treatment of suspects is particularly brutal and inhumane in the
interrogation detention centres of the SSD, the primary agency
tasked with suppressing “anti-state and anti-people crimes”. Suspects
held by the SSD are also typically held incommunicado, a condition
that increases their vulnerability.
Paragraph 711
Inhumane conditions of detention exert additional pressure on detainees to
confess quickly to secure their survival. During the interrogation
phase, suspects receive rations designed to cause hunger and
starvation.
Paragraph 712
In some interrogation detention centres, inmates have also been subjected to
forced labour in farming and construction. This violates international
standards which prohibit the imposition of forced labour on persons
not duly convicted.
Paragraph 713
Inmates, who are not undergoing interrogations or who are not at work, are
forced to sit or kneel the entire day in a fixed posture in often
severely overcrowded cells. They are not allowed to speak, move, or
look around without permission. Failure to obey these rules is
punished with beatings, food ration cuts or forced physical exercise.
Punishment is often also imposed collectively on all cellmates.
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On the 23rd of June 2015, the United Nations opened an office in Seoul dedicated to
monitoring human rights in North Korea.184 This was largely a result of the findings of the
report quoted above. Torture and mistreatment are rife and systematised throughout North
Korea, particularly in reference to political prisoners, a category that includes religious
prisoners. The report concluded by stating that based on the evidence collected, North Korea
was committing crimes against humanity in their conduct in restricting human rights
including freedom of thought, conscience, and religion as well as their treatment of detainees
of their political labour camps.185

Conclusions
The human rights situation in North Korea is exasperated by the fact that the government is
highly secretive and severely limits foreign visitors. Civil society is practically non-existent in
the country, and there is no discourse within North Korea on human rights. Many within the
regime view human rights and international obligations as Western cultural imperialism.
The practice of religion is not tolerated in North Korea. "Countless numbers of persons in
North Korea who attempt to practice their religious beliefs have been severely punished, even
unto death," according to the 400-page report of the UN Commission of Inquiry (COI) into
Human rights in the Democratic People's Republic of North Korea (DPRK).
Religious groups that do exist were created and are strictly controlled by the government to
give the illusion of religious freedom.
North Korea represents a formidable challenge to the entire free world. It is clearly a gulag of
astounding proportions. There are many religious prisoners in the country, although the vast
majority is not known to the international community. Should the regime become open
enough to be subjected to inspection by the United Nations, as it has been urged to do on
several occasions, the fuller and deeply tragic story would be known concerning the treatment
of prisoners with regards to unfair trials, prison conditions, and torture.
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Pakistan
The 1947 Partition of India led to the creation of the Dominion of Pakistan, a sovereign
Islamic state that would become further divided after the secession of Bangladesh in 1971 to
form what we know today as the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. The history of Pakistan has
been marked throughout by political and social instability. It was not until 2013 that the
country ceded power from one democratically elected government to another for the first time
in its history,186 an indication of the rocky times through which the country would pass.
With nearly 193 million inhabitants, Pakistan is the world’s sixth most populous country.
95% profess some form of Islam, with Sunnis making up between 85-90% of the total
population.187 Notable among the non-Sunni groups are the Ahmadiyya, a group originating
from Pakistan and principally residing in the Punjab region. The Ahmadiyya have been
discriminated against for many years by the Sunni majority. Since 1974, Ahmadis who
observe Islamic practices can be considered to be ‘posing’ as real Muslims, which exposes
them to possible charges of blasphemy.188 Those who are detained face poor detention
conditions, in part due to the overcrowding of many of the country’s prisons.
The country’s other religious minorities are also frequently targeted for (alleged) blasphemy,
discrimination, violence, and other forms of attack189.
The 2015 Annual Report of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom
contains a list of prisoners detained for activities allegedly blasphemous or religiously
insulting. Contravening the blasphemy laws can result in death sentence or life imprisonment
as it is mentioned in Section 295-A, B, C and 298-A, B, C of the Penal Code. In practice
people sentenced to death are not put to death but incarcerated indefinitely.
The use of blasphemy laws has created an environment where some religious fanatics believe
that they are entitled to take law into their own hands. There have been many instances where
the local administration and police have either colluded with perpetrators or have stood by
and done nothing to assist the accused, fearing the crowd. The use of the blasphemy laws has
become a quick way of resolving disputes arising from business rivalry, honor disputes,
disputes over money and property. The accused are often lynched or languish for years in jail
without trial because lawyers are too afraid to defend them. Judges have previously been
attacked in Pakistan for acquitting blasphemy defendants and two politicians who discussed
reforming the law were shot dead.
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Christians Sentenced to the Death Penalty but Indefinitely Kept in Prison
Asia Bibi
Asia Bibi is a Catholic mother of five from the Punjab in Pakistan. In June 2009, she was
labouring in the fields with a number of Muslim women. She was asked to go and fetch water
for herself and her colleagues. Her colleagues complained, claiming that as a Christian she
was unfit to touch the bowl and would dirty the drinking water of the Muslims. A row ensued,
and a few days later a cleric was made aware of the event and opened blasphemy charges
against Bibi.190
In 2010, she was convicted of those blasphemy charges and sentenced to death. The sentence
was confirmed by the High Court in Lahore in October 2014 but temporarily suspended in
July 2015.191 Her conviction set off heated debate and violence across the country192.
Other Christians of various denominations sentenced to death and kept indefinitely in prison
are:
Mohammad Zulfiqar ALI
Muhammad ASGHAR
Malik Muhammad ASHRAF
Amoor AYUB
Qaisar AYUB
Asia BIBI (Protestant)
Shafqat EMMANUEL and Shaguftah EMMANUEL (husband and wife)
Abdul HAMEED
Soofi Mohammad ISHAQ
Anwar KENNETH
Muhammad Shafeeq LATIF
LIAQAT
Savan MASIH
Wajihul HASSAN
Murshid MASIH
Javed NAZ
RAFLQ
Abdul SATTAR
Muhammad SHAFIQ
Hazrat Ali SHAH
Anjam Naz SINDHU
190
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Ahmadiyya Sentenced to the Death Penalty but Indefinitely Kept in Prison
Abdul Shakoor
Eighty-one-year-old Ahmadi Adbul Shakoor, also known as Shakoor Bhai, is a bookseller and
optician from Rabwah in the Pakistani Punjab. In December 2015, he was arrested in his
bookshop for keeping and selling Ahmadi texts, illegal under the blasphemy laws in the
Pakistani Penal Code. The arrest was recorded by a number of locals on their mobile phones
and posted on social media websites. Shakoor’s shop was apparently a popular one, and he
was respected even outside of his own Ahmadi community. His store manager Mazhar Sipra,
a Shi’a, was also arrested and faced similar though reduced charges.193
Despite Pakistan’s notoriously slow and laborious legal system, Shakoor was sentenced to a
total eight years in prison and a fine of Rs. 150,000 (nearly €1,300) and Sipra was sentenced
to five years in prison and fined Rs. 100,000. Five of the eight years of Shakoor’s sentence are
under the Pakistani Penal Code and the other three under the 1997 Anti-Terror Act for inciting
‘sectarianism’ and ‘religious hatred,’ both concepts considered anathema in the Ahmadi
faith.194
In the wake of this arrest, both local and domestic organisations advocating for Ahmadi and
human rights in relation to religious freedom have called for the release of Shakoor, including
the organisation The Persecution of Ahmadis (TPA) and the United States Commission on
International Religious Freedom.
Other Ahmadis sentenced to death and kept indefinitely in prison are: Tahir Mahdi IMTIAZ
and Qamar Ahmed TAHIR.
It is also worth mentioning Sunni Muslim Jahanzaib KHASKHELI and Shia Mazhar
SIPRA.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan195:
Article 2: Islam shall be the State religion of Pakistan.
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The constitution of Pakistan intends to protect religious minorities, although this protection is
conditioned by the privileged place that Muslim believers hold in Pakistani society. For
instance, blasphemy laws address insults to Islam, even though these have been leveraged in
local contexts to justify personal vendettas against someone of a particular religious identity.
In the period before the enactment of Section 295-C (1927-1986), fewer than ten cases of
blasphemy were reported; however, a study done by the World Council of Churches 196
suggests that there have been as many as 4000 since then197:
Out of these 4000 cases, under blasphemy laws, 49% are against Muslims, 26%
against Ahmadis, 21% against Christians. Hindus were involved in lesser percentage.
In ratio, of total population, the blasphemy cases against non-Muslims are almost
50%, which shows the indiscriminate use or abuse of the laws.
Since 1990, 52 people accused of blasphemy have been killed extra-judicially: 25 were
Muslims, 15 were Christians, 5 were Ahmadis, one was Buddhist and one was Hindu. 198 It is
also important to note that two-third of the cases are in Punjab, where 80% of the Pakistani
Christians live199.
The 2014 Annual Report of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom has
released a list of 17 people on death row and 19 people sentenced to life imprisonment for
alleged activities considered blasphemous or religiously insulting in Pakistan.
Pakistan Penal Code Sections 295 A, B, and C and Section 298 A, B, and C 200
295-A. Whoever, with deliberate and malicious intention of outraging the
'religious feelings of any class of the citizens of Pakistan, by words, either
spoken or written, or by visible representations insults the religion or the
religious beliefs of that class, shall be punished with imprisonment of either
description for a term which may extend to ten years or with fine or with
both.
295-B. Whoever wilfully defiles, damages or desecrates a copy of the Holy
Qur'an or of an extract therefrom or uses it in any derogatory manner or for
any unlawful purpose shall be punishable with imprisonment for life.
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295-C. Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by visible
representation or by any imputation, innuendo, or insinuation, directly or
indirectly, defiles the sacred name of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him) shall be punished with death, or imprisonment for life, and shall
also be liable to fine.
298-A. Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by visible
representation, or by any imputation, innuendo or insinuation, directly or
indirectly, defiles the sacred name of any wife (Ummul Mumineen), or
members of the family (Ahle-bait), of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him),
or any of the righteous Caliphs (Khulafa-e-Rashideen) or companions
(Sahaaba) of the Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) shall be punished with
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three
years, or with fine, or with both.
298-B (1) Any person of the Quadiani group or the Lahori group (who call
themselves 'Ahmadis' or by any other name) who by words, either spoken or
written, or by visible representation,
(a) refers to, or addresses, any person, other than a Caliph or
companion of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), as
'Ameer-ul-Mumineen,'
'Khalifa-tul-Mumnineen',
Khalifa-tulMuslimeen, 'Sahaabi' or 'Razi Allah Anho';
(b) refers to, or addresses, any person, other than a wife of the Holy
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), as 'Ummul-Mumineen';
(c) refers to, or addresses any person, other than a member of the
family (Ahle-bait) of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him), as Ahle-bait; or
(d) refers to, or names, or calls, his place of worship as 'Masjid':
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine.
(2) Any person of the Quadiani group or Lahori group (who call themselves
'Ahmadis' or by any other name) who by words, either spoken or written, or
by visible representation, refers to the mode or form of call to prayers
followed by his faith as 'Azan', or recites Azan as used by the Muslims, shall
be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to three years, and shall also be liable to fine.
298-C Any person of the Quadiani group or the Lahori group (who call
themselves 'Ahmadis' or by any other name), who directly or indirectly, poses
himself as a Muslim, or calls, or refers to, his faith as Islam, or preaches or
propagates his faith, or invites others to accept his faith, by words, either
spoken or written, or by visible representations, or in any manner whatsoever
outrages the religious feelings of Muslims shall be punished with
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imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years
and shall also be liable to fine.
It is by virtue of these sections that much of the prosecution of Ahmadis has taken place. The
charge against them is that of posing as Muslims and thereby insulting the religion itself. The
Ahmadi faith is seen as an affront to traditional Islamic belief, particularly the notion that
another prophet has come after Muhammed. In particular, 298-C restricts the right of Ahmadis
to propagate and profess their religion, a right which is guaranteed under the constitution.
Anti-Terror Act, 1997201:
Article 11W - (1) A person commits an offence if he prints, publishes or
disseminates any material, whether by audio or video-cassettes or any form of
data, storage devise, FM radio station or by any visible sign or by written
photographic, electronic, digital, wall chalking or any other method or means
of communication which glorifies terrorists or terrorist activities or incites
religious, sectarian or ethnic hatred or gives projection to any person
convicted for a terrorist act, or any person or organization concerned in
terrorism or proscribed organization or an organization placed under
observation.
It was under this article in addition to the blasphemy laws that Abdul Shakoor was charged.
Due to the religious enmity aspect of charges levelled against Ahmadis and Ahmadi
publishers in particular, legislation intended to stop the spread of religiously motivated terror
has been used against these peaceful persons.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan202
Article 14 (1) The dignity of man and, subject to law, the privacy of
home, shall be inviolable.
(2) No person shall be subjected to torture for the purpose of
extracting evidence.
Pakistan has also ratified the Convention Against Torture (CAT) and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in June 2010.203 Provisions of the CAT were
to be harmonised with national legislation through the Torture, Custodial Death and Custodial
Rape Bill of 2015.
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The Prisons Act 1894204
Article 29 Solitary confinement — No cell shall be used for solitary
confinement unless it is furnished with the means of enabling the prisoner to
communicate at any time with an officer of the prison, and every prisoner so
confined in a cell for more than twenty-four hours, whether as a punishment
or otherwise, shall be visited at least once a day by the Medical Officer or
Medical Subordinate.
Article 31 Maintenance of certain prisoners from private sources — A civil
prisoner or an unconvicted criminal prisoner shall be permitted to maintain
himself and to purchase or receive from private sources at proper hours, food,
clothing, bedding or other necessaries, but subject to examination and to such
rules as may be approved by the [Director of Prisons].
Article 37 (1) The names of prisoners desiring to see the Medical Subordinate
or appearing out of health in mind or body shall, without delay, be reported
by the officer in immediate charge of such prisoners to the Jailer.
(2) The Jailer shall, without delay, call the attention of the Medical
Subordinate to any prisoners desiring to see him, or who is ill, or whose state
of mind or body appears to require attention, and shall carry into effect all
written directions given by the Medical Officer or Medical Subordinate
respecting alterations of the discipline or treatment of any such prisoner.
Article 47 The Superintendent may examine any person touching any such
offence, and determine thereupon and punish such offence by (9) penal diet,
that is, restriction of diet in such manner and subject to such conditions
regarding labour as may be prescribed by the [Provincial Government]; (10)
cellular confinement for any period not exceeding fourteen days; or (12)
whipping, provided that the number of stripes shall not exceed thirty.
Article 53 Whipping (1) No punishment of whipping shall be inflicted in
instalments, or except in the presence of the Superintendent and Medical
Officer or Medical Subordinate.
(2) Whipping shall be inflicted with a light ratan not less than half an inch in
diameter on the buttocks, and in case of prisoners under the age of sixteen it
shall be inflicted, in the way of school discipline, with a lighter ratan.
It should be noted that while only prolonged or indefinite solitary confinement is officially
considered to be cruel and inhuman treatment, there have been initiatives to have all forms of
these listed as such. In addition, Article 1 of the CAT defines torture as the deliberate
204
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infliction of pain for purposes including punishment by officials. As such, the provisions for
whipping under Articles 47 and 53 are in breach of this international standard.
2016 Action Plan for Human Rights205
(Paragraph 3) […] the effective enforcement of laws and vibrant institutional
mechanisms are needed for protection of human rights which will eventually
pave the way for elimination of extrajudicial killings, torture, rape, poor
prison conditions, arbitrary arrest and lengthy pre-trial detention, violations of
due process, harassment, limits on freedom of association, religion and
movement.
(Paragraph 5 (iv)) [This Action Plan will aim to] improve the training and
SOPs of the police, prison staff and lower and midlevel judiciary.
The Action Plan’s focus is indeed a step forward, strengthening not only the rule of law and
human rights mechanisms in order to combat abuse but also education and capacity-building
for the future. At the same time, the action plan recognises the challenges to implement these
reforms at every level. The plan is to be monitored by the National Commission for Human
Rights; however, this office has not yet become fully operational.206

International Reports on Prison Conditions in Pakistan
US State Department Report on International Prison Conditions, 2013207
[…] human rights organizations in Pakistan reported police sometimes
tortured and mistreated those in custody with methods that included beating
with batons and whips, burning with cigarettes, whipping the soles of feet,
prolonged isolation, electric shock, denial of food or sleep, hanging upside
down and forced spreading of the legs with bar fetters.
World Organisation Against Torture for the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights, 2015208
(Paragraph 1) Police brutality and torture are endemic in Pakistan. Police rely
upon confessions obtained through torture as the primary form of evidence
and therefore, routinely abuses, arbitrarily detains and forcibly disappeared
civilians. Through its research and by representing torture victims, the World
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Organization against Torture (OMCT) and the Justice Project Pakistan (JPP)
have observed that laws and police practice foster arbitrary detention and
forced disappearance thereby facilitating systematic torture and impunity for
such acts. As a result, (i) torture is accepted as an inevitable part of policing
in Pakistan, and; (ii) perpetrators of torture are granted impunity through a
combination of socio-cultural acceptance, lack of independent oversight,
widespread powers of arrest and detention, procedural loopholes and
ineffective safeguards, including Pakistan’s failure to criminalize torture.
Pakistan’s religious minorities have been noted to suffer consistently worse prison conditions
than the majority of inmates. This is especially true of the Christian and Ahmadiyya
communities, who are also disproportionately susceptible to physical and mental abuse and
other forms of torture.209 This is compounded by already poor conditions in many of the
prison facilities in operational use. Reports of overcrowding, inadequate food and poor
medical care are also common.

Conclusions
Pakistan is a large and diverse country as well as home to many violent religious extremists.
The country’s blasphemy laws have fostered a climate of impunity for religiously motivated
crimes, leaving minorities and individuals vulnerable to the caprice of local law enforcement
and weak judiciaries. In this atmosphere, blasphemy laws have become a quick way to resolve
disputes between feuding citizens. The accused can easily become the victims of mob
violence or remain in jail for many years. The situation is worsening year after year.
Undoubtedly, Pakistan’s blasphemy laws need to be subjected to serious review if the country
is to treat its citizens fairly and with justice.
One potential bright spot could be the country’s Action Plan in view of strengthening human
rights and the rule of law. This is an historic opportunity for Pakistan to improve conditions,
not just in word but also in reality. However, this will require broad reform at every level and
a program of education in support of a human rights culture. For this to become fully realized
the National Commission for Human Rights needs to become fully operational and have the
unwavering support at the highest levels of government.
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Russia
The Russian Federation was formed in 1991 following the collapse of the Soviet Union. It is
the largest country in land mass and has 142.4 million inhabitants that are concentrated in a
few population centres, mostly on the eastern fringe of Europe. The current government is led
by President Vladimir Putin, who is fostering a highly centralized authoritarian state with a
strong geopolitical position and aggressive foreign policy. This centralized control has
favoured regressive legislation that restricts the public space, including freedom of religion
and belief for minority groups.
Russia is a religiously diverse country, although only Orthodox Christianity, Islam, Judaism,
and Buddhism are recognized as traditional religions. Many citizens do not profess any
religion at all, a legacy of seven decades of anti-religious Soviet rule. Only 15-20% of the
population are practicing members of the Russian Orthodox Church and 10-15% practicing
Muslims. Two percent of the population are Christians of other denominations. Most of the
people that claim no faith would by tradition fall into the category of ‘non-practicing Russian
Orthodox.’ 210
Even still, since the dissolution of the Soviet Union there has been a resurgence of religious
interest in Russia. In 2002, the government reacted to the growth of some religious minority
groups by passing a series of Religious Extremism Laws that restrict religious practice in the
country. These laws are supposedly intended to prevent the formation and mobilization of
terrorist groups which could act on a religious pretext. Religious Extremism Laws are full of
vague wording that leaves much to interpretation.
The charge of ‘extremism’ can be attached to a wide range of activities. For instance, it can be
used to describe the peaceful promotion of ‘the superiority of one’s own religion.’ 211 The
situation worsened first in 2014 when prison sentences were increased for religious violations,
and then again in 2016 with the enactment of the Yarovaya Law. The latter is named for its
author, Irinia Yarovaya, and further restricts religious freedom, strengthens sanctions against
extremist charges, lowers the minimum age for conviction, and even requires mobile
operators to log the correspondence content of its operators.
The first person to be arrested for extremism under the Yarovaya Law was Vadim Sibiyrev, a
practitioner of Hare Krishna who was arrested on the 15th of August for offering religious
books on the street. Sibiyrev was acquitted for the offense, but more such cases are expected
to follow.
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Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormons, Protestants, and Hare Krishna are among those that have
been charged under this new legislation and forced to pay an administrative fine.212 The law
also makes it illegal for foreigners to engage in religious activities in public or in private. An
online petition protesting the Yarovaya Law has raised over 100,000 signatures, qualifying
the petition to be reviewed by a federal level ‘expert group’.
The followers of Said Nursi are one movement that has suffered significantly under the
Religious Extremism Laws. Many Muslims who follow the works of Said Nursi were
imprisoned as ‘extremists’ in 2016.
Said Nursi Followers in Prison
Said Nursi was a Muslim scholar, opinion leader, and activist concerned with the acute
problems of the society of his time. Throughout his life, he tried to reconcile religion,
modernity, and politics. His books inspired a faith movement that played a role in the
revitalisation of Islam in Turkey throughout much of the 20th century and now has several
millions of followers worldwide, including in Russia and post-Soviet countries with a Muslim
majority.
Followers of Said Nursi gather informally to read and discuss his works. They are persecuted
in a number of Muslim majority countries, even though they do not commit or advocate
violence or terrorism. Nursi’s works are banned in Russia for allegedly inciting hatred and
enmity against non-believers. Nursi followers have been subjected in these countries to police
raids, confiscation of literature, and court sentences of fines and prison terms.
The Russian government insists that Said Nursi literature is used by an extremist terrorist
organization called Nurdzhular that seeks to undermine the stability of the Russian state.
Individuals who have been arrested for studying Said Nursi have unanimously denied the
existence of Nurdzhular. However, Russian authorities insist that it is an extremist group that
is supported by Turkish and American intelligence agencies, whose aims are to weaken and
destroy the country. The Russian government has yet to produce evidence to substantiate this
claim.
In March of 2016, Ziyavdin Dapayev and his brother Sukhrab Kultyev were arrested in the
city of Dagestan along with fourteen other Said Nursi followers during a police raid. The
brothers were arrested for suspicion of belonging to the terrorist organization Nurdzhular and
were handed prison sentences for ‘involvement in extremist activity.’ While the fourteen other
Said Nursi Muslims were released, Dapayev and Kultyev remain in prison in Mackachkala.
On the 16th of March 2016, Andrei Dedkov was arrested in Karsnayorsk for charges related
to his involvement in study groups that were being held at various addresses to study the
works of Said Nursi. Russian authorities claimed Dedkov’s connection to Nurdzhular and his
212
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intent to organise a ‘cell of adherents’ as reasons for the arrest. Dedkov is currently detained
in Krasnoyark’s Investigation Prison.
On the 9th of April 2014, Bagir Kazikhanov was arrested and again on the 25th of February
2015 in Ulyanovsk with charges of creating a cell of the banned Burdzhular organisation and
participating in its activities. The Criminal Code used for prosecution was Article 282.2 Part
1, or ‘creation of an extremist organization and extremist activity.’ Kazkikhanov was
sentenced by the Lenin District Court in Ulyanovsk to three and a half years to be served in a
general regime colony.
On the 26th of December 2015, Yevgeny Kim was arrested at his home where he had
gathered with friends and family to celebrate the birthday of the Prophet Mohammed. Kim
was charged with dissemination of the religious ideas of the ‘international extremist
organization Nurdzhular’, fully aware of the fact that his activities were prohibited in the
Russian Federation. The prosecution claims that Kim’s actions ‘were aimed at inciting
religious hatred’, promoted the ‘superiority of the Turkic peoples’ and contained ‘negative
evaluations’ of the Russian and Armenian peoples.213 The prosecution referred to Article
282.2 of the Criminal Code which outlaws extremist organisations or activities. The outcome
of Kim’s trial is not yet known.
On 6th December 2015, Imam Komil Odilov was arrested under Criminal Code Article 282.2
for organising a Nurdzhular group and detained until 1st February 2016. Odilov refutes the
existence of Nurdzhular and denies that he was engaged in extremist activity. The imam had
already served a one-year conditional sentence in 2014 and is currently appealing to the
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg over his recent second sentence. Odilov is a
leader and cleric at the Spiritual Administration of Muslims of Asiatic Russia organisation.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners is available on the USB key attached to
this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemy-prisoners-list

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Article 282.2 is the law most frequently used to make arrests of religious individuals. Many
Said Nursi followers have been imprisoned with charges of participation in or formation of an
extremist organisation under this criminal code.
Article 282.2 Incitement of National, Racial or Religious Enmity
‘1. Actions aimed at the incitement of national, racial, or religious enmity, abasement of
human dignity, and also propaganda of the exceptionality, superiority, or inferiority of
individuals by reason of their attitude to religion, national, or racial affiliation, if these acts
have been committed in public or with the use of mass media, shall be punishable by a fine in
213
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the amount of 500 to 800 minimum wages, or in the amount of the wage or salary, or any
other income of the convicted person for a period of five to eight months, or by restraint of
liberty for a term of up to three years, or by deprivation of liberty for a term of two to four
years.
2. The same acts committed:
a) with the use of violence or with the threat of its use;
b) by a person through his official position;
c) by an organised group, shall be punishable by deprivation of liberty for a term of three to
five years.’
Russian leaders have determined that the phrases ‘incitement of… religious enmity’ and ‘the
exceptionality, superiority or inferiority of individuals by reason of their attitude to religion’
includes any claims about the relative merit of one religion or belief over another and that to
criticize or preach against other worldviews is punishable by law. Prominent members of the
Muslim community in Russia have declared that the doctrines of Said Nursi are not meant to
be violent or to incite hatred, but Russian authorities insist that its literature is dangerous and
extremist. On 23rd June 2016, another law was passed that allows police to arrest citizens for
violating ‘generally accepted norms of social behaviour,’214 which has further legalized the
persecution of religious minorities in Russia.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
According to its own laws, Russia is obligated to meet international standards such as the UN
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of prisoners, although violations of these
standards are common in Russian prisons. UN prison standards include the right to a private
sleeping space, an adequate number of showers and toilets, adequate light and ventilation,
proper nutrition and medical supplies, and other rights that ensure the mental and physical
health of prisoners.215 The Russian Federal Prison Standards include similar provisions, such
as a required forty-three square feet of living space per prisoner.
Russia also guarantees prisoners certain constitutional rights, such as those found in Article
21.2 of the Constitution:
1. ‘Human dignity shall be protected by the State. Nothing may serve as a basis for its
derogation’
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2. ‘Nobody should be subjected to torture, violence, or other severe or humiliating treatment
or punishment. Nobody may be subjected to medical, scientific or other experiments without
voluntary consent.216‘
It is noteworthy to mention here that the 2013 UN Universal Periodic Review reported
positively on projected improvements to be made by the Russian authorities regarding the
treatment of detainees and upgrading of detention facilities.217

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Russia
Plans to reform the prison systems in Russia by 2020 are important for correcting its record of
human rights abuse. Testimonies of individuals that have come through the Russian prison
system construct a horrifying narrative of beatings, abuse, mistreatment, and torture. 218
The US Department of State Annual Report cites prison overcrowding and life threatening
prison conditions as two of the major human rights obstacles in Russia. The report includes
many cases of prisoners who were beaten to death and prisoners who endured neglect of their
medical condition that proved fatal. In 2015, 197 inmates died while in police custody and
police often report the cause of these deaths as ‘sudden deterioration of health’ such as heart
attacks or suicide. Potable water is sometimes rationed, food shortages are common, and
quality medical reception is lacking. Many prisoners suffer from tuberculosis, and HIV
infections increased by 6% last year.
The United Nations Committee Against Torture (CAT) voiced some concerns in a recent
report on the penal system: ‘CAT remained concerned about reports of overcrowding and the
high number of suicides in detention places, and the lack of independent medical officials
available to examine prisoners claiming to be victims of abuse. CAT was concerned about
reports of frequent placement of persons in psychiatric institutions on an involuntary basis and
the absence of investigations into the reported ill treatment and deaths of persons held in such
facilities.’219
The Moscow Center for Penal Reform also reported poor sanitation, substandard medical
care, and the prevalence of tuberculosis in the prisons. The centre also noted that
overcrowding is mainly due to an extremely high incarceration rate in Russia, second in the
world only to Rwanda.220
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It is a common practice in some prisons to assign inmates to be administrators over other
prisoners. This policy is in direct violation of the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners as it can cause strife between inmates. In many cases, inmates have
been abused or beaten to death by other prisoners.
In 2015, the Russian Public Oversight Commission visited hundreds of facilities and
interviewed over 1,000 people including police, prison officers, and inmates to assess the
situation in Russian prisons. Along with similar reports of overcrowding and poor sanitation,
the Oversight Commission saw that women and their new-born babies are frequently forced to
lead separate lives, seeing each other only one to two hours per day, and that their nutrition
and health care are inadequate.
Overall, while Russia has made notable efforts to reform its prisons, conditions in the penal
system are still lacking in all categories. There is still not enough initiative being taken in the
country to solve these issues and create healthy living conditions with the goal of
reintegrating inmates into society.

Conclusions
With the creation of anti-extremist legislation that targets minorities, the current government
has demonstrated its willingness to sacrifice human rights and religious freedom in order to
further its political goals. Authorities have responded to protests and criticisms by Russian
citizens with fines and prison sentences. Legislation enacted in 2015 and 2016 has increased
punishments for crimes against the state and also facilitates discriminatory behaviour by
police officers against ‘extremist’ minorities.
Targeted groups in 2016 include followers of Said Nursi, who have been labelled as
extremists associated with the terrorist group Nurdzhular, which the Russian government
claims is funded by the United States and Turkey. That Nurdzhular even exists is highly
questionable, since no credible evidence to this effect has been produced. Other religious
groups, such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses, are being actively persecuted because of their
practice of proselyting, which is now illegal in most circumstances.
When international organisations in Russia contest the government’s policies, they risk being
forced to end their operations in the country. Fourteen NGOs in Russia have had to cease their
activities; others have been expelled from the country under the accusation of being ‘foreign
agents’ that aim to destroy Russia.
On 15th December 2015, Putin enacted legislation that allows the Constitutional Court of
Russia to pronounce rulings of the European Court of Human Rights to be ‘unimplementable’
if they violate the supremacy of the Russian Constitution.221 This is a perilous step to take for
any nation that wishes to have the respect and credibility of other countries.
221
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Human rights violations in Russia have been bolstered by the Russian government's
promotion of a dangerous culture of nationalism, which features contempt towards religious
minorities, phobia of foreign influences, and opposition to international organisations that try
to influence Russian policy. These sentiments have grown stronger under the Putin
administration and threaten to widen the gap between Russia and the democratic world.
The Russian Federation should release all prisoners being held for the peaceful practice of
their religion. It should also reverse the ban on proselyting and on reading religious texts, such
as the works of Said Nursi, which are unjustifiably categorised as ‘extremist’ in nature. In
addition, it is hoped that Russia will reverse its current trend toward restricting the public
space in which civil society and NGOs can freely operate within the country. This freedom is
a hallmark of any democratic society and can only strengthen respect for Russia by the
international community.
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Saudi Arabia
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has a population of around 29 million, although only 20
million of these inhabitants are citizens, as the country has a large expatriate community. The
country’s only officially recognized religion is the Hanbali School of Sunni Islam, which is
widely regarded as the rigid traditionalist school of Islamic jurisprudence. All Saudi citizens
are subject to this interpretation of Islam over all others. As such there is no legal recognition
or protection under the law for religion or belief minorities, which are severely restricted in
practice.
Saudi citizens are required to be Muslim, non-Muslims are not permitted to get Saudi
citizenship . According to official figures, 85%-90% of Saudi citizens are Sunni and 10%15% Shia. The country’s sizable expatriate community, which makes up more than 30% of
the total population, includes Buddhists, Christians, and Jews, among others. Non-Muslim
places of worship and non-Muslim religious gatherings, even in private, are forbidden.
Saudi Arabia’s 2014 counterterrorism law, the Penal Law for Crimes of Terrorism and its
Financing, and a series of subsequent royal decrees create a legal framework that criminalizes
terrorism as virtually all forms of peaceful dissent and free expression, including criticizing
the government’s interpretation of Islam or advocating atheism. Under the new law, which
went into effect in February 2014, a conviction could result in a prison term ranging from
three to twenty years. The Interior Ministry’s March 2014 regulations state that, under the
new law, terrorism includes ‘[c]alling for atheist thought in any form, or calling into question
the fundamentals of the Islamic religion on which this country is based.’ While Saudi Shari’ah
courts already permit judges to criminalize various forms of peaceful dissent, the new law
provides an additional mechanism to classify actions considered blasphemous or advocating
atheism as terrorism. Since the law went into effect, some human rights defenders and atheists
reportedly have been charged and convicted under the law.
Some Muslims with dissenting ideas about some aspects of the officially recognized religion
are also prosecuted on various grounds: apostasy, ridiculing religious authorities, making
blasphemous remarks, and so on. Such prosecutions are clear violations of the freedom of
thought and conscience, and freedom of expression in religious matters.
Saudi Arabia’s Shiite minority, which resides primarily in the eastern part of the country,
faces marginalisation and discrimination. Their clerics are particularly vulnerable to
oppression.
In recent years the Ahmadis have also been heavily suppressed; they are officially banned
from entering the country and performing the pilgrimage to Mecca. They remain among the
largest groups in Saudi Arabia that suffer repression.
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Shias in Prison
In recent years, Shi’a dissidents and reformers have received lengthy prison terms or death
sentences for their activities. One prominent Shi’a cleric, Nimr al-Nimr, was executed in
January 2016 after being sentenced to death in 2014 by a Specialized Criminal Court for
‘inciting sectarian strife,’ disobeying the government, and supporting rioting. Created in 2008,
the Specialized Criminal Court is a non-Shari’ah court that tries terrorist-related crimes,
although human rights activists also have been tried in these courts. Al-Nimr – who was a
vocal critic of the government and a staunch supporter of greater rights for the Shi’a
community – was executed the same day as forty-six others, including three other Shi’a
Muslims convicted of questionable security-related charges. The execution of al-Nimr
resulted in an international outcry by various governments, USCIRF, the United Nations, and
human rights groups.
In August 2014, Tawfiq al-Amr, a Shi’a cleric from the al-Ahsa governorate, was sentenced
to eight years in prison, followed by a ten-year travel ban, and barred from delivering
sermons. According to human rights groups, a Specialized Criminal Court convicted him on
charges of defaming Saudi Arabia’s ruling system, ridiculing its religious leaders, inciting
sectarianism, calling for change, and ‘disobeying the ruler.’ In January 2015, his sentence was
upheld on appeal. In 2016, he was still in prison.
Sunni Muslims in Prison
On 17th June 2012, Raif Badawi, was arrested on charges of apostasy and setting up a website
which undermines general security and ridiculing Islamic religious figures. The first court
decision sentenced Badawi to six-hundred lashes and seven years in prison. However, in June
2015, the Supreme Court upheld a heavier sentence of ten years in prison and 1,000 lashes.
This was accompanied by a fine of one million riyal (equal to about $267,000).
The first fifty lashes were administered before hundreds of spectators on 9 January 2015,
provoking international condemnation. Due to Badawi’s poor state of health and the
international outcry against his public lashing, subsequent lashings have been postponed.
However, he remains in prison.
Raif Badawi is the 2015 laureate of the prestigious Sakharov Prize, by which the European
Union recognizes champions of human rights in the world today. His family has fled to
Canada after receiving death threats in Saudi Arabia.
On 12th May 2014, Alaa Brinji was arrested on charges of insulting the rulers of the country
and ridiculing Islamic religious figures in tweets. Brinji was tried by Saudi Arabia’s counterterrorism court. On 24th March 2016, he was sentenced to five years in prison, an eight-year
travel ban, and a fine of 50,000 Saudi Arabian riyal (about US $13,300).
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Ashraf Fayadh, a poet and artist born to Palestinian refugee parents and without Saudi
citizenship, was sentenced to death in November 2015 for apostasy, allegedly for spreading
atheism and making blasphemous remarks during an argument in a cafe. In February 2016, a
Saudi court overturned his death sentence, imposing instead an eight-year prison term and
eight hundred lashes, and he must also repent through an announcement in official media.
The decision by a panel of judges came after Ashraf Fayadh’s lawyer, Abdul Rahman alLahem, argued his conviction was seriously flawed because he was denied a fair trial. In a
briefing on the verdict, he said the judgment revoked the death sentence but upheld guilty
verdict of apostasy.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on
the USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-andblasphemy-prisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
As a fully sovereign Arab Islamic State, Saudi Arabia does not have a secular constitution.
Instead, Saudi Arabia is governed by Basic Law, which recognizes the foundational tenants of
Islam and Shari’ah as the governing principles for all aspects of Saudi public and private life.
The Basic Law, therefore, mandates that the Qur’an and Sunna (the traditions of the Prophet
Muhammad) serve as the country’s constitution.222 Any act or teaching deemed to be contrary
to that of Islam is criminalized, thereby negating any freedom of religion or belief.
The articles contained within the Basic Law repeatedly make reference to the primacy of
Islamic values and Shari’ah as the discerning principles for all government policy and
regulation. Even still, the Basic Law lacks exactitude and the corresponding legislative
framework is vague. The lack of a comprehensive adequate penal code opens the door for
ambiguous and inconsistent interpretation of the law as well as opportunity for arbitrary and
indiscriminate charges.
Individuals are detained and punished under charges of apostasy, ridiculing the Islamic faith
or religious leaders, threatening national security, and converting to forbidden faiths. Many of
these charges are punishable by death. Oddly, there is no legislation regarding apostasy, as
hudud, meaning the death penalty, is considered to be a divine directive and not subject to
judicial discretion. Even still, the King may commute capital sentences to prison terms and/or
physical and monetary punishments.
The country’s Basic Law Constitution and Royal Decrees therefore serve as the only
reference for criminal offences, punishment, and human rights protection within Saudi
Arabia.
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This leaves many people vulnerable to a somewhat arbitrary judicial process in which false
accusations of blasphemy, apostasy, and insults to religious authorities are lodged regularly.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
In Saudi Arabia, the authority for pursuing religious matters has fallen to the Committee for
the Promotion of Virtue and the Prevention of Vice, also known as the Hai’a or religious
police. The Hai’a has the power to make arrests on the basis of religious violations of various
types.
Under the country’s interpretation and practice of Shari’ah, capital punishment can be
imposed for a range of nonviolent offenses, including apostasy, sorcery, and adultery. The law
requires a unanimous endorsement by the Supreme Judicial Council for all death sentences,
and defendants sentenced to death are generally allowed to appeal their sentences. However,
closed court proceedings in some capital cases made it impossible to determine whether
authorities allowed the accused to present a defence or was granted due process. In the
absence of a written penal code - detailing criminal offenses and their associated penalties –
defendants are subject to considerable judicial discretion in the courts.
Even still, at least one source of legislation is worthy of mention in this regard. Articles 171
and 172 of the Internal Security Forces Act provide that anyone proven to have inflicted illtreatment or having used coercion in his line of duty, including any kind of torture or
mutilation, or having denied personal liberties or administered excessive punishment, is liable
to be disciplined by dismissal from service or imprisonment for a term of up to six months or
both, depending on the seriousness of the act. 223

International Reports of Prison Conditions in Saudi Arabia
US State Department Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2015
[…] There were no confirmed reports of torture by government officials during the
year, but international human rights organizations reported that allegations of torture
of prisoners were not uncommon. Numerous prisoners were serving sentences based
on convictions they claimed were obtained through torture or physical abuse.
Former detainees in facilities run by the General Investigations Directorate (internal
security forces, also called Mabahith) alleged that abuse included sleep deprivation or
long periods of solitary confinement for nonviolent detainees. Former detainees in
Mabahith-run al-Ha’ir Prison claimed that while physical torture was uncommon in
detention, Mabahith officials sometimes resorted to mental or psychological abuse of
detainees, particularly during the interrogation phase.224
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The lack of judicial independence and transparency provides opportunity for abuse of legal
power. Often this affects anyone considered to have committed even the most arbitrary of
crimes.
Prison and Detention Centre conditions:
[…] Although information on the maximum capacity of the facilities was not
available, overcrowding in some detention centers was a problem. Violations listed in
NSHR reports following prison visits documented shortages of and improperly trained
wardens; lack of prompt access to medical treatment when requested; holding
prisoners beyond the end of their sentences; and failure to inform prisoners of their
legal rights. Some detained individuals complained about lack of access to adequate
health-care services, including medication. Some prisoners alleged that prison
authorities maintained cold temperatures in prison facilities and deliberately kept
lights on 24 hours a day to make prisoners uncomfortable.
[…] No ombudsmen were available to register or investigate complaints made by
prisoners, although prisoners could and did submit complaints to the HRC and the
NSHR for investigation. There was no information available on whether prisoners
were able to submit complaints to judicial authorities without censorship or whether
authorities investigated credible allegations of inhuman conditions and treatment and
made them public. 225
Once more, there is a lack of independent monitoring with no human rights observers visiting
prisons or detention centres during the year. Furthermore, there are no reports of foreign
government visits to prison facilities.
UNHRC Committee against Torture reviews report on Saudi Arabia
[…] Experts expressed grave concern with regards to the use of corporal punishment
in Saudi Arabia, including flogging, stoning and amputations, in clear violation of the
Convention.
Experts were similarly concerned about torture in detention, and the lack of complaints
filed by victims because of fear of reprisals. They raised concerns about the lack of
fair trial guarantees, including the lack of access to a lawyer and the use of confessions
obtained through torture.226
Torture and other ill-treatment remained common and widespread, according to former
225
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detainees, trial defendants, and others. There was also impunity for past cases. In a number of
cases, courts did not exclude statements elicited by torture, ill-treatment, or coercion, and they
convicted defendants solely on the basis of pre-trial ‘confessions’ without investigating
allegations that the confessions had been obtained through torture, in some cases sentencing
the defendants to death.

Conclusions
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia consistently ranks among the worst violators of human rights
in the world. This is especially evident in the field of religion, as the regime does not tolerate
any religious diversity or deviation from its rigid interpretation of Sunni Islam.
No improvement in law or practice could be registered in 2016 for those who do not follow
the Hanbali School of Sunni Islam. The fundamental rights to freedom of religion or belief are
still denied to Saudi citizens and foreigners living or working in Saudi Arabia. This includes
freedom of thought and conscience, freedom to change one’s religion or to have no religion,
freedom of expression of one’s beliefs in public, freedom of association, freedom of assembly
publicly or privately, and freedom of worship.
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Singapore
Singapore gained its independence in 1965, when it was distinguished from Malaysia as the
British army withdrew troops from east of the Suez.227 The resulting government, in contrast
to that of Malaysia to the North and Indonesia to the South, ensured a strict separation from
religion.228
Singapore is an island city-state nestled in the southern-most tip of the Malaysian peninsula.
With roughly 5.7 million people, it is currently the third most densely populated country in
the world behind Macau and Monaco and ahead of Hong Kong with 7,737 people per square
kilometer.229 Unlike the countries surrounding it, Singapore is an ethnically Chinese majority
country; Mandarin is the most commonly spoken language (36.3%) with three other official
languages, English (29.8%), Malay (11.9%), and Tamil (4.4%). The most professed religion
in Singapore is Buddhism (33.9%), followed by Islam (14.3%), Taoism (11.3%), Catholicism
(7.1%), other Christian denominations (11%), and Hinduism (5.2%). 16.4% of the population
describes itself as having no religion.230
The withdrawal of British troops also had the effect of leaving Singapore with very little in
the way of a military. A total of 1,000 soldiers remained. This was further exacerbated by a
cultural taboo against the profession of ‘soldier’ which held less appeal in national surveys to
that of ‘thief.’ As such, the Singapore government embarked on a policy of conscription,
which was made particularly strict in order to combat this unwillingness to serve.231
The government of Singapore enforces compulsory military service and does not recognize
the right of conscientious objection. Young men among Jehovah’s Witnesses who object to
military service are subjected to two consecutive prison terms for a total of thirty-nine months
of imprisonment.
When a young man turns eighteen years of age, he is required to enter Singapore’s military. If
he refuses for reasons of conscience, he is detained for fifteen months in a military camp. At
the expiration of his term, he is released and then immediately ordered to wear a military
uniform and participate in military training. If he again declines to do so, he is subject to a
second court martial with a term of twenty-four months.
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Jehovah’s Witnesses in Prison
In April 2016, fifteen conscientious objectors were listed as being in jail for refusing to
partake in military service232 but as of 31st December 2016, a number of them had been
released and only 10 were still detained. The total number of Jehovah’s Witnesses detained by
the military has varied between roughly fifteen and twenty for the period between 2014 and
2016.233
Given the small geographical size of Singapore, all these detainees are held in the same
military detention facility, the Armed Forces Detention Barracks. This includes both those
serving their first detention terms and those in their second, longer term.234
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Enlistment Act, 1970 (amended in 2001)235:
(Article 10)
Duty to report for enlistment
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the proper authority may by notice
require a person subject to this Act not below the age of 18 years to
report for enlistment for national service.
(2) A person required to report for enlistment for national service shall report
to the proper authority on such date and at such time and place as
may be specified in the notice and shall attend from day to day until
duly enlisted.
(Article 12)
Liability to render full-time service
(1) Every person subject to this Act who is fit for national service and
enlisted on or after 1st January 1971 shall be liable to render fulltime service for a period not exceeding 2 years […]
Military service is incompatible with the teachings of Jehovah’s Witnesses,236 and Singapore
refuses to introduce an alternative civilian service.237 In this case, the concerns of national
security are seen as outweighing the right of freedom of religion or belief.
232
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National Standards for Detention Conditions
Singapore Armed Forces Act, 1972238:
(Article 122)
Sentence of detention or special detention in disciplinary barrack
(1) A person sentenced to detention under this Act shall, unless otherwise
provided for in regulations made under this Act, serve his sentence
in detention barracks.
Singapore is not a signatory of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT),239 and maintains articles in their Criminal
Procedure Code that allows for sentences that include caning.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Singapore
The UN uses the definition of torture or inhuman treatment provided in the Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, provided
below.
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment240:
(Article 1)
1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term ‘torture’ means any act by
which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is
intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining
from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing
him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of
having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person,
or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such
pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the
consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in
an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only
from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.
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Under this definition, caning, since it seeks to punish by inflicting pain, is considered by the
UN to constitute torture or inhuman treatment. The use of caning has been defended by the
Singaporean Attorney General, who stated that its use was provided for under Singaporean
law, and the application of the punishment had to meet medical prerequisites overseen by a
medical professional.241 None of this addresses the main concerns brought forth in the CAT
definition.
Despite Singapore’s lack of ratification of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment,242 there are no reports of torture or other forms of detention mistreatment
beyond the use of caning. Individual accounts have pointed out often uncomfortable
conditions due to the heat and humidity in Singapore, but the provision of medical
professionals prevents this from negatively affecting inmates.243

Conclusions
Since the country’s independence, Singapore has struggled to assemble a military because of
a cultural aversion to the career soldier. The country began with an army of only 1,000
soldiers and was then forced to create mandatory conscription laws to provide for its security
needs. Many young Jehovah's Witnesses who reject military service on conscientious grounds
have been imprisoned for up to thirty-nine months.
The United Nations has long appealed to member States to ‘recognize that conscientious
objection to military service should be considered a legitimate exercise of the right to freedom
of thought, conscience and religion recognized by the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.’ Although Singapore has been a member State since 1965, it has expressed its
disagreement with the United Nations on this issue. In a letter dated April 24, 2002, addressed
to the UN Commission on Human Rights, a Singaporean government official stated that
‘where individual beliefs or actions run counter [to the right of national defense], the right of a
state to preserve national security must prevail.’ In no uncertain terms, the official wrote, ‘We
do not recognize the universal applicability of conscientious objection to military service.’
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South Korea
South Korea is a presidential representative democratic republic with separation between the
legislative, executive, and judiciary powers. According to the last census from July 2015, the
South Korean population is estimated at 49,115,196 people.
In regards to religions, South Korea is a country composed of a variety of beliefs. The major
denominations are Christianity 31.6% (Protestant 24.0%, Catholic 7.6%), Buddhism 24.2%,
other or unknown 0.9%, and a large part, 43.3%, of the population considers itself without
any religious affiliation, according to the last estimate from 2010. The remaining 0.9% of the
population can be included in other religious groups including Won Buddhism,
Confucianism, Jeongsando, Cheondogyo, Daejonggyo, Jehovah’s Witnesses, the Church of
Jesus
Christ
of
Latter-Day
Saints
(Mormons),
Seventh-Day
Adventist
Church, Daesun Jinrihoe, the Unification Church, and Islam. There is also a small Jewish
population consisting almost entirely of expatriates.244
South Korea’s current territorial aspect is a division resulting from World War Two. Until its
defeat, Japan had ruled the Korean peninsula since its annexation in 1910. Following the war,
the United States and the Soviet Union divided the territory in two parts; a solution not
intended to last. However, the Cold War created a schism between the two superpowers, and
two opposing governments were established. It is very often said that the Korean Peninsula
represents the Cold War ideological difference. From this moment, the peninsula was divided
between North and South Korea.245
War broke out once again in 1950 when the North invaded the South. A lengthy ceasefire was
only established in 1953 with an armistice creating the Korean Demilitarized Zone. Since
then, tensions between the two countries have remained stable but tenuous, with some rising
tensions from time to time.246
Jehovah’s Witnesses are the main victims of this situation. From the Korean War period to the
present, South Korea has relentlessly prosecuted young Witness men who refuse military
service, and the government has not provided any alternative to resolve the issue. The result?
South Korea has sentenced over 18,700 Witnesses to a combined total of more than 35,800
years in prison for refusing to perform military service in the last sixty years.
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Improved Prison Conditions
In the past, imprisoned Witnesses endured harsh conditions and long prison sentences, but
more recently conditions have improved and sentences have been reduced. Prison authorities
allow most Witnesses to hold religious meetings in prison. Additionally, more than seventy
percent of Witness inmates are separated from the general prison population and placed in
cells with fellow Witnesses.
The International View of the Right to Conscientious Objection
The UN Human Rights Committee (CCPR), which reviews the implementation of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), has consistently ruled that
South Korea is violating the rights of conscientious objectors by convicting and imprisoning
them. Most recently, on 14th January 2015, the CCPR released its fifth decision against South
Korea on this issue. The decision, involving fifty Witnesses who had been imprisoned,
repeated its earlier rulings that South Korea violated their right to ‘freedom of thought,
conscience and religion.’ It also concluded that the government was guilty of ‘arbitrary
detention’ by punishing the men with imprisonment for exercising a right guaranteed by the
ICCPR.
After reviewing South Korea’s human rights record, the CCPR released concluding
observations on 3rd November 2015. The CCPR urged the government to release all
conscientious objectors, expunge their criminal record and provide adequate compensation,
and adopt legislation providing for alternative civilian service. It stated that the government
‘should also fully implement the Views the [CCPR] has issued so far.’
South Korea’s Constitutional Court Again Considers the Issue
There is increasing domestic pressure on the government to adopt legislation providing for an
acceptable alternative service program for conscientious objectors. Some district courts have
referred cases to the Constitutional Court, and on 9th July 2015, that Court held a hearing to
examine whether the government’s refusal to recognize the right of conscientious objection is
constitutional. The Court has twice ruled, in 2004 and 2011, that the Military Service Act’s
lack of recognition of the right to conscientious objection does not violate the constitution.
The decision is pending.
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Prison
Technically, South Korea is still at war with the North, despite the sixty-three-year-long
ceasefire.247 As such they maintain a system of mandatory military service for the sake of
national defense and maintenance of the demilitarised zone along the northern border.
247
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Conscientious objection to military service is punishable by a prison term. There is no
alternative civilian service.
As of April 2016, 537 young Jehovah’s Witnesses248 were serving eighteen-month prison
terms for conscientious objection to military service, and as of 31st December 2016, there
were 395 of them. A number of them were released at the end of their term while others were
called up and refused to carry out their military service.249
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Constitution of the Republic of Korea, 1948 (amended 1987):250
(Article 39)
(1) All citizens shall have the duty of national defense under the conditions
as prescribed by statute.
Military Service Act, 1993:251
(Article 88)
(1) Persons who have received a notice of enlistment in the active service or a
notice of call (including a notice of enlistment through recruitment)
and fail to enlist in the army or to comply with the call, even after
the expiration of the following report period from the date of
enlistment or call without any justifiable reason, shall be punished
by imprisonment for not more than three years.
Article 20 of the Constitution of the Republic of Korea and other laws and policies generally
protect religious freedom in the country.252 Nevertheless, the only restriction to freedom of
religion is the obligation to perform military service. According to Article 39 of the South
Korean constitution, military service or national service is mandatory for all male citizens.
The refusal to take part in military service has for result a prison sentence, as stipulated under
Article 88 of the Military Service Act.
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The Korean government does not consider religious considerations to be sufficient
justification for derogation from this obligation, because its position is that, due to the war
with the North, the argument of religious freedom in this case is not sufficient to override
national security concerns.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Constitution of the Republic of Korea, 1948 (amended 1987):253
(Article 12)
(2) No citizens shall be tortured or be compelled to testify against himself in
criminal cases.
(7) In a case where a confession is deemed to have been made against a
defendant's will due to torture, violence, intimidation, unduly
prolonged arrest, deceit or etc., or in a case where a confession is the
only evidence against a defendant in a formal trial, such a confession
shall not be admitted as evidence of guilt, nor shall a defendant be
punished by reason of such a confession.
In addition to these constitutional prohibitions on torture or ill-treatment, the Republic of
Korea gave its accession to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment in 1995.254

International Reports on Prison Conditions in South Korea
UN Periodic Reports Summary on UNCAT Issues (advance unedited version), 2016:255
(Paragraph 122)
The Human Rights Bureau of the MOJ inspects detention or protective
facilities including substitute cells every year (once every three years for
each facility) in order to check their conformity with domestic laws and
subordinate statutes as well as international minimum standards in terms
of their facilities and operation. Investigation teams visit the facilities,
conduct first-hand checkups, and survey and interview inmates, after
which the Bureau makes recommendations to improve human rights
conditions. The Bureau made a total of 372 inspections between June 2006
and December 2015 (see table 22).
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(Paragraph 136)
The five police officers of Yang-cheon police station, who were accused
of torture, etc., by the NHRCK to the prosecutors’ office, were prosecuted
on 9 July 2010. Four were prosecuted under Article 4-2 of the Act on the
Aggravated Punishment, etc. of Specific Crimes and Article 125 of the
Criminal Act, and one was prosecuted under Article 125 of the Criminal
Act. The court convicted the five police officers on 18 June 2011: one was
sentenced to imprisonment for three years, three were sentenced to
imprisonment for one year each, and one was sentenced to imprisonment
for eight months with suspension of execution for two years taking into
account the level of involvement and gravity of violence. All were
dismissed from public office.
As can be seen, Korea has had cases of torture and ill-treatment of prisoners; however
mechanisms to enforce against such cases are working. The same report mentions
mechanisms against specific problematic kinds of detention (Paragraph 112), punishments for
cases of rape or other forms of sexual violence in prison (Paragraph 115-116), and the
handling of cases of torture and ill-treatment (Paragraph 123).256 These mechanisms have
succeeded in improving prison conditions. Prisoners of conscience, despite the religious
motivation for their sentences, are allowed to hold religious services and practice freely
within the prisons.

Conclusions
Since the 1953 armistice that created a demilitarized zone at the 38th parallel, South Korea
has been extremely vigilant regarding its national security. Mandatory military service is part
of that regime of national vigilance. At the same time, in the absence of an option for
alternative unarmed service, hundreds of Jehovah's Witnesses serve prison terms every year
and have a criminal record.
The South Korean government would do well to abide by the decisions of the UN Human
Rights Committee and fulfill the recommendations of the last session of the Universal
Periodic Review: the introduction of a civilian service.
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Sudan
The Republic of Sudan is overwhelmingly Muslim (97%), the vast majority of its 35 million
population being Sunni of the Maliki School. Tolerance of other religious traditions is quite
low, and repressive policies toward minority groups have been tightened under President
Omar al-Bashir. Al-Bashir has been in power since 1989, when he led a military coup to
topple the democratically elected government at that time.
In 2009, al-Bashir was indicted by the International Criminal Court for conducting a brutal
campaign of mass killings, rape, and pillage of civilians in Darfur.
Religion has played a highly-mediatised role in the long civil war between the Khartoum
government in the north, which is based on a rigid interpretation of Shari’ah, and secessionist
movements in the south, which are largely Christian or follow traditional African religions.
The conflict ended when the Republic of South Sudan was created in 2011.
The beleaguered minority religions that still exist in Sudan include indigenous beliefs and
various Christian denominations, especially Roman Catholics, Anglicans, Presbyterians, and
small groups of various Orthodox communities, some long-established and others more recent
migrants. There are also several Evangelical Protestant groups in the country.
Curiously, despite the Sudan’s Islamist government, the historical influence of Sufism has had
a moderating effect on Islam in the country, making Sudan one of the most tolerant Muslim
majority societies in the world.
Protestants in Prison
On 17th December 2015, Abdulmonem Abdumawla Issa, a Darfuri student who converted to
Christianity, was arrested in Omdurman by agents of the National Intelligence and Security
Service (NISS). In September 2016, his trial began. He was accused of seven separate
charges, which ranged from spying to funding rebel movements to wage war against the state.
Such charges can lead to the death penalty. He is presently at Al-Huda Detention Centre
waiting for a court decision.
On 19th December 2015, Rev. Hassan Abduraheem (alias Kodi Taour), a pastor of the
Sudan Church of Christ, was arrested without charges in Omdurman by NISS agents. Details
of his legal status and physical condition remained unknown for months until September
2016, when he was at last charged with crimes against national security. He could receive the
death penalty if found guilty.257
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Also in December 2015, Petr Jašek, a Czech missionary and filmmaker, was arrested for
alleged support to rebel movements in South Kordofan. He has a twenty-year background in
the medical field. He made a video about the persecution of Christians. In December 2015, he
travelled to Khartoum and met Mr Omer, a friend of Mr. Abduraheem that needed medical
treatment. Mr Jašek donated $5,000 for Mr Omer’s medical treatment, which was signed for
by Reverend Abduraheem and Mr Abdumawla. The prosecution alleges that the $5,000 Mr
Jašek donated to Mr Omer’s treatment was, in reality, support for rebel movements in the
South Kordofan, Blue Nile, and Darfur regions.
Mr. Jasek is accused of breaking several sections of Sudan’s criminal code: conspiring against
the state and espionage against the country (Article 53 and 51 of the Sudan’s law), entering
and photographing military areas and works, calling for opposition to public authority by use
of violence, provoking hatred against or amongst sects, and publishing false news. In addition,
he also faces charges of immigrating in illegal ways and conducting voluntary jobs without
permission from the authorities under Sudan’s immigration and passport laws.
The death penalty is the maximum sentence for waging war against the state and espionage
respectively.
On 14th December 2015, Talahon Nigosi Kassa Ratta was arrested by the NISS (National
Intelligence Services of Sudan) in Khartoum on unknown charges and then released on 10 th
May 2016. Throughout his detention he was denied access to a lawyer, and as of December
2016, his legal and physical status remained unknown. He is a Christian involved in
organising protests against the government interfering with churches.258
On 24th May 2016, Rev. Kuwa Shamal, a pastor of the Sudan Church of Christ, was arrested
for objecting to the demolition of churches in Khartoum. He had appealed to the authorities to
not destroy the church he led in Thiba Al Hamyida, in Khartoum North. It was later razed to
the ground after only twenty-four hours verbal notice by local officials.
Shamal’s trial opened in September 2016 with accusations of conspiring against the state,
espionage against the country, entering and photographing military areas and works, calling
for opposition to public authority through the use of violence, provoking hatred against or
amongst sects, and publishing false news. In addition, he faced charges of illegal immigration
and conducting voluntary jobs without permission from the Sudanese authorities. He was
released on 2nd January 2017.259
On 16th March 2016, Pastor Philemon Hassan from Khartoum was arrested by the NISS with
unknown charges.260
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On 18th December 2015, Pastors Hassan Abdelrahim Kodi and Telal Ngosi were arrested
for their involvement in a Christian conference in Addis Ababa. Their location and conditions
remain unknown.261
On 7th July 2016, fourteen church members from Bahri (Khartoum North) were arrested at a
church-owned school for protesting the government closure of a school. The school was then
sold illegally by a government-appointed church committee. The committee was later ruled
against by the Supreme Court, and the fourteen church members were released.262
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners is available on the USB key attached to
this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemy-prisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement ended Sudan’s civil war and called for an Interim
National Constitution for Sudan. Its opening articles laud the diverse nature of the Sudanese
nation, declaring it to be ‘an all-embracing homeland where religions and cultures are sources
of strength, harmony, and inspiration’ (Article 3). The Constitution also prohibits any
coercion in respect to religious beliefs or practices: ‘No person shall be coerced to adopt such
faith that he/she does not believe in, nor to practice rites or services to which he/she does not
voluntarily consent’ (Article 38).
However, these provisions run counter to any honest assessment of the freedom of religion or
belief in Sudan today. The Interim Constitution remains in force at the present time, and there
is scant hope that a new one would bring improvements for Sudan’s besieged minorities. In
2011, President al-Bashir assured the country that the new Constitution would be an Islamic
one and that Shari’a would be the chief source of legislation in Sudan’s future.
The Criminal Act of 1991 remains one of the most important sources of Sudanese law,
including provisions that regulate individual and collective religious life. Portions of this act
are derived from a particularly strict interpretation of Shari’a.263
Article 125 addresses public expressions that are considered abusive or injurious toward ‘any
religion or its beliefs or sacred symbols.’ Those ruled in violation of this article of the law are
subject to six months in prison and up to forty lashes.
Article 126 punishes the offense of apostasy (riddah) with death. Apostasy is defined in the
law as whenever someone ‘propagates the renunciation of Islam or publicly renounces it by
explicit words or an act of definitive indication.’ Those accused of riddah shall be given a
time to recant their renunciation of Islam, as determined by the court. If they refuse to recant,
they are executed.
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National Standards for Detention Conditions
The Bill of Rights is part of the Constitution and obliges the Government of Sudan to
safeguard people’s liberty, ensure the right to life and dignity, guarantee security and freedom
from torture, the right to litigation and a fair trial, and prohibit arbitrary arrests.264
In 2010, Sudan adopted a new National Security Act that grants immunity for officials (NSA
2010, Article 52), tolerates incommunicado detentions and gives the NISS wide authority on
arrests and detentions (Article 25; Article 49 and Article 50). 265 The NISS has power of arrest
for up to four and an half months without judicial review, months beyond the international
standards.
The NSA guarantees its citizens ‘human dignity, honour and fundamental freedoms’ (Article
49 (1)(d)) which should be in principle implemented also in situations of detention. This is
supported by NSA Article 51 on the rights of the arrested, detainee and person in custody.
Within this legal framework, detainees should be kept informed about reasons and
developments of their arrest (Article 51(1)), should be able to communicate with their family,
(Article 51 (2), ‘be treated in a manner safeguarding his/her dignity,’ and ‘not be physically or
morally hurt’ during the time in custody (Article 51(3)).266
In 2015, eighteen articles from the 2005 Interim National Constitution were amended to
strengthen the authority of the Sudanese government, give more power to the NISS, and
upgrade its armed forces.
The 1991 Criminal Code and Public Order are based upon an interpretation of Shari’a 267 that
is widely viewed as being in violation of the country’s international treaty obligations that
prohibit cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. Indeed, in accordance with Islamic law, the
code supports cruel physical punishments. However, the Criminal Procedure Code of the
same year gives the detainee rights to inform the family and to have a lawyer (Article 83(3))
as well as be provided with appropriate medical care (Article 83(1)). Even still, these are
hardly implemented because the laws are not clearly framed.268
Finally, the definition of torture provided in Article 115(2) of the 1991 Criminal Act is not
adequate in respect to international standards.
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International Reports on Prison Conditions in Sudan
Almost no official information has been released by the Sudanese government on detention
conditions. However, independent sources repeatedly report violations of various sorts:
arbitrary detention, extrajudicial killings, acts of torture, cruel and inhuman punishments,
harsh prison conditions, incommunicado detention as well as prolonged pretrial detention,
rape, and beatings.269 Prison conditions in Sudan remain punishing, intimidating, and
overcrowded. In some regions, persons are held in remote sites and centers in prison-like
conditions.
Health care is inadequate, and access to medical support is often denied. Deaths in prison due
to acts of torture, harsh conditions, and negligence have been reported. Deaths while in police
custody are seldom investigated and hardly ever prosecuted. Former detainees report both
physical and psychological torture by the NISS and other official forces.
Arbitrary arrests remain a common practice. Authorities may release prisoners when the
detention period expires but take them into custody the day after for an additional period.
Political opponents and opposition sympathizers were arbitrarily detained by NISS. Access to
NISS or other’s detention facilities is often denied or restricted to international witnesses.
On 13-16 April 2015, national elections were held in Sudan, during which the NISS arrested
and detained numerous political activists, opposition members, and students. These were also
victims of harsh treatment and beating. Three members of the Sudanese Congress Party were
sentenced one month later by the court in Omdurman and received twenty lashes each for
disturbing public order.270 In the ensuing months, security forces continued to arrest those
who spoke out about corruption and harassment and engaged in protests against government
policies.
The UN Independent Expert’s 2016 statement on the human rights situation in Sudan
highlights cases of prolonged detention during which detainees are denied access to lawyers
and family in contradiction with the aforementioned detainees’ rights. These same allegations
were also raised by Amnesty International’s submission to Sudan’s Universal Periodic
Review in 2016.271
On 31st July 2016, ten people were arrested in Nierteti after meeting with the US Special
Envoy for Sudan and South Sudan.272
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Conclusions
In most cases when prisoners are tried for offenses related to freedom of religion, courts do
not adhere to national and international standards of due process. Such trials typically take
place just after the arrest, and arbitrary sentences are quickly carried out.273
The National Commission for Human Rights in Sudan acknowledges that prison conditions as
not in line with its own country standards for the treatment of detainees.274 NGOs have
documented cases of torture and other cruel and degrading treatments against detainees. Yet
these acts continue, usually perpetrated by agents of the National Intelligence and Security
Service, and carried out with full impunity.275
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Tajikistan
Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a series of civil conflicts erupted in Tajikistan
between 1991 and 1997 as Islamist factions and pro-democracy protestors struggled to rid the
country of communist influence.276 The violence ravaged Tajikistan's agricultural and
industrial sectors, contributing to its status as the poorest of the former Soviet states.
The country is marked by authoritarian rule, political corruption, and deep economic
problems, forcing many of its citizens to rely on remittances from relatives working in Russia
or on the trafficking of narcotics coming from neighbouring Afghanistan.277
Emomalii Rahmon was formerly the Supreme Soviet of the Tajik Soviet Socialist Republic
and now continues his strong-arm rule as president of Tajikistan. He was elected to a fourth
term in 2013 after the passage of a referendum which allowed him to stand for two additional
seven-year terms. The OSCE declared that the election lacked ‘a genuine choice and
meaningful pluralism.’ International observers maintain that the country has not had a truly
free election since 1992. Indeed, President Rahmon has been frequently accused of presiding
over fraudulent elections and arresting his political opponents on trumped up charges. In
December 2015, the president was granted life-long immunity from prosecution as his regime
continued efforts to consolidate power.278
Of the 8.3 million inhabitants in Tajikistan, 85% are Sunni of the Hanafi sect, 5% are Shiite,
and 10% are of other faiths, such as Russian Orthodoxy, Protestantism, and Jehovah's
Witnesses.279 Strict state control of religious practices suppresses the free expression of
religion in a number of spheres: rigid standards for government registration, state-mandated
curriculum for imams’ sermons, closure of madrassahs, and censoring of religious
literature.280 Tajikistan also prohibits those under the age of eighteen from receiving religious
education or worshipping at mosques and churches, often viewed as a strategy to secularize
future generations. Jehovah's Witnesses, as well as some Protestant and Islamic movements,
have been formally banned.281
Salafist Muslims in Prison
In April 2016 Romish Bobyev, Otabek Azimov, Abdurahmon Ismoilov, and Kurshed
Suvanov were arrested in Dushanbe for being members of a Salafist movement and for
participating in ‘extremist’ activities. Bobyev was sentenced to sixteen years, Azmov to
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fourteen and Ismoilov and Suvanov each to three years. The case went to the court of appeals,
but the outcome is not yet known.
In late March 2016, Imams Sulaymon Boltuyev, Madksud Urunov, Abdujamil Yusupov,
and three other imams were arrested in the Sogd Region for inciting religious hostility. They
have denied the accusations, which were brought against them under Criminal Code Article
189, Part 1, concerning incitement to ‘hatred or dissension.’ Additional information about the
case against them or their condition has not been forthcoming.
In January 2016, Imam Khamid Karimov was arrested in the village of Bobjon in the Sogd
Region for participation in a banned Salafi Muslim movement. Karimov said that his ‘only
guilt was active propagation of Islam in Sogd and teaching others to do so.’ He was charged
with Criminal Code Article 307, Part 2 and Article 189, Part 1 and sentenced on 18th April
2016 to eight years in prison by Judge Boir Zoirzoda of Sogd Region's Bobojon Gofurov
District Court.
Along with Imam Karimov were arrested Muhammadsayid Sayidov, Abdujamid
Abdukadirov, Mirzomuhammad Rahmatov, and Farhod Karimov. The men claimed in
their defence that ‘the only thing presented as evidence was that they prayed differently and
taught not according to the Hanafi but the Salafi School.’ They were charged under Criminal
Code Article 307-3 Part 2 which punishes activities in a banned extremist organisation. All
four men were sentenced to seven-year prison terms by the same judge as Khamid Karimov.
In March 2016, Imam-haytp Muboroksho Khasanov and Fazliddin Gadoyev were arrested
in the village of Kalai in Rogun for participation in the banned Salafi Muslim Movement and
specifically for praying in the Salafi style. They were charged with Criminal Code Article
189, Part 1. Their sentence and place of detention are presently unknown. Khasanov was
arrested alongside the village doctor, Fazliddin Gadoyev, and twenty-five others and taken to
the Prdavsi Police in Ushanbe. Some of the younger prisoners have been released. The family
members believe that their relatives were actually arrested for wearing their beards long, in
the Salafi manner.
Between 9th and 14th May 2016, Alisher Olimov, Kobil Sanginov, Gufron Anvarov, Dovud
Okhunov, and Khurshed Bofarov were arrested in the Kanibadam District of Sogd for being
members of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood Organisation and were charged under Criminal
Code Article 307-2, which prohibits banned extremist organisations. Their sentence is
currently unknown, and they have been held at the Khujand District Police Detention Centre.
On 11th February 2016, Muhammadi Rahmatullo (Alias Mullah Muhammadi) was
arrested on three charges, one of which was inciting religious enmity. Rahmatullo was a
leader of a conservative Salafist movement. He was sentenced in July to eight years in prison.
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Tablighi Jamaat Muslims in Prison
Mulloh Abdulloh was arrested in 2009 on suspicion of being a leader of the banned Tablighi
Jamaat movement in Qurghonteppa. He was charged with Article 307 of the Criminal Code.
Suhrob Sharifov was arrested in 2010 in Khatlon for suspicion of membership in the banned
Tablighi Jamaat. He was charged with Article 307 of the Criminal Code and fined 26,700
somoni.
Murodbek Galandarov was also arrested in 2011 in Sarband for the same reason as
Sharifov.
In 2012, Abdujalol Valiev and Tohir Zoirov were arrested in B. Ghafurov for suspicion of
membership in Tablighi Jamaat and sentenced to three years in prison.
In January 2015, Abdulloh Ishogov, Payravjon Ashurov, and Zarif Nuriffinov were
arrested on suspicion of membership in Tablighi Jamaat and were sentenced to three years in
prison.
In 2015, Amrokhon Ergashov was arrested for suspicion of membership in Tablighi Jamaat
(Criminal Code Article 307, 187, and 195). He was sentenced to twelve years in prison.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
Laws commonly used to prosecute religious individuals include Criminal Code Article 189
Part 1 and Article 307-2. Article 189 has been used to charge Salafists who express religious
views that differ from the more prevalent Hanafi Islam in Tajikistan. The article prohibits
‘actions leading to inciting national, racial, local, or religious hatred or dissension, humiliation
of national dignity, as well as propaganda of the exclusiveness of citizens based on their
religion, national, racial or local origin, if committed in public or using means of mass media.’
Acts as simple as praying in the Salafi manner or wearing a long beard are enough to draw
charges under this criminal code.
Article 307-2 refers to specific organisations that are banned in the country, such as Salafist
associations, the Muslim Brotherhood, or Tablighi Jamaat. It prohibits ‘participating in or
organising the activity of political parties, social or religious organisations, or other
organisations liquidated or banned by a court for extremist activity.’ It is under this article that
followers of Tablighi Jamaat followers have been typically charged.
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Worship at sacred places and participation in sacred rituals are essential elements of many
religions, including Islam; however, a 2011 law called the ‘Parental Responsibility Law’ has
prohibited minors under the age of eighteen to participate in religious events apart from
funerals. In 2014, two men were arrested in connection with these laws for teaching schoolaged children from the Koran.282 Virtually all religious practices are regulated by the
Committee on Religious Affairs (CRA). All mosques and churches must seek registration
with the CRA to operate freely.
Almost all registered mosques have been equipped by the CRA with security cameras to
oversee the events on the premises. The law restricts prayer to only four locations: home,
mosques, cemeteries, and shrines. For Hanafi women, the tradition is even more restrictive, as
Hanafi women may only pray at home. The prohibition does not apply to Christian and Shia
women. Other aspects of religious life that are controlled by the CRA include private
celebrations, weddings, funerals, and celebrations of the Prophet Muhammad's birthday. In
2014, the CRA even distributed a 300 page manual of forty-five sermons that are acceptable
for imams to use in Friday services.283

National Standards for Detention Conditions
Article 117 of the Criminal Code prohibits torture, which is defined as ‘causing physical or
mental suffering by systematic assault or other forcible means.’284 Even still, the law falls
short of condemning government or prison authorities for using torture in an official capacity.
Tajikistan agreed to implement recommendations made under its 2013 Universal Periodic
Review, including a plan of action to combat the use of torture by prison officials. Article
143-1 was introduced into the country’s Criminal Code, underscoring that torture is a crime
when used by public officials and is punishable by two to five years of imprisonment with
fines.285 The Criminal Executive Code of Tajikistan also includes many rights granted to
convicts that protect their unalienable rights and ensure their physical well-being. Below are
just a few of the relevant provisions written into the code:286




The Republic of Tajikistan respects and protects rights, freedoms and legal interests of
convicted persons, provides for conditions of serving of a sentence established by law,
guarantees of social justice, legal protection, as well as personal security during
execution of a sentence. (Article 15-1)
Convicted persons shall be guaranteed freedom of conscience and religion. Each
convicted person has a right to determine independently his attitude to religion,
practice any religion separately or jointly with other people or practice no religion,
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participate in performing religious cults, rituals and ceremonies, freely choose and
have religious or atheistic convictions and act according to them. (Article 21-1)
Convicted persons have the right to polite treatment by staff of the criminal executive
institution or body. They shall not be subject to cruel or dignity-degrading treatment.
The application of coercive measures shall be based only on law. (Article 16-2)
Convicted persons have the right to have meetings with family members, relatives and
receive food and other articles of prime necessity. (Article 16-8)

Tajikistan shares the unfortunate trait of many of its central Asian neighbours, which
ostensibly guarantees human rights through legal structures but fails to deliver on these rights
in practice.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Tajikistan
There is a dire need for improvement of prison conditions in Tajikistan, according to reports
from various international organisations and NGOs which have observed grave human rights
violations in these facilities, including poor living conditions, excessive punishments and even
torture. In 2014, UN Special Rapporteur on torture Juan Mendez commented that ‘Tajikistan
still needs to bridge the gap between policies and reality,’287 referring to the lack of progress
in the areas of torture and mistreatment of prisoners since the country’s stated plan for reform
in the wake of its 2013 Universal Periodic Review (UPR).
The 2016 UPR found Tajikistan negligent in providing basic necessities for inmates. The
Human Rights Committee and Committee against Torture expressed concern for poor prison
conditions and reports of poor ventilation, unsanitary conditions and inadequate food and
health care in detention facilities.288 The committees also reported harsh conditions for
inmates who were serving life sentences, such as severe isolation, poor living conditions, and
limited access to family members and legal counsel.289
Medical treatment is especially particularly deficient. In 2014 alone, eighty inmates died in
medical facilities, twenty-five died from tuberculosis and fifty-five from other diseases.290
The spread of contagious diseases such as tuberculosis among inmates is a common problem
in Central Asia's prison systems, where inmates are kept in crowded and poorly ventilated
cells that allow disease to thrive.
Mistreatment and intimidation by prison authorities are common in Tajikistan’s penal system.
For instance, Human Rights Watch investigated the condition of Abubakr Azizkhodzhaev,
who was imprisoned in 2016 for criticizing the government publicly and reported that jail
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officials received food and clothing meant for Azizkhodzhaev but did not pass on the items to
him. Those who were able to visit him reported seeing burns on his body and physical
evidence of beatings.291
In another case, dozens of inmates being transferred from facilities in Dushanbe to Khujand
were abused upon arrival in an effort by authorities to encourage submissive behaviour. The
prisoners claim that they were stripped naked, insulted, and physically abused by some fifteen
to twenty law enforcement officials.292 Some of the inmates who were beaten, often with
rubber batons, repeatedly lost consciousness during the abuse. The prisoners sent a letter to
the general prosecutor in Dushanbe, pleading for him to take action against the local prison
authorities, but the letter received no response. Relatives of the prisoners staged a protest
outside the prosecutor's office to no avail.
Despite the recommendations of the 2013 UPR, torture continues in Tajikistan’s prisons and
leads to fatalities every year. Indeed, in two separate incidents in 2016, two inmates in
Dushanbe were found dead in their cells with signs of torture, including hot iron burns on one
of the bodies.293 A climate of impunity is deeply rooted, as allegations of torture are not
effectively investigated and prosecuted.294
In fact, since 2012 only four officials have been convicted under Article 143-1. Victims of
mistreatment are frequently intimidated by prison authorities and fear repercussions for
reporting their experiences to lawyers or human rights advocates. Sometimes the only way to
avoid mistreatment is to get their relatives to pay bribes to prison officials.295

Conclusions
Religious suppression is just one part of a larger political strategy by the Rahmon government
to prevent opposition forces from mobilizing in Tajikistan. The government seeks to
consolidate power by forceful tactics. Citizens tolerate its targeting of groups such as Tablighi
Jamaat and Salafists for security reasons; anything seems preferable to the chaos they
experienced during the dreadful period after the country’s independence.
The people of Tajikistan live in extreme poverty and have not succeeded in building an
effective civil society to counter the abuses of its government. Corruption, impunity, and
abusive treatment of prisoners continue unabated, and it is widely acknowledged.
Tajikistan should give priority to meeting the UN minimum standards for the treatment of
prisoners and to the reforms to which it has committed itself under the UPR. It should also
release those prisoners who are there solely for the peaceful practice of religious activities and
lift the ban on organisations like Tablighi Jamaat and Salafists that do not practice or advocate
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violence. These actions are long overdue and would go far to bring the country in line with
those of modern democratic states.
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Turkmenistan
Turkmenistan gained its independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. Like several other
former Soviet states, the country maintained much of its communist leadership by simply
altering the names of its institutions and political parties. In 1991, the Turkmen Communist
Party became the Democratic Party of Turkmenistan, its First Secretary, Saparmurat Niyazov,
became President of the newly-independent state of Turkmenistan. Upon Niyazov’s death in
2006, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow, also from the Democratic Party, became the country’s
second president. In 2012, Berdimuhamedow was reelected to the presidency with a
questionable 97% vote.296
Turkmenistan has a population of 5.2 million, 89% of which are Muslim. Another 9% identify
as Eastern Orthodox, leaving a tiny minority to represent various other religions. The
government has been highly repressive of religious freedom and only registered religious
organizations – approximately 141 in number, mostly Muslim – have the right to practice
freely.
Even legally registered groups are permitted a limited range of activities related to worship.
Other activities, such as distributing literature, educating children without approval, or
proselytizing, are punishable with fines or imprisonment.
Some groups, such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, have been particularly restricted by law because
of their tendency to proselytize and publicly share their religious beliefs. They have also been
targeted for their conscientious objection to military service. Turkmenistan offers no
alternative service and the punishment for refusal to enlist is a two-year prison term.
Jehovah’s Witnesses have been beaten, arbitrarily detained, sexually assaulted, and otherwise
mistreated by government officials.297
While there is little information about prisoners being held for long periods of time in
Turkmenistan, police can detain citizens for shorter periods, such as fifteen to thirty days,
during which they are often physically and verbally abused. Because of the country’s lack of
cooperation with international organizations and unwillingness to share information, it can be
assumed there are more existing prisoners than those that are mentioned below.
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Prison
A minority of about 2% of Turkmen adhere to various Christian groups such as Jehovah’s
Witnesses. In 2016, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been subjected to harassment and
mistreatment, beatings, intimidation, unwarranted searches, detention, seizure of religious
publications, and fines for exercising their religious beliefs. The Witnesses’ practices of
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sharing their faith with others, distributing religious literature, hosting meetings in private
homes, and rejecting military service have posed difficulties in Turkmenistan.
Some Cases
On 6th February 2015, fifty-two-year-old Bahram Hemdemov was arrested in Turkmenabad
for “fomenting social, national and religious strife” (Criminal Code 177) and has been
imprisoned since 14th March 2015. Hemdemov claims he was simply hosting a religious
meeting. On 19th May, he was sentenced by the Lebap Regional Court to four years in the LBK12 labor camp in Seydi. On 25th August, he was denied appeal to the Supreme Court.
On 16th June 2016, Artur Yangibayev was arrested at his home in Seydi for refusing
compulsory military service (Criminal Code Article 219). He was detained from 8 th to 30th
August before being released with a two-year suspended sentence.
On 30th June 2016, thirty-two-year-old Mansur Masharipov was arrested in Ashgabad for
allegedly assaulting a police officer. He denies the change, saying that he had been targeted
ever since his house was raided by police in 2014 where Bibles and other religious literature
were destroyed. On 18th August, Masharipov was sentenced under Criminal Code 211 part 1
to one year of imprisonment in Dashoguz.
On 17th July 2016, Sanjarbek Saburov was arrested in Dashoguz for refusal of compulsory
military service (Criminal Code Article 219). After being detained for three weeks in pre-trial
preventative detention, Saburov received a suspended two-year prison sentence.
Sunni Muslims in Prison
Currently at least twenty-one Muslims are imprisoned in Turkmenistan on charges of
“Wahhabism.” While Wahhabism is a common branch of Islam in some countries, such as
Saudi Arabia, it is often regarded in central Asia as any fundamentalist Muslim group that
strictly adheres to the five pillars of Islam. Turkmen government policy prefers a more
mainstream and progressive approach to Islam and fundamentalist groups are considered
dangerous to the secular society. This intolerance for religious diversity has resulted in the
arrest and torture of Bahram Saparov and other fundamentalist Muslims in Turkmenistan.
Some Cases
35 year old Bahram SAPAROV and 20 other Sunnis including Adylbek, Meylis, Atajan,
Kamiljan and Allaberdi (last names unknown) were arrested in Turkmenabad in May of
2014 for charges of Wahhabism. They were found guilty by the Lebap Regional Court in
Turkmenabad, but the duration of their sentence is not known. The prisoners were originally
detained at the high security Ovadan-Depe Prison, but since the closure of this facility their
whereabouts has been unknown.
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The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The Constitution of Turkmenistan guarantees its citizens the rights to “individually or jointly
with others profess any religion or none, to express and disseminate beliefs related to attitude
toward religion, to participate in religious observances, rituals and ceremonies.” 298
Even still, the Criminal Code of Turkmenistan has been used to punish religious people in
direct contradiction with the country’s Constitution. Articles 177(2) and 219(1) of the
Criminal Code are consistently used against Jehovah’s Witnesses who proselyte, distribute
religious literature, or object to military service. In one case, Article 177(2) was used to
prosecute Bahram Hemdemov when he hosted a religious meeting in his home. Hemdemov is
still being detained at this time and has been subjected to harsh prison conditions and torture.
In 2014, dozens of young men who were conscientious objectors to military service were
granted amnesty, and the government began to give corrective labor sentences and a 20% fine
on their income rather than prison sentences. However, punishments for violations of Article
219(2) remain officially unchanged. It is possible that in future conscientious objectors could
again be handed prison sentences for their choice to refuse military service under Article
177(2): inciting social, national, or religious enmity,299 or Article 219(1): evasion of military
service in the absence of legal grounds for exemption from such service.300

National Standards for Detention Conditions
The government of Turkmenistan has pledged to match prison standards to international
norms. Constitutional provisions and the Criminal Code ban torture as well as inhuman and
degrading treatment. The Turkmen government should immediately make necessary policy
changes in keeping with its constitutional law that reads “no one can be subjected to torture,
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”301
In a 2009 report to the UN Committee Against Torture (CAT), Turkmenistan claimed to meet
UN penitentiary standards and that the prison conditions do not threaten the lives or health of
prisoners.
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Other legal provisions include:





Citizens may challenge before a court of law the decisions and actions of State bodies,
other organizations and officials (Constitution, Article 43).
Under Article 45 of the Constitution, no one may be forced to give evidence or
testimony against himself or his close relatives. Evidence obtained through
psychological or physical pressure or other unlawful methods has no legal force.
Penal measures imposed on offenders may not be aimed to cause physical suffering or
humiliate.

Numerous NGOs confirm that these provisions are not being upheld in Turkmenistan.

National and International Reports on Prison Conditions in Turkmenistan
The government of Turkmenistan releases almost no official information regarding its prisons
to the outside world. The Economist Democracy index ranks democracy in Turkmenistan as
162th out of 167 countries, ahead of only Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Central African Republic,
Syria and North Korea.302 International NGOs have collected data from interviews with exconvicts, family members of prisoners, and former officials to report on the status of the
prisons in Turkmenistan.
The country's prisons are seriously overcrowded. Cells designed for four people often hold six
to eight and those designed for ten people may hold eighteen to twenty. 303 Turkmenistan’s
prison system contains approximately 534 inmates to every 100,000 people of the population.
In most European countries the ratio is eighty to ninety per 100,000. Many inmates are forced
to share cells with people who have contagious diseases, such as tuberculosis or skin diseases
which thrive in damp prison conditions.
A recent report by the Norwegian Helsinki Committee describes abuses against women in the
Turkmen prison system. At one women’s detention facility, food quality was low to the point
of malnourishment despite the hard work required of the prisoners six days out of the week.
Forms of punishment for violating prison rules included detention in a small cell with up to
eight other people and no beds. At this same facility it was reported that cells did not include
proper ventilation and summer temperatures could reach a constant level of over 40 degrees
Celsius. Pregnant women are returned to work one to two days after giving birth, and
prisoners in need of medication often informally pay doctors to bring in medication at high
costs, if it is even available at all.304
The Turkmenistan Independent Lawyers Association has reported human rights violations
based on their research of the infamous LBK-12 facility. Beatings are common at LBK-12,
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such as one case in which an inmate had all of his teeth knocked out and showed bruises and
cigarette burns all over his body. Exposure to the elements is also common at the LBK-12
facility, where inmates are repeatedly exposed to temperatures of -20 degrees Celsius in the
winter and +50 Celsius in the summer. LBK-12 has an excessively high mortality rate of
5.2%. According to accounts from ex-prisoners, fights that lead to serious injuries or death
often break out between inmates about which prison staff do nothing. Nutrition is poor in
LBK-12, and prisoners rely on family members to deliver most of their basic necessities, if
allowed to visit.305
Instances of sexual abuse have risen in recent years. Law enforcement has employed torture
tactics that include electric shocks, asphyxiation, rape, forced administration of psychotropic
drugs, deprivation of food and drink and exposure to extreme cold.”306 It is common for these
torture methods to be used against conscientious objectors to military conscription. One report
by Turkmen journalist and civil activist Ruslan Myatiev stated that "Beatings and sexual
violence are directed at those who have angered authorities for any reason. Many who have
left the prisons say they were beaten daily with everything from batons to plastic bottles filled
with water. Some inmates, especially gay men, report being raped by guards and other
prisoners. Others, like the sixt-one men suspected of planning a revolt in the Seidi prison in
eastern Turkmenistan, say they were forced to perform sexual acts on each other as
punishment for insubordination."

Conclusions
Soviet-style criminal justice does little to dissuade discrimination against religious minorities
in Turkmenistan. Government efforts to control religious activities through intimidation and
suppression of individual liberties have resulted in severe policing and the promotion of antidemocratic policies which leave no room for even the most benign expressions of religious
faith.
The Government of Turkmenistan should immediately release all prisoners being detained
solely for the peaceful exercise of their religion and end the prohibitions on religious freedom
that impede its citizens from pursuing religious practices without fear of official sanctions.
The government should also institute an alternative civilian service for Jehovah’s Witnesses
and other individuals who are legitimate conscientious objectors to military service. Prisons
should be opened for inspection by international organizations such as the Red Cross/Red
Crescent that have been denied access in the past. All government officials that have used
torture, abuse, and other degrading forms of treatment against prisoners should be held
accountable for their actions and brought to criminal trial.
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Uzbekistan
Islam Karimov was president of the Republic of Uzbekistan from its independence from
Soviet rule in 1991 until his death in 2016. While in office he served four terms despite the
constitutionally mandated two-term limit. Prime Minister Shavkat Mirziyoyev was appointed
by the Supreme Assembly of Uzbekistan to serve as interim president.
In principle, the Constitution of Uzbekistan guarantees the freedom to worship, freedom from
religious persecution, and the freedom to establish religious schools and train clergy.
However, the 1998 Law on Conscience and Freedom of Religion stipulated that these rights
are not universal and only given to a select number of ‘registered’ religious groups. 307 In fact,
even registered groups can face restrictions for activities that the state considers to be in
conflict with national security or the best interests of the nation.
Uzbekistan’s population is just over twenty-nine million, at least 88% of which are Sunni
Muslim. An estimated 9% of the population is Eastern Orthodox and 3% represent other
beliefs.308 Strict state control of religion has resulted in imprisonment, fines, torture, and
intimidation of Uzbek citizens. All religious publications and materials must be approved by
the government, and proselytizing is illegal.309
In 2016, Muslims and Protestants of various sects were imprisoned and mistreated because of
their religious beliefs and practices.
Muslims in Prison
Furkat Abdullayev was arrested in 2010 in Navoi for meeting with others to study the
Qu‘ran and to pray. Officials charged Abdullayev with Criminal Code Article 244-1 Part 3,
‘production and dissemination of materials containing a threat to public security and public
order’ and Article 244-1 Part 1, ‘creation, leadership or participation in religious extremist,
separatist, fundamentalist or other banned organizations.’ On 28th June 2010, Abdullayev was
sentenced to twelve years of detention.
Mansurkhon Akhmedov was charged with Criminal Code Article 244-2 Part 1 when he was
arrested for possession of a music CD that supposedly contained a sermon on the Islamic
Caliphate. On 25th May 2016, Akhmedov was sentenced to five years in prison alongside
Jonibek Turdiboyev. Prosecutors used the testimony of a jailed relative Madatjob
Inamutdinov, which was likely acquired through torture.
Nodyr Barnayev was arrested in 2010 in Navoi for meeting with others to study the Qu‘ran
and to pray. Officials used Criminal Code Article 244-1 Parts 1 and 3 to charge him with
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extremism and threatening the public order. On 28th June 2010, Barnayev was sentenced to
nine years detention.
In November 2009, Mehrinisso Hamdamova was arrested for ‘attempts to change the
constitutional order of Uzbekistan’ (Article 244-1). Hamdamova claims she was simply
teaching Islam in a mosque in Karshi. In April 2010, she was sentenced to six and a half years
in jail at the female prisoners’ camp in Zangiota District. On 5 November 2016, the day she
was supposed to be released, she was moved to a new and unknown prison location to await
trial for unknown charges.
Zulhumor Hamdamova was arrested in 2009 for ‘attempts to change the constitutional order
of Uzbekistan’ (Criminal Code Article 159, 244-1). On 10th April 2010, she was sentenced to
six and a half years in jail at the female prison camp in Zangiota. She was due to be released
in May 2016, but her sentence was increased by three years on unknown charges. Her new
location is currently unknown.
Between May and July 2012, Gayrat Khusanov and Shuhray Yunusov were arrested in
Tashkent for meeting to read the Qu’ran, discuss questions of faith, and learn how to pray.
They were charged under Criminal Code Article 244-1 Part 3. On 22nd November 2012, they
were sentenced by the Yukorichirchik District Court to seven years of detention at the
Yangibazar Detention Center.
In the spring of 2010, there were numerous arrests of Muslims that were gathering privately to
pray and to read the Qu‘ran. Abdugani Kamolov, Zukhriddin Kamolov, Rakhmatillo
Khamdamov, Shakirzhon Khamdamov, Bobur Khatamov, Rakhmatilla Makhmudov,
Ulugbek Otakuziyev, Mukhmadin Sotivoldiyev, Avazbek Turayev, Rakhmonzhon
Turabayev, and Ravshanbek Umarbayev were among those who were arrested. The
defendants were charged with Criminal Code Article 244-1, Part 3. On 28th June 2010, each
was sentenced to nine years of detention. For being leaders at the meetings, Tubaryev was
sentenced to thirteen years and Umarbayev was sentenced to fourteen. See full prisoners list
for more information.
On 9th January 2016, Bakhtiyor Khudaiberdiyev was arrested at Tashkent Airport for
possession of extremist materials and charged under Criminal Code a rticle 244-2 Part 2 and
article 159. In August 2016, he was sentenced to six years imprisonment at an unknown
location.
On 4th March 2016, 24 year old Davron Komoliddinov was arrested in Krasnoyarsk, Russia,
for ‘inciting ethnic, racial or religious hatred’ (Article 156), attempting to undermine the
constitutional order of Uzbekistan (Article 159) and participation in a religious extremist
organization (Article 244-2). Komoliddinov’s defense stated that while in Russia he had
accessed online sermons, teachings, and photos of Uzbek religious leaders. The Fergana
Regional Court found him guilty on all three charges and sentenced him to seven years in
prison. His sentence was upheld by a court of appeals. Komoliddinov is being held in Prison
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Colony 64/61 in Karshi, and torture has reportedly been used against him to force false
confessions.
On 8th April 2014, Zoirjon Mirzayev was arrested in Tashkent for possession of extremist
materials and smuggling them across the border (Criminal Code Article 246 Part 1). Officials
found twenty-nine sermons on his mobile phone which were considered extremist. He was
sentenced to five years in prison.
On 20th September 2013, Zuboyd Mirzorakhimov was arrested in the Bekabad District of
Tashkent for possession of extremist materials and smuggling them through the customs
border (Article 246 Part 1). Sermons that had been downloaded to his mobile phone were
considered extremist. On 16th October 2013, he was sentenced to five years in prison and an
appeal was rejected in November.
Around 28th December 2012, Ravsah Rahmatullayev was arrested for the ‘illegal
establishment or reactivation of illegal public associations or religious organizations, as well
as active participation in their activities.’ (Criminal Code Article 216, 244-1, and 246 Part1)
On 17th July 2013, he was sentenced to six years in prison in the Karshi [Qarshi] Labor Camp.
Shahlo Rakhmanova was arrested in November of 2009 for ‘attempts to change the
constitutional order of Uzbekistan’ (Criminal Code Article 159 and 244-1). She claims she
was simply teaching Islam in a mosque in Karshi. In April 2010, she was sentenced to six and
a half years in prison.
On 7th April 2012, Khayrullo Tursunov, a resident of Almaty Kazakhstan, was arrested for
practicing faith outside of state-run mosques and then fleeing to Kazakhstan. On 9th April
2012, the Aktobe City Specialized Administrative Court approved his detention and he was
extradited to Uzbekistan. After several appeals, Tursunov’s extradition was upheld and in
June 2013 he was sentenced to twelve years in prison by the Kashkadarya Regional Criminal
Court. He was detained at Aktobe until February 2013 when he was moved to Almaty. He is
now located in Tashkent.
On 1st of June 2016, four Sufi leaders, whose names are currently unknown, were arrested in
Bukharan under Criminal Code Article 216 or ‘illegal establishment or reactivation of illegal
public associations or religious organizations, as well as active participation in their
activities.’ They were sentenced the same day to four years in prison.
Said Nursi Followers in Prison
In early 2010, Nutfullo Aminov, Mukhtar Hotamov, Umidjon Jumayev, Ilkhom Rajabov,
Tukhtakul Shodiyev, Isandar Ubaydov, and Anvar Zaripov were arrested for participation
in an extremist organization (Criminal Code Article 244-1 Part 3 and 244-2 Part 1). Aminov,
Jumayev, Ubaydov, and Zaripov were each sentenced to six years in prison, Shodiyev
received seven, and Hotamov and Rajabov received eight years.
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Until April 2009, Ikrom Merajov was a university lecturer. He was arrested in Bukhara after
studying the works of Said Nursi for participation in an extremist organization (Criminal
Code Article 244-1 Part 3 and 244-2 Part1). Merajov was sentenced to nine years in prison
and is being held at a labor camp near Chirchik in the Taskent Region.
In 2010, Kamal Odilov was arrested for participation in an extremist organization (Criminal
Code Article 244-1 Part 3 and 244-2 Part 1). He was sentenced to six years in prison. Just as
Odilov’s prison term was due to expire in January of 2016, authorities imposed a further
prison term. When Odilov’s parents arrived on 1st February 2016 to his place of detention,
they were told that he had gotten into a fight the day before. It is unknown which court issued
Odilov the extended sentence or under which Criminal Code Article the extension was
justified.
In April of 2009, Botir Tukhtamurodov was arrested in Bukhara for participation in an
extremist organization (Criminal Code Article 244-1 Part 3 and 244-2 Part 1). He was
sentenced to six years, but in 2015 his sentence was extended by another three years in a labor
camp. Officials told Tukhtamurodov and his relatives that he would not be freed until his
brother Bobirjon Tukhtamurodov returned from Russia, where he sought refuge in January
2010.
Protestants in Prison
On 18th January 2010, Tohar Haydarov was arrested for illegal production, storage and other
operations with narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances (Criminal Code Article 276 Part
2a.m) and later sentenced to ten years in prison at Karshi, Kashkadarya Region. Haydarov
claims that the police planted the drugs on him after relatives asked local police to help them
force him, a convert to Christianity, to return to Islam.
Doniyor Akhmedov was arrested on 16th March 2016 on his way to Namangan Region for
‘illegal distribution’ of religious literature when he offered a religious leaflet to a passer-by.
Akhmedow was prosecuted using Administrative Offences Code Article 240 (‘violation of the
Religion Law’, including by holding unregistered religious meetings or sharing one's faith
with others. He was imprisoned for fifteen days at the Ahangaran Police Station and Tashkent
Region detention center, and then released with a fine of three-year official minimum wage.
Dmitri Inyushev and Shokir Rahkmatullayev were arrested on 9th November 2016 in
Termez for possession of religious literature outside the premises of the state approved belief
community. (They had been keeping literature at their private homes.) They were prosecuted
with the Criminal Code Article 184-2, or ‘illegal production, storage, or import, with the
intent to distribute or actual distribution of religious materials by physical persons’ as well as
Article 240 Part 1, or ‘carrying out of unauthorized religious activity’. The judge gave the
men five-day prison sentences and ordered them to pay 15% of one-month minimum salary as
‘compensation’ for the costs of jailing them. They were released on 14th November 2016.
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On 12th March 2016, Latifzhon Mamazhanov was arrested in Fergana for illegally storing
Christian books in his home (Administrative Offences Code Article 184-2). He was detained
for fifteen days under harsh and overcrowded conditions. He was also subjected to torture
several times and placed in a cell with informers who tried to convince him to claim
responsibility for unsolved crimes.
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan ensures its citizens the right to ‘profess or not
to profess any religion’ as well the right to practice this religion without discrimination.
Despite these constitutional guarantees, the government of Uzbekistan has used the following
articles from its Criminal Code to target and imprison individuals and members of religious
groups:
Article 156: Incitement of Ethnic, Racial or Religious Hatred
Article 159: Attempts to change the constitutional order of Uzbekistan
Article 216: Illegal establishment or reactivation of illegal public associations or religious
organisations, as well as active participation in their activities
Article 244-1
Part 1: Creation, leadership or participation in religious extremist, separatist, fundamentalist
or other banned organisations
Part 3: (a) Production and dissemination of materials containing a threat to public security and
public order310

National Standards for Detention Conditions
The following articles in Chapter 7 (‘Personal Rights and Freedoms’) of the Constitution of
Uzbekistan define the rights of its citizens in the event of an arrest. These rights were ignored
in many of the cases of religious prisoners mentioned above.
Article 25. Everyone shall have the right to freedom and inviolability of the person.
No one may be arrested or taken into custody except on lawful grounds.
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Article 26. No one may be adjudged guilty of a crime except by the sentence of a court and in
conformity with the law. Such a person shall be guaranteed the right to legal defense during
open court proceedings.
No one may be subject to torture, violence or any other cruel or humiliating treatment.
No one may be subject to any medical or scientific experiments without his consent.3
Families of prisoners may visit for up to four hours, two to four times per year; however,
some families have reported that they were denied these visits or that permission to visit was
dependent on bribes to prison officials. Communication between close family members and
the prisoner is allowed through letters or phone calls, but this right is sometimes withheld.
The government also allows prisoners to practice their religion, but some rituals, such as
Islamic morning prayers, are often denied because they conflict with the prison schedule.
Minors, women, prisoners over the age of 60, foreigners, and those with mental handicaps
qualify for amnesty and are sometimes granted either complete release or release to a work
camp; however, prison officials are given discretion in this matter and prisoners are frequently
denied amnesty for violation of prison rules or procedures. 311

International Reports on Prison Conditions in Uzbekistan
The most qualitative data that is available to the public on prison conditions in Uzbekistan
comes from letters or conversations between prisoners and their relatives. International
inspectors have been granted access to select prison facilities while leaving others unseen by
all but a few prison guards.
Reports by various NGOs and international agencies have indicated that conditions in Uzbek
prisons are far from acceptable and are not in compliance with international standards such as
the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners.
Human Rights Watch recently published a study of thirty-four prisoners in Uzbekistan which
incorporated numerous testimonies of family members, former government officials, scholars,
and other sources. Of those thirty-four prisoners whose cases were examined, at least eighteen
were denied legal counsel, eleven had their sentences arbitrarily extended, and fifteen suffered
from critical health problems. All had experiences of overcrowded cells, poor food and water
quality, and inadequate medical treatment. At least twenty-nine of the thirty-four prisoners
made credible allegations of torture or ill-treatment:
They have been beaten with rubber truncheons or plastic bottles filled with water and
tortured with electric shock, hanging by wrists and ankles, threats of rape and sexual
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humiliation, asphyxiation with plastic bags and gas masks, threats of physical harm to
relatives, and denial of food or water.
Azam Farmonov, a rights activist behind bars since 2006, alleges that police placed a
sealed mask on his head to simulate suffocation and beat him on his legs and feet to
force a false confession. He said that during pretrial custody, he had been beaten on
the head with plastic bottles filled with water and that Uzbek security services officers
threatened to drive nails into his toes, as well as to harm his loved ones. 312
Tragically, these reports have done little to amend relations between Uzbekistan and Western
powers, as the latter’s policies have valued the geo-strategic importance of Uzbekistan over
its people. 313
The Association for Human Rights in Central Asia (AHCRA) reports that Uzbek prisons are
seriously overcrowded while the number of prisons continues to decline. Even still, reliable
data on the actual number of prisoners is hard to come by and some international
organizations have been expelled from the country.314 The US State Department has
documented reports of prisoners being held in cells without ventilation that reached
temperatures below freezing in the winter and excruciating heat in the summer. They may be
subjected to torture, psychological and sexual abuse, food deprivation, and electric shock.
Those convicted of ‘religious extremism’ are routinely denied their freedom at the end of their
prison terms. Prison authorities extend sentences by accusing religious prisoners of additional
crimes, violating prison rules, or claiming that they represented a continuing danger to
society. 315

Conclusions
Uzbekistan is a country whose politics and culture are still greatly influenced by its history of
Soviet domination from 1924 to 1991. It is a democracy on paper but not in practice. The
recent death of Islam Karimov marks the end of an era, where religious freedom was severely
limited. It is also an opportunity to leave that dark period behind and establish a new respect
for the fundamental rights and freedoms for all citizens of Uzbekistan.
The leadership of Uzbekistan would do well to begin by releasing prisoners that are being
held for the peaceful exercise of their human rights, including religious affiliation or practice.
Police and other officials who were perpetrators of torture and other mistreatment of prisoners
should also be held to account for these offenses against the people of Uzbekistan. It is only in
addressing the country’s painful history and forging a new path toward development,
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international cooperation, and respect for human rights that Uzbekistan will be ready to face
the challenges ahead.
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Vietnam
Vietnam has gone through many periods of independence and foreign rule, dating back
thousands of years. One of the oldest civilisations in Southeast Asia, the fertile land in the
south of the country was very attractive to foreign powers. As such, they were colonised by
the Chinese first, after which they enjoyed a long period of independence from roughly 950
CE to the 19th century when they were colonised by the French. The modern state of Vietnam
was formed in the wake of two lengthy wars, the first and second Indo-Chinese Wars (the
second is often referred to as the Vietnam War in western countries). The end of these wars,
following the fall of the Southern capital of Saigon in 1975, brought the country a unified
independence under a singular communist government.316
The lengthy periods of foreign involvement in the political and social affairs of the country
changed its religious and social makeup. Despite being over 80% atheist, Vietnam is home to
Buddhist, Catholic, Hoa Hao, and Cao Dai populations, with smaller Protestant and Muslim
communities.317 These communities are often concentrated into village or ethnic groups. An
example is the ethnic group called the Montagnards, who are Catholic and live mostly in the
Central Highlands.318
Vietnam is one of the last remaining Communist countries in the world.319 As such, while
they allow only limited religious freedom, beliefs that involve large-scale proselytization or
which might be seen as mobilising the masses are seen as a threat to the state ideology. This
conflicted relationship with religion is exacerbated by the fact that over the nearly three
decades of war, many Christianity professing ethnic groups fought against the North
Vietnamese Communists and opposed their strict policy of atheism. As a result, after the wars
were finished, many of these groups found themselves victims of repression. The
Montagnards320 and Hmong321 have been the targets of much of this, but it has also affected
the Buddhist community.322 Campaigning for religious and democratic freedom is viewed as
actions taken against the state in Vietnam and therefore considered a political crime.
The Vietnamese Constitution includes religious freedom; however, this freedom is extended
only to registered religious groups. This stipulation allows for the continuing restriction of
certain groups’ religious freedom through denial of their official registration. It should also be
noted however that while certain groups are denied their registration, other, newer groups are
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sometimes allowed to practice under those same laws. For instance, on 31 May 2016, the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS Church) was officially registered.323
Buddhists in Prison
Thích Quảng Độ
Eighty-eight year-old Thích Quảng Độ is the patriarch of the Unified Buddhist Church of
Vietnam (UBCV). He has been an outspoken proponent of religious and democratic freedom
for many decades. His initial arrest came in 1982, after which he was placed first in domestic
exile in the North, after which he was given over to house arrest at the Tanh Minh Zen
Monastery in Ho Chi Minh City.324
His imprisonment has come as a result of his vocal opposition to the Vietnamese
government’s attempts at co-opting and controlling religion in the country, most notably that
of the Buddhist church. His exile began when he protested against the creation of a statesponsored Buddhist church, replacing the already established Unified Buddhist Sangha of
which he is the head. The Communist Party’s policy of atheism has meant that those who
openly practice religion are far less likely to enjoy success. It is this lack of control over
teachings and free worship that has formed the central message of Thích Quảng Độ’s
teachings.325
He has remained politically and religiously active, despite his detention. As recently as June
2016, he called upon Buddhists in Vietnam to be catalysts for peace and democratic change.
He has stated that,
‘Freedom of religion is the mother of all freedoms. When the people’s right to
freedom of conscience is denied and their right to practice their spiritual beliefs
is suppressed, then all other freedoms, such as free speech, press freedom, the
right to form associations and to demonstrate become inaccessible.’ 326
Protestants in Prison
Ksor Y Dú
The perceived danger of organised religion for the Vietnamese government comes not only
from political activism, as in the case of Thích Quảng Độ. Many Christian denominations are
feared for their ability to proselytise. By converting to Christianity, they are being led away
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from the ideology of the Communist Party.
In January 2010, evangelical preachers Ksor Y Dú and Kpa Y Co were arrested for their
involvement in a fast-growing house church movement called the Vietnam Good News
Mission (VGNM) church. Ksor in particular had been active in the church community in the
years leading up to this most recent arrest, including demonstrating and preaching in local
communities. He had already done a prison term starting in 2004 lasting for four years with
one additional year under house arrest.327
According to locals, when Ksor was arrested by police, they bound his hands and dragged him
behind their motorcycles on the way to the station. He fell a few times, leaving him bruised
and bloodied. Ksor and Kpa were then held in police custody without trial for ten months. At
their trial they were sentenced to six years in prison and four years house arrest, and four
years in prison and two years house arrest, respectively.328
Catholics
Runh, Jonh, Byuk, Dinh Hron, Dinh Lu, A Hyum, A Tach, and Y Gyin
This group of eight Montagnards was arrested in Gia Lai and Kon Tum provinces in the
Vietnamese highlands. Like Ksor Y Dú, they were members of house churches in their
communities. The combination of their being part of the already targeted Montagnard
minority group and their active involvement in local-level religious activities prompted the
government to commence a large-scale crackdown in 2013. In particular, this group was
chosen for their involvement in the Ha Mon Catholic sect, which was founded by Y Gyin in
1999.329 They intended to organise resistance to a power plant whose construction would
forcibly relocate their village in 2008.330
The Ha Mon sect is banned in Vietnam and considered a ‘false religion.’ This is paired with
accusations of Gyin trying to spread rumours about miracles in an attempt to raise resistance
to government actions in the area. In particular, they allege that he claimed the Virgin Mary
appeared in Ha Mon, the place the government planned to build their power plant and
namesake of the sect. As such, they were accused of deliberately trying to mislead those from
less-developed areas and undermining national security in trying to establish their own
sovereign state.331
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Sentences for the eight ranged from three to eleven years in prison on official charges of
‘undermining the unity policy’ of the country. Also, the claims of their trying to form an
independent sovereign state were accepted by the presiding judge. 332
The full list of documented cases of FoRB prisoners for each denomination is available on the
USB key attached to this report and on our website: http://hrwf.eu/forb/forb-and-blasphemyprisoners-list/

Laws Used to Criminalize Religious Activities
The religious legislation333 gives authority for the control of religious affairs to the
government entirely. According to Article 3 of Vietnamese Legal Documents on Belief and
Religion, 2013, only religious groups recognised by the State can be legitimate religious
organisations. Those that the State refuses to recognise, such as the Ha Mon Catholics, do not
qualify for the consideration and protection under the law provided through Article 4. If a
group is not state sanctioned, it can be classified unilaterally as a threat to the national
ideology of the Communist Party and is therefore prosecutable under those relevant sections
of the Penal Code. Further, monitoring and control of even the registered religious groups is
given over to the State’s Vietnam Fatherland Front. Therefore, this piece of legislation, far
from providing religious freedom, acts as a means of controlling religious activity.
Vietnam Penal Code, 1999:
(Article 2)
All offenders are equal before the law, regardless of their sex, nationality,
beliefs, religion, social class and status.
To severely penalize conspirators, ringleaders, commanders, die-hard
opposers, wrong-doers, hooligans, dangerous recidivists, those who
have abused their positions and powers to commit crimes and those
who have committed crimes with treacherous ploys, in an organized
and professional manner, with intention to cause serious
consequences.
(Article 79)
Carrying out activities aimed at overthrowing the people’s administration
Those who carry out activities, establish or join organizations with intent to
overthrow the people’s administration shall be subject to the
following penalties:
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1. Organizers, instigators and active participants or those who cause serious
consequences shall be sentenced to between twelve and twenty years
of imprisonment, life imprisonment or capital punishment;
2. Other accomplices shall be subject to between five and fifteen years of
imprisonment.
(Article 87)
Undermining the unity policy
1. Those who commits one of the following acts with a view to opposing the
people’s administration shall be sentenced to between five and fifteen
years of imprisonment:
a) Sowing division among people of different strata, between people
and the armed forces or the people’s administration or social
organizations;
b) Sowing hatred, ethnic bias and/or division, infringing upon the
rights to equality among the community of Vietnamese
nationalities;
c) Sowing division between religious people and non-religious people,
division between religious believers and the people’s
administration or social organizations;
d) Undermining the implementation of policies for international
solidarity.
2. In case of committing less serious crimes, the offenders shall be sentenced
to between two and seven years of imprisonment.
Article 1(c), in combination with (a), (b) or (d), provide the basis for criminal proceedings,
resulting from the provisions in the Law on Belief and Religion examined earlier. Conversion
and more organised forms of practice are seen as an affront to non-religious persons and the
atheistic State. The fact that many of these organisations are based in the less developed rural
areas located in the Central Highlands also provide a potential basis for invoking 1(a), due to
the fact that these communities are less developed than Vietnamese society as a whole.
Law on Religion and Belief, 2016
On 18th November 2016, the country’s National Assembly adopted a new Law on Religion
and Belief which replaces the current Ordinance 22 on Belief and Religion and various other
decrees and regulations. It has been roundly criticised by rights advocates as being in
contravention of international standards which protect freedoms of religion and belief. The
new law strengthens state control of many aspects of religious life.
The new law enables the communist authorities to interfere intrusively in all aspects of
religious life and grossly contravenes the rights enshrined in Article 18 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
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Under the new law, registration remains mandatory, although the process is now accelerated
(it will take five years instead of twenty-three years to obtain state recognition) and makes no
provisions for religious groups who cannot, or choose not, to register with the state, such as
the Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam. Mandatory registration is a violation of Article 18
of the ICCPR, as UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief, Heiner Bielefeldt,
stressed after his visit to Vietnam: ‘the right to freedom of religion or belief is a universal
right which can never be ‘created’ by administrative procedures. Rather, it is the other way
around: registration should be an offer by the State but not a compulsory legal requirement’.
Advocates of freedom of religion or belief risk imprisonment under the vaguely-worded
‘prohibited acts’ cited in this law.
Unusually, whereas most laws come into force some months after their adoption, the Law on
Belief and Religion will not come into force until 1 January 2018.

National Standards for Detention Conditions
The Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 2013334:
(Article 20)
1. Everyone shall enjoy the inviolability of the individual and the legal
protection of his or her life, health, honour and dignity and is
protected against torture, violence, coercion, corporal punishment or
any form of treatment harming his or her body and health and offence
against honour and dignity.
(Article 30)
1. Everyone has the right to lodge complaints and denunciations about the
illegal acts of State bodies, organisations, and individuals with the
relevant State bodies, organisations and individuals.
Criminal Procedure Code, 2003335:
(Article 6)
Guarantee of citizens right to body inviolability
◦ Nobody shall be arrested without a court decision, decision made or
approved by the procuracies, except for cases where offenders are
caught red-handed.
◦ Arrest and detention of people must comply with the provisions of this
Code.
◦ All forms of coercion and corporal punishment are strictly forbidden.
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(Article 7)
Protection of life, health, honor, dignity and property of citizens
◦ Citizens have the right to have their life, health, honor, dignity and property
protected by law.
◦ All acts of infringing upon the life, health, honor, dignity and/or property
shall be handled according to law.
By these Articles, corporal punishment and other forms of torture are strictly prohibited.
Further, given the provision to health in both the Constitution and Criminal Procedure Code,
there is also the implied protection of other forms of mistreatment, particularly those relating
to nutrition and sanitation. The fact that these appear in both documents means that they apply
not only in general principles but should also in practice. Vietnam has amended and changed
their Constitution a few times in the last twenty-five years in order to better encapsulate
concepts of human rights and human rights protections into the mechanisms by which the
country operates. These documents reflect those efforts. Vietnam ratified the UN Convention
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment on 5th
February 2015.336

International Reports on Prison Conditions in Vietnam
Report of the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief, Heiner Bielefeldt, on
his visit to Viet Nam, 2014337:
(Paragraph 71)
Hmongs of the Duong Van Minh faith have also been subjected to arbitrary
detentions and imprisonment, beatings, torture, constant monitoring, and
pressure to renounce their faith.
(Paragraph 74)
Other individuals, for example, members of the Evangelical Mennonite
Church for example, have also suffered frequent heavy-handed police raids;
repeated invitations to ‘work sessions’ with the police; torture during
detention; pressure exercised on family members, especially those of
religiously persecuted refugees; acts of vandalism and the destruction of
places of worship, cemeteries and funeral sheds and homes; confiscation of
property; and systematic pressure to give up certain religious activities and
denounce their religion or belief.
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US Commission for International Religious Freedom Annual Report 2016338:
[…] Duong Van Minh followers regularly are imprisoned, and in February
2015, government agents attacked followers in Cao Bang Province.
Provincial-level public security officials detained one Duong Van
Minh follower after he met with USCIRF in August 2015, and
reportedly beat and tortured the man when he refused to answer their
questions.
Torture and inhuman treatment are often seen as a means of limiting dangerous or otherwise
threatening ideas in Vietnam. Abuse is used to try and force religious persons to renounce
their faith and thereby come back into the fold of the national ideology. In this way, torture is
targeted and religious minorities are far more susceptible than the average prisoner.
Amnesty International Annual Report 2015/2016: Vietnam339:
Deaths in custody
In March, the National Assembly questioned the credibility of a Ministry of
Public Security announcement that of 226 deaths in police custody
between October 2011 and September 2014, most were caused by
illness or suicide. During 2015 at least seven deaths in custody were
reported with suspicions of possible police torture or other illtreatment.
Those in various prisons in Vietnam have reported similarly poor treatment. Allegations
include the prohibition of even the most necessary medicine (reported at Hao Lo Prison) and
prolonged solitary confinement, beatings, and torture (reported at multiple prisons including
that of Gia Lai province). In addition, literature and other personal effects, particularly those
related to personal expression or written dissent, were routinely confiscated and destroyed. 340
Most of these active human rights abuses occur in the pre-trial period with prolonged poor
conditions throughout the duration of detention.

Conclusions
Buddhists, Catholics, and Evangelicals have been arrested in Vietnam for activities that
supposedly undermine the unity of the Vietnamese state. The country’s Penal Code includes
phrases such as ‘sowing division’ and ‘overthrowing the people's administration’, which
imply that the government fears that religious groups could challenge its authority using
theological principles as a motive to mobilize. Indeed, state atheism and communism are
official ideologies of the regime, and conformity and self-subjugation are necessary for the
success of these policies, whereas Christianity and Buddhism could promote principles that
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could be used against the state. Registered religions are carefully monitored by the Vietnam
Fatherland Front to ensure that they do not threaten the societal order.
Vietnam should release the individuals mentioned on this list who are imprisoned for their
peaceful religious beliefs and practices and begin to enforce the constitutional right of
freedom of religion and belief, not only to registered religions but to all citizens. Conforming
to the UN minimum rules for the treatment of prisoners should be made a priority. Initiative
should be taken to investigate and prosecute officials who torture and mistreat prisoners,
which is in violation with international law and Vietnam's constitutional provisions regarding
human dignity and morality.
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